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Preface
The eighteenth Annual Belgian-Dutch Conference on Machine Learning (Benelearn 09) was organised
by the Tilburg centre for Creative Computing (TiCC), Faculty of Humanities and was held at Tilburg
University, Tilburg, the Netherlands on 18 and 19 May 2009.
Benelearn 09 was the eighteenth in a series of successful annual conferences in the area of
machine learning. Previous meetings were held in Spa (2008), Amsterdam (2007), Ghent (2006),
Enschede (2005), Brussels (2004), Utrecht (2002), Antwerp (2001), Tilburg (2000), Maastricht (1999),
Wageningen (1998), Tilburg (1997), Maastricht (1996), Brussels (1995), Rotterdam (1994), Brussels
(1993), Amsterdam (1991), and Leuven (1990).
The conference serves as a forum for researchers to present recent and on-going research, exchange
ideas and foster collaborations in the field of machine learning.
We would like to thank the members of the programme committee for their careful evaluation of the
submissions and Lauraine Sinay for her help in setting up the event.
Marieke van Erp
Herman Stehouwer
Menno van Zaanen
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Abstract
Work on machine learning and combinatorial optimization will be reviewed at Philips Research to support
applications in the new research fields that followed up the Ambient Intelligence vision. In particular,
applied research on recommendation, physiology models for sleep and emotion and activity detection will
be presented.
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What is in a Name: Recognizing Monument Names from Free-Text
Monument Descriptions
Hans Paijmans
University of Tilburg
Tilburg, Holland
paai@uvt.nl

Alex Brandsen
Rijksuniversiteit Leiden
Leiden, Holland
alex.brandsen@gmail.com

Abstract

’title’ for the names of monuments, sculpture and
other works or art). Such titles do not limit themselves to certain POS tags, they may or may not
be capitalized or surrounded by quotes and even
orthography or correct syntax is not at all guaranteed. And whereas the presence of a title for
a book or ’regular’ works of art is almost certain,
the objects that are recorded in a database on e.g.
monumental buildings may well lack this feature
or be known under more than one title.
There has been work done on the NE-tagging
of fields in databases, using the information in
the database for bootstrapping (Sporleder et al.,
2006). Again, this concerned entities with ’real’
names. The problem of titles is mentioned, but not
tackled.
In this paper we wil describe our experiences
with attempts to extract the titles of monuments
from a large database containing ’titles’ and freetext descriptions of buildings that are classified as
monuments by the Dutch gouvernement.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) frequently uses machine learning to identify
named entities of a certain class from free
text. This strategy is applied succesfully
to proper names and names of organizations, but the recognition and extraction of
the names of monuments and works of art
pose different problems. This paper describes how tokens that may be part of a
monument names are extracted from the
description of a building or monument, using Memory Based Learning (MBL) techniques. These tokens are the nuclei to
reconstruct complete candidate names by
again expanding them to phrase boundaries.

1

Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) can be defined
as a subtask of information extraction that seeks to
locate and classify elements in text into predefined
categories such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of times, quantities,
monetary values, percentages, etc. If we consider
the individual classes that are mentioned here, it is
clear that such entities generally are short or even
atomic and have rather precise properties. Percentages and monetary values will mostly exist of
numerics, the class of non-numeric chronological
expressions is relatively restricted and the names
of persons and organizations display characteristics such as capitalization, surrounding typography (quotes) or even distinct Part of Speech (POS)
tags.
However, there is a comparable class that is
much more difficult to recognize: the title of a
book, or work of art (we will henceforth use the
word ’name’ for the relatively short and relatively
easy identified names described above and reserve

2 What is in a name
The concept of a title and the problems surrounding it, is amply addressed by philosophers (Kripke,
1980; Russel, 1959), but here we are more concerned with a practical operationalization and we
will give some cases where the label ’title’ is very
tenuous indeed.
Although generally not part of the title proper,
we have to assume that the name of the town or
village in which the monument is located is always
known. Many buildings have a title that is unambiguous in context, but that is shared with buildings in other localities. For instance, the Central
Station in Amsterdam certainly is a monument,
and ’The Central Station’ is used as its title. However, the Central Station in Eindhoven is also a
monument, but even if we can find it mentioned
in Google as ’Central Station’, the title is not used
as such by the population of Eindhoven, who re2
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fer to this building as ’the station’. Then, again,
this may change over time. In the database that we
used, the locality was part of every record, so in
itself this did not pose a problem.
Another difficulty presents itself when the official title of a monument differs from the name
in use by the population. The ’Opstandingskerk’
(resurrection church) in Amsterdam is known as
’de kolenkit’ (the coal shuttle) for its distinctive
shape, and the official name is rarely used, but
the name of the quarter is ’de kolenkitbuurt’ (the
coalshuttle quarter) in official documents. With
central heating however, coal shuttles have disappeared, and perhaps the original title will reassert
itself over time. The point we are trying to make is
that even in this ’official’ database of dutch monuments, there is no certainty that the official title
word or phrase will occur in the field “Beschrijving”. Other considerations concerning the correct
title and its boundaries are mentioned in subsection 3.2 below.
We have adopted the working definition “the
smallest phrase, not being the address, that in combination with the name of the town or village,
uniquely identifies a building”. Because a phrase
can be defined as a group of words that functions
as a single unit in the syntax of a sentence, this
more or less rules out ’accidental’ unique accumulations of characters.

Figure 1: Cumulative number of titles entered in
Objectname

of object), which in 7650 cases is filled with the title of the object and ’Omschrijving’ (Description)
which is always filled. See table 2 on page 3
The objectnames that have a value entered are
not distributed at random over the database; when
we consider figure 1, we observe that the cumulative number of non-zero objectnames rises sharply
after record 43000. There is also a marked increase in the length of the description field (avg.
237 chars to avg. 2934 chars) and a different
numbering scheme at this point. According to the
RACM, the database was created in 1996 by combining two earlier digital databases, one of which
in its turn was filled around 1986 by copying from
paper records by an external agent. It is possible
that this external agent did not have not the authority or expertise to add an objectname unless it was
very clearly identified.
In any case, the graph suggests that the 20,000
records after 43,000 were entered more methodically and that the title or ’objectnaam’ was also
entered whenever possible, but on closer examination we also found that a single monument often spanned several database records and other
anomalies, that made the contents less suitable as
object for our research.
For our experiment, we limited ourselves to the
first group (42424 records), of which only 1731
were named. From these records we only used
those that had a title entered in the name field,
that (after normalizing) recurred in the description.
That amounted to 1392 records, which were used
to extract the table for the MBL task.

2.1 The database
name
Shape
Objrijksnr
Woonplaats
Objectnaam
Type obj
Oorspr fun
Cbs tekst
X
Y
name
ObjRijksNr
Omschrijving

Description
Type object
Rijksmonumentnumber of monument
Locality of monument
Name rijksmonument (if any)
Type (buildingarcheology)
original function category
CBS type
X-cordinate (in m.)
Y-cordinate (in m.)
Description
Rijksmonumentnumber of monument
Description (if applicable evaluation)

Table 1: Original tables from Rijksmonumenten
The database under consideration is published
by the RACM1 as (de Groot (contact), 2005). The
main table consists of 61,000 records. The fields
under consideration here are ’Objectnaam’ (Name
1
RACM or Rijksdienst voor Archeologie, Cultuurlandschap en Monumenten is the Dutch national service for archaeology, cultural landscape and monuments.
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OBJRIJKSNR: 5
WOONPLAATS: Amsterdam
OBJECTNAAM: Besiendershuis Omschrijving: Pand met halsgevel (kort na 1701), wijzigingen (XVIIIc).
Fronton met schelp. Vormt groep met nrs 33, (35) en 37.
OBJRIJKSNR: 50
WOONPLAATS: Amsterdam
OBJECTNAAM: Oude Walenkerk
Omschrijving: Oude Walenkerk. 15e eeuwse kloosterkerk met zuidbeuk uit
1661, voorgevel uit 1647.Doorsnede lichtelijk basilicaal. Orgel 1686
toegeschreven van Langlet, vergroot 1734 door Chr. Muller.
Kabinetorgel van onbekende maker gebouwd omstreeks 1775. Verdere inventaris.

Table 2: Two examples from the database

3

The modus operandi

In table 3 we have the summed confusion table .
The precision is 76%, the recall 77%. This means
that three quarter of the words in a title were recognized by the classifier when they occurred in the
description.

3.1 The MBL stage
Our goal was the recognition of words or phrases
in the field ’Omschrijving’ that were candidates
for the ’Objectnaam’-field, using MBL techniques.
The training examples were obtained automatically by selecting the records in which the objectname (title) recurred literally in the description
field. For the complete feature list we used the features as suggested by Bogers (Bogers, 2004). The
descriptions were first tokenized and POS-tagged.
Then a sliding window over five words was created, word 3 being the focus (refer to table 4 on
page 4). The rest of the features described properties of the focus: the POS tag (P), inside quotes
(I), first word capitalized (F), all capitalized (C),
all lower case (L), wordlength (Wl), first word of
sentence (S), all numerics (N), initial (I), stopword
(W) and class. In the experiments, we also added
the tf.idf value of the focus word or other such
features, but this had barely effect, if any.
If a token occurred inside the repeated title in
the ’Omschrijving’ it was labeled as positive, otherwise as negative.
For the Memory Based Learning we used
TiMBL 5.1 (Daelemans et al., 2004) 2 , a decisiontree-based implementation of k-nearest neigbour
classification (KNN). KNN classification is a
method of classifying objects based on the closest training examples mapped in the feature space.
TiMBL uses indexes in the instance memory extensively and therefore can handle discrete data
and large numbers of various examples well. We
performed a normal 10-fold cross validation test
on the data.
2

0
NAM
overall accuracy
recall
precision

0 NAM
80327
626
677
2136
0.99
0.77
0.76

Table 3: Confusion Matrix 10-fold x-validation
3.2 Reconstruction of the titles
Recognizing tokens that may belong to a title is
only one part of the recognition task. The MBL table describes tokens, but titles generally are multiword phrases. If a token, or a sequence of tokens is
classified as belonging to a name, in at least 25%
of the cases, there is no certainty that tokens immediately before or after that sequence do not also
belong to the title, but are mistakenly classified as
not belonging to it. We wrote a script ’reconstruct’
that tried to reconstruct the complete title from the
original text, given words that are flagged as title
words. It does this essentially by concatenating
words to the recognized words in both directions
until a phrase boundary, like an article, a capitalized word or punctuation sign is met. The word
’Kerk’ (Church) is treated special in that more capitalized words are allowed, because a church often
is consecrated to more saints.
After a candidate title is reconstructed, it continues in the description field and it is possible that
two or more candidate titles are detected. For the
experiments below we only used the first candidate.In this way we obtained a list of candidate titles.

Available from http://ilk.uvt.nl
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prec1
-EMP-STHuis
de
Yzre
Ketel

prec2
-STHuis
de
Yzre
Ketel
.

focus
Huis
de
Yzre
Ketel
.
Gevel

post1
de
Yzre
Ketel
.
Gevel
van

post2
Yzre
Ketel
.
Gevel
van
het

P
N
Art
N
N
Punc
N

I
0
0
0
0
0
0

F
1
0
1
1
0
1

C
0
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
1
0
0
0
0

Wl
4
2
8
5
1
5

S
1
0
0
0
0
0

N
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
0
0
0
0
0
0

W
0
0
0
0
0
0

class
0
0
NAM
NAM
0
0

Table 4: MBL table. Last field is class
So the title or an acceptable permutation thereof
was reconstructed in 94% of the cases.
When 10-fold X-validation is performed by
TiMBL, it preserves the results of the individual
cases in the .cv files. We concatenated these files
and deleted the original labels, keeping the labels
given by TiMBL.
We found a perfect match in 640 cases, acceptable match 514, contained match 27, overlap 29
and no match 182. The performance of the reconstruction program dropped to 82%, but this is actually better than one would expect from the token
recognition from table 3. This is caused by the
fact that ven a single correctly recognized token
may be sufficient to reconstruct a multtiword title,
even if all other words are classified incorrectly.

For the scoring of these results, we compared
the output of this program with the original names.
Both the output and the original names were converted to lower case and punctuation was stripped.
We then scored on the following points (column 3
in table 5):
1. Perfect match.
2. Lefthand match. Where “Loevenstein” was
the original name, and the reconstructed
name was “kasteel loevenstein” (castle Loevenstein), we felt that this was acceptable,
as both phrases are colloquially used as the
name of the monument.
3. Partial match 1. Candidate title was contained inside the target.

4 Discussion and conclusions

4. Partial match 2. Correct title contained inside
the candidate.

The conclusion should be that it is possible to extract titles from the verbal description of monuments and similar works of art. If the object has
indeed a title, and if it is contained in the description, it can be recognized and reconstructed in four
out of five cases. There may still be room for improvement in these steps, both in the MBL table
and in the reconstruction algorithm, notably a better recognizer for phrase boundaries.
In section 2 we defined a title as a phrase, not
being the address, that in combination with the
name of the town or village, uniquely identifies
a building. This is not necessarily the given title: of course, the address also uniquely identifies
the building, and inscriptions or decorations mentioned in the description may do the same job.
However, visual inspection of the output of our
reconstruction algorithm on the output of the classifier for 3276 unnamed objects showed a lot of
positives that could not be expanded in an unique
string. Only five more real titles were discovered (which were erroneously not entered in the
’Objectname’-field) and a dozen other strings that
were unique enough to identify the monument
(usually parts of inscriptions). The conclusion

5. No match.
The last column in table 5 is a corrected Levenshtein distance, in that the difference in length
between the correct title and the candidate title is
subtracted from the original Levenshtein score.
title
t alverlies
keyenberg
wartena
fort kijkduin
cradalis
sint anthony gasthuis
heksenhoek
het huys ten donck
ruine
boerenwoning

reconstr. title
boerderij t alverlies
het oudste
wartena
fort kijkduin
villa cradalis
gasthuiscomplex
molen de reek
hoofdgebouw
gebouwde ruine
kinderspeelhuis

class
2
5
1
1
2
5
5
5
2
5

L
0
8
0
0
0
12
6
8
0
9

Table 5: Reconstructed titles
We extracted candidate titles from two MBL tables. The first table contained the tokens originally labeled as correct, i.e. those and only those
that formed part of the title. Of these, we found a
perfect match in 736 cases, acceptable match 586,
contained match 2, overlap 55 and no match 19.
5

must be drawn that monuments without a title do
not have enough other unique properties in the description field to identify them. In this respect it
must be noted that numerals in the MBL database
that indicated a year or century, were replaced by
generic strings; possibly inclusion of such strings
would improve the prospects of unique identification.
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Abstract

maritime domain. The main goal of the approach
is to model how ships are moving in a certain scenario or region, not to make an accurate kinematic
model of ships.
The problem is addressed in the context of
the Automatic Identification System (AIS). Every commercial ship weighing more than 300 tons
is required to carry an AIS transponder. Such a
transponder sends updates about, amongst others:
position, heading, speed and rate of turn, every
couple of seconds.
Section 2 presents the method in two parts. We
first describe how we build a model of ship movements using a compression method combined with
clustering. Then we detail how we use this model
as a predictor. We (preliminarily) evaluate the proposed method in section 3. Sections 4, 5 and 6 are
for discussion of the presented work, ideas for future research and some conclusions.

In this paper we show how to build a
model of ship trajectories in a certain maritime region and use this model to predict future ship movements. The presented
method is unsupervised and based on
existing compression (line-simplification)
and clustering techniques. We evaluate the
model with a simple prediction task. In
this task we compare the performance of
our method to two baseline predictors and
show that it outperforms them on average.
However, it also shows room for improvement, for which we give a number of suggestions.

1

Introduction

Maritime Security and Safety (MSS) systems have
the task of providing their end-users with situational awareness of the maritime region that they
have under observation, in other words, these systems should provide their operators with as much
information as possible about what is going on in
their area of operation.
A major type of input to MSS systems is ship
position data coming from different types of sensors connected to the system. Part of the situational awareness task is to build a model of ship
activity based on this data and to use this model
to predict future events and detect anomalous behavior. Depending on the size of the covered area
and the number of ship movements that take place
there, the amount of incoming data can be very
large.
In this paper we show how to, in an unsupervised way, construct a concise, yet effective model
of ship trajectory data and how to make simple
predictions based on these models. Our method is
a combination of existing techniques and the main
contribution of this paper is their application in the

2

Method

In this section we will describe a method to build a
model of ship trajectories, and use this for prediction. This method consists of two parts. The first
part involves the building of a model: first we apply a compression algorithm to the data, then the
output of this compression is given to a clustering
method. The resulting model is used for prediction, which we detail in the second part. However, first a few remarks about trajectory data are
required.
Trajectory Data Trajectories are spatial timeseries, they describe the movement of objects in
a certain space through time. Thus, a two dimensional trajectory has at least three variables, typically: location (x, y) and time (t). But, there are
also a lot of derived variables such as speed, direction, acceleration, etc. (a good overview of this
and a lot more is in Dodge et al. (2008)). Furthermore, ship trajectories describe movements of
7
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relatively large objects. Such large objects constrain possible trajectories, e.g. large objects do
not jump around, nor turn and accelerate very fast.
In a sense, this type of movement data is highly
regular and is quite predictable.
2.1

Algorithm 1: douglas peucker(Λ, )
Data: A list of data-points: Λ = λ1 , . . . , λn ,
and the maximum allowed error: .
Result: A list of data-points that are kept: Λc .
orth dist() gives the orthogonal distance
between a point and a line defined by line().

Model Creation

dmax = 0, imax = 0
for i = 2 to n − 1 do
d = orth dist(λi , line(λ1 , λn ))
if d > dmax then
imax = i
dmax = d
end
end
if dmax ≥  then
// recursive calls
ΛA = douglas peucker(λ1 , . . . , λimax , )
ΛB = douglas peucker(λimax , . . . , λn , )
A
B
B
Λc = λA
1 , . . . , λm−1 , λ1 , . . . , λk
else
Λc = λ1 , λn
end
return Λc

The nature of the data that we are dealing with
suggests that a good first step to building a model
of this data is to apply a compression algorithm.
The compression method that we use comes from
image processing and was invented to compress
two dimensional lines, however it can also be used
to compress time-series. Intuitively this methods segments the time-series into parts that have
a more or less constant derivative. To generalize
and reduce model size further, we apply a clustering algorithm to the compression results to create
a model.
2.1.1 Compression
Let Λ = λ1 , . . . , λn be a list of points λi in an, at
least, two-dimensional space. We will see that in
our experiment this is a trajectory of latitude and
longitude coordinates (if they are time stamped,
this describes a line in a three-dimensional space).
We compress this list of points using the DouglasPeucker line simplification algorithm (algorithm
1, (Douglas and Peucker, 1973)). The purpose of
this compression algorithm is, given a curve defined by a set of consecutive points (or alternatively segments), to find a not so dissimilar curve
defined by fewer points. The maximum amount of
dissimilarity is controlled by a parameter . The
compressed curve is defined by a subset of points
from the original curve.
The above compression algorithm is applied to
the trajectory for each s ∈ Ships, where Ships is
our data-set of ship trajectories. Based on the compression Λcs = douglas peucker(Λs , ) we create
segments:
Σs

= {(λi , λj ) ∈ Λcs × Λcs |i < j
∧ ¬∃k(i < k < j ∧ λk ∈ Λcs )} .

and the union of all of those
[
Σ∪ =
Σs .

2007). In order to apply any clustering algorithm,
we first need to define some form of similarity
measure. For two segments σi , σj ∈ Σ∪ we define their similarity dist(σi , σj ) as:
dist(σi , σj ) = norm(σi (1) − σj (1))
(3)
+ norm(σi (2) − σj (2)) ,
where norm is the Euclidean norm and σ(1) and
σ(2) indicate the first and second element of the
segment. Thus, what we do is add up the Euclidean distance between the start-points and the
end-points of the segments. With dist we can
compute a similarity matrix M , such that, for all
σi , σj ∈ Σ∪1 :
Mij = Mji = dist(σi , σj ) .

(4)

(1)

We use M as input for the clustering algorithm
AP :
C = AP (Σ∪ , M, p) .
(5)

(2)

The parameter p controls the amount of clusters
discovered by AP , a higher value of p means more
clusters. C contains the averages, or centroids, of
each cluster2 and is essentially our model.

s∈Ships

1
In practice one might want to take a random subset of
Σ∪ , because computation for the full set would require too
much computation time.
2
Technically, affinity propagation returns disjoint subsets

2.1.2 Clustering
To the union Σ∪ we apply the clustering algorithm Affinity Propagation (AP )(Frey and Dueck,
8

2.1.3 Remarks
For brevity, we glossed over two non-trivial issues
in the above description. The first one is normalization. In order for the results of the compression
and clustering methods to make sense we need to
normalize the data, because typically the scale of
the time variable is very different from the location variables. And even more complicated can
be dealing with latitude and longitude coordinates.
The size (in kilometers for example) of a degree
of longitude is very different at the equator than at
the poles, while a degree of latitude is more or less
constant everywhere on the globe. Fortunately, for
relatively small regions of interest this issue can
be ignored without much loss of accuracy.
Another issue is that typically the time dimensions of trajectories have absolute time stamps.
But, since a model should be a general representation of ship movement we are interested in relative
time. For instance, if we build a model based on
a week of data and we want to use this model to
predict movement in the next week, then the time
in the model could be relative to the start of the
week (or day maybe). This means that, in application situations, there are cases in which equation 1
is not entirely correct, we will see this in the evaluation experiment.
2.2

Where
orth proj ((λ1 , λ2 ), (c1 , c2 )) = (λ01 , λ02 )
s.t. λ0i is the orthogonal

projection of λi on (c1 , c2 ) . (8)
However, 8 requires some special cases that we
will give now. If the direction of (λ01 , λ02 ) is opposite to (c1 , c2 ) then we switch λ01 and λ02 . Also
if λ0i is outside the segment (c1 , c2 ) (i.e. it is not
between the two points c1 and c2 ), then we define
it as either c1 or c2 , whichever is closer.
Finally, we can select the segment c ∈ C, for
which the corresponding segment cproj ∈ Cproj
has the property:
¬∃c0 ∈ Cproj : dist(σlast , c0 )
< dist(σlast , cproj ) . (9)
In other words, we take the cluster in our model
for which the projection of the last segment onto
that cluster is closest. We do the projection step to
compensate for the fact that at prediction time we
only have data until a certain point, but the model
is based on completed trajectories.
In general, one could say that this closest cluster is the prediction for the movement of the object
that we observe. However, from an application
perspective we are probably interested in a specific
part of this cluster. In the ship case, we are interested in the coordinates associated with the endpoints of the segment (and not so much in the start
points), which are a prediction of where the ship
will sail to.

Prediction

We can use the model C that we built in the previous steps to make predictions about new data. Let
Λnew be the trajectory of a ship (or another type of
moving object) that we have observed thus far. We
compress the trajectory as expected with Λcnew =
douglas peucker(Λnew , ), using the same  as we
did when creating the model. With this compression we create the last segment of this trajectory
as
σlast

3

Evaluation

For the evaluation of the above method we have
used a week-long test sample of Automatic Identification System (AIS) data. A ship with an
AIS transponder sends (amongst others) updates
about its position, speed, course, heading and
rate of turn every couple of seconds. For the
current experiments we decided to only consider
the position and time variables. Thus we have
a set of ship trajectories that are defined by a
list of latitude and longitude coordinates in degrees, with a time stamp in seconds. Formally,
for each s ∈ Ships we have a trajectory Λs =
(lat 1 , lng 1 , t1 ), . . . , (lat n , lng n , tn ).
The data is normalized by applying common znormalization to every dimension. For example, if

= (λi , λj ) ∈ Λcnew × Λcnew : i < j
∧ ¬∃k(i < k < j ∧ λk ∈ Λcnew )
∧ ¬∃l(l > j ∧ λl ∈ Λcnew ) .

(6)
Next we will project this last segment onto every c ∈ C 3 :
Cproj = {cproj |c ∈ C ∧
cproj = orth proj (σlast , c)} . (7)
(the clusters) of the input dataset with an exemplar from each
subset. However, in our case, we can easily compute an average for each subset.
3
Note that for ease of reading some mathematical rigor is
missing here.
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LAT is the set of all the latitude values that are
in the dataset, then for each lat ∈ LAT : lat =
(lat − mean(LAT ))/stddev (LAT ).
We already mentioned that we are usually interested in relative and not absolute time. This is
also true for this experiment. We are not interested in the absolute time values for the start and
stop of a segment, but only in the duration of a
segment. So, if we have a segment σ = (λi , λj )
created by equation 1 and λ(t) is the time variable of the point λ, then we change σ such that
λj (t) = λj (t) − λi (t) and λi (t) = 0. In other
words, each segment starts at time 0 and has a certain duration λj (t) − λi (t). We do the same thing
in the projection step (equation 8) during prediction, i.e. all the projected segments start at 0.

Baseline 1 The first baseline is trivial, we just
predict that the ship will stay at its current location. In terms of the above this means that we predict: (lat n , lng n ). We evaluate the quality of this
prediction at tj as we do with the other method.
Baseline 2 The second baseline is simple deadreckoning. We assume that the ship will continue to sail along the course of its last segment:
((lat m , lng m , 0), (lat n , lng n , tn )). So, we compute the speed in this segment and then easily determine where the ship will be at tj given this
speed and the direction of the segment. This prediction is also evaluated at tj .
Sometimes it occurs that the last segment of a
trajectory is matched with a cluster that is temporally shorter, such that t2 < tn . This means that
tj < ti , given tj = (ti − tn ) + t2 . Thus, we are actually predicting an earlier point. In such a case it
seems better to predict nothing, i.e. we predict the
ship at its current location at its current time. Furthermore, the method is not made for ships that
actually do not move (for instance because they
are docked), and it is seems perfectly reasonable
to predict that the ship stays at its current location
in this case too. Both cases would, given the corrected predictions that we described, lead to a trivial and not very interesting 0 prediction error for
all methods, therefore we choose to exclude both
cases from the prediction data.

Using the method above we construct a model
with 6 of the 7 days of data that we have available. Then we take the unused 7th day (the
in day) and one random day from the 6 training days (the out day). For each ship (trajectory) in those test-sets we take a number
of random time stamps. We select the trajectory up to that time (ti ) for each of those time
stamps. To this selection we apply the prediction method that we have described above. So,
we apply douglas peucker and select the last segment ((lat m , lng m , 0), (lat n , lng n , tn )) as defined
in equation 6. For this segment we compute the
closest cluster: ((lat 1 , lng 1 , 0), (lat 2 , lng 2 , t2 )).
We take (lat 2 , lng 2 ) as the prediction that we are
interested in. So, we are predicting where the ship
is going.

The entire evaluation process we did seven
times, once for every 6-day subset, thereby doing essentially a 7-fold cross-validation. The total amount of prediction error samples we have is
around 2000, for both the in days and the out days.
In figure 1 we have plotted the mean prediction error against the predicted time to reach the prediction. The graph gives the mean prediction error for
different values of tj − tn (i.e. the amount of time
we predict ahead). We show this for each of the
six conditions that we have defined: the in days
and out days for our compression and clustering
method and the same for the two baseline predictors. Near the end of the graph (> 120) we have a
low sample size, thus the graph is not very reliable
in that region.
In figure 2 we have plotted the average prediction error for the five most common ship types5 in
our data. The order of the conditions is the same
as in the previous figure.

For evaluating this prediction, we compute tj =
(ti − tn ) + t2 , which is the time stamp at which
we predict the ship to be at (lat 2 , lng 2 ). From
the original trajectory we determine the location
(lat j , lng j ) where the ship actually was at tj .
Then we compute the prediction error δ as:
δ = geoDist((lat j , lng j ), (lat 2 , lng 2 )) ,

(10)

where geoDist is the geographical distance4 between two latitude, longitude coordinates. Should
there exist no point in the trajectory for tj , then we
take the temporally closest point that does exist in
the trajectory.
We also define two simple baseline predictors to
compare our method to.
4

5

The great-circle distance.

10

AIS defines a number of common ship types.

which suggests that the behavior of the ships is
more or less the same during the week.
It is very interesting to see from figure 2 that the
two baseline predictors prefer different ship types,
cargo ships and tankers are predicted better by
baseline 2 (simple dead reckoning), but the other
three types are better predicted by baseline 1. This
seems intuitive given that cargo ships and tankers
behave very regular and the other three types behave far more irratic. On average our method performs better, but there is no single type for which
it performs the best.
We already mentioned that in some cases we
would actually be predicting a temporally earlier
point and that we therefore fix the prediction to
the ship’s current time and place. However, visualization shows that it can still happen that the
best matching segment has an endpoint that the
ship has already passed, and the ship will never get
closer. It also happens sometimes that we predict a
point that a ship actually does reach, but at a later
or earlier time than that we predict, thus resulting
in a bigger prediction error.
There is another aspect to the prediction task
that we have used to evaluate the proposed method
that might come across as somewhat awkward.
This is the fact that the amount of time that we
can predict into the future depends on the cluster
that we have matched. It would be more natural
to try to predict a ship’s position a certain ∆t into
the future. However, with the current model this
cannot be done, since we do not model how a ship
goes from cluster to cluster6 .
As is the case in a lot of data-mining and machine learning work, finding the right parameters
is very important. This work is no exception in
that respect, setting  and p to appropriate values
is important to get meaningful results.
Currently, in the evaluation, we run the compression algorithm, for each point, on the entire
trajectory until that point. In an actual application implementation of the proposed method this
would not be very efficient, it would be far more
practical to go to an on-line compression algorithm, for on overview of possibilities see Shi and
Cheung (2006).
We have used affinity propagation as our clustering algorithm, because we did not have a good
idea of the amount of clusters that we would need.
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Figure 1: Prediction error vs. Time to Prediction.
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Figure 2: Prediction Error per major ship type. (1
= in days, 2 = out days, 3 = base 1 - in, 4 = base 1 - out, 5 =
base 2 - and 6 = base 2 - out)

Parameter Settings The model creation method
that we have described has two parameters:  and
p. We can control the amount of compression and
thus the amount of segments with . At the moment we have determined a good value of  by visual inspection of compressed and uncompressed
ship trajectories. Depending on how the data is
normalized the value of  will be different. For the
normalization we used, we set  = 0.1. To determine an optimal setting for p we ran a smaller version of the experiment with different values for p.
This experiment suggested to fix p = −4, which
gave a good performance/computation-time tradeoff.

4

Discussion

Figure 1 shows that our method on average performs better than the two baselines that we defined. There is also no real difference between the
performance on the in days and on the out days,

6

This is not impossible, we could store transition frequencies between clusters.
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6

However, it might be that one does have a good
idea about this or there is a number predefined. In
that case there is no reason to not use, for instance,
k-means clustering, because dist is a proper distance metric.

5

Conclusion

We have presented an unsupervised method to
construct a simple model of ship trajectory data
using existing compression (Douglas-Peucker)
and clustering (Affinity Propagation) techniques.
In essence this model is a set of clusters of trajectory segments. To evaluate this model we defined
a simple prediction task. In this task we compared
the performance of our method to two baseline
predictors and showed that it outperformed them
on average. A per ship type comparison showed a
behavioral difference between types and suggests
that our method could benefit from taking this into
account. However, the most important next step is
to make comparisons to other methods in the field.

Future Work

The first thing to do in the future is to compare
this method to other methods in the field. At the
moment we only know that we can do better than
some baselines. Also we need to evaluate the proposed approach on more and different data. There
are other types of trajectory data that we could
look at, such as cars and people, but it can also be
interesting to look at other forms of time-series.
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Abstract

transitivity is often assumed as a crucial property
[Diaz et al., 2008]. This property basically says
that a preference judgment of an object xi over an
other object xj and a similar preference judgment
of the same xj over a third object xk should always result in a preference judgment of xi over
xk , if preference judgments are made in a rational
way. Nevertheless, it has been observed in several
psychological experiments that human preference
judgments often violate this transitivity property
(see e.g. [Tversky, 1998]), especially in a context
where preference judgments are considered as uncertain, resulting in non-crisp preference relations
between objects.
Contrary to some approaches taken in fuzzy
set theory and decision theory, we adopt a probabilistic view of expressing uncertainty in decision behavior, as it is for example the case in social choice theory and mathematical psychology,
where preference relations are often called binary
choice probabilities. In this probabilistic framework, it can be assumed that a preference relation
defined on a space X satisfies the reciprocity property.
Definition 1.1. A relation Q : X 2 → [0, 1] is
called a reciprocal preference relation if for any
(xi , xj ) ∈ X 2 it holds that

In different fields like decision making,
psychology, game theory and biology it
has been observed that paired-comparison
data like preference relations defined by
humans and animals can be intransitive.
Intransitive relations cannot be modelled
with existing machine learning methods
like ranking models, because these models exhibit strong transitivity properties.
More specifically, in a stochastic context,
where often the reciprocity property characterizes probabilistic relations such as
choice probabilities, it has been formally
shown that ranking models always satisfy
the well-known strong stochastic transitivity property. Given this limitation of
ranking models, we present a new regularized least-squares algorithm capable of
inferring intransitive reciprocal relations
in problems where transitivity violations
cannot be considered as noise. In this approach it is the kernel function that defines the transition from learning transitive
to learning intransitive relations, and the
Kronecker-product is introduced for representing the latter type of relations. In
addition, we empirically demonstrate on
a benchmark problem in game theory that
our algorithm outperforms the traditional
ranking approach.

1

Q(xi , xj ) + Q(xj , xi ) = 1 .
While taking into consideration this reciprocity
property, Luce and Suppes [1965] introduced several stochastic transitivity properties like weak,
moderate and strong stochastic transitivity to characterize rational preference judgments in a probabilistic sense. As for crisp preference relations,
several authors observed that these stochastic transitivity properties are often violated. This is definitely the case for strong stochastic transitivity
[Garcia-Lapresta and Mesenes, 2005], but sometimes even weak stochastic transitivity can be violated [Switalski, 2000]. As a consequence, there

Introduction

The mathematical representation of human preference judgments has been a subject of study for researchers in different fields like mathematical psychology, decision theory, social choice theory, and
fuzzy modeling. Historically, this kind of research
has been motivated by the quest for a rational characterization of human judgments, and to this end,
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ized least-squares objective function on pairedcomparison data that is expressed as a graph.

has been a long debate on interpreting this absence
of transitivity. If preference judgments are considered as rational human decisions, then one should
neglect the transitivity violations and apply traditional transitive models to represent this type of
data.

2

From transitive to intransitive
preference models

In order to model preference judgments one can
distinguish two main types of models in decision
making [Öztürk et al., 2005]:

The motivation for building intransitive reciprocal preference relations might be debatable in a
traditional (decision-theoretic) context, but the existence of rational transitivity violations becomes
more appealing when the notion of a reciprocal preference relation is defined in a broader
sense, as any binary relation satisfying the reciprocity property. Reciprocal relations in game
theory for example violate weak stochastic transitivity, in situations where the best strategy of
a player depends on the strategy of his/her opponent — see e.g. the well-known rock-scissorspaper game [Fisher, 2008] and dice games [De
Schuymer et al., 2003, 2006]). Furthermore, in biology examples of rational intransitive preference
judgments have been encountered in competitions
of many species [Frean and Abraham, 2001, Kerr
et al., 2002, Kirkup and Riley, 2004]. Other examples of intransitive reciprocal relations can be
found in order theory, when ranking probabilities
of the elements of partially ordered sets are mutually compared [De Baets et al., submitted].

1. Scoring methods: these methods typically
construct a continuous function of the form
f : X → R such that:
xi  xj ⇔ f (xi ) ≥ f (xj ) ,
which means that alternative xi is preferred
to alternative xj if the highest value was assigned to xi . In decision making, f is usually referred to as a utility function, while it
is called a ranking function in machine learning.
2. Pairwise preference models: here the preference judgments are modeled by one (or
more) relations Q : X 2 → [0, 1] that express whether xi should be preferred over xj .
One can distinguish different kinds of relations such as crisp relations, fuzzy relations
or reciprocal relations.

Generally speaking, we believe that enough examples exist to justify the need for models that
can represent intransitive preference relations. In
this article we will address the topic of constructing such models based on any type of pairedcomparison data. Basically, one can interpret
these models as a mathematical representation of a
reciprocal preference relation, having parameters
that need to be statistically inferred. The approach
that we take finds its origin in machine learning,
as a generalization of existing utility or ranking
models. These models have been popular in areas like information retrieval and marketing for
predicting decisions of web users and clients of
e-commerce applications. Utility or ranking models by construction posses weak (and often even
strong) stochastic transitivity properties, making
them impossible to represent intransitive preference judgments in an accurate way. As a solution, we will extend an existing kernel-based ranking algorithm that has been proposed recently by
some of the present authors. This algorithm has
been called RankRLS, as it optimizes a regular-

The former approach has been especially popular
in machine learning for scalability reasons. The
latter approach allows a flexible and interpretable
description of preference judgments and has therefore been popular in decision theory and the fuzzy
set community.
The semantics underlying reciprocal preference
relations is often probabilistic: Q(xi , xj ) expresses the probability that object xi is preferred
to xj . One can in general construct such a reciprocal or probabilistic preference relation from a utility model in the following way:
Q(xi , xj ) = h(f (xi ), f (xj )) ,
with h : R2 → [0, 1] usually increasing in its first
argument and decreasing in its second argument
[Switalski, 2003]. Examples of models based on
reciprocal preference relations are Bradley-Terry
models [Bradley and Terry, 1952, Agresti, 2002]
and Thurstone-Case5 models [Thurstone, 1927].
They have been applied in a machine learning
learning context by Chu and Ghahramani [2005],
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Herbrich et al. [2007], Radlinski and Joachims
[2007].
The representability of reciprocal and fuzzy
preference relations in terms of a single ranking
or utility function has been extensively studied
in domains like utility theory [Fishburn, 1970],
preference modelling [Öztürk et al., 2005], social
choice theory [Dasgupta and Deb, 1996, Fono and
Andjiga, 2007], fuzzy set theory [Billot, 1995]
and mathematical psychology [Luce and Suppes,
1965, Doignon et al., 1986]. It has been shown
that the notions of transitivity and ranking representability play a crucial role in this context.

be characterized by imposing additional conditions on h. For strong stochastic transitivity this
yields the following conditions.
Definition 2.2. A reciprocal relation Q : X 2 →
[0, 1] is called strongly ranking representable if it
can be written as (1) with h of the form
h(f (xi ), f (xj )) = h(f (xi ) − f (xj )) ,
where h : R → [0, 1] is a cumulative distribution
function satisfying h(0) = 21 .

3

In this section we will show how intransitive preference relations can be learned from data with kernel methods. To this end, we start with a very
brief introduction to regularized least-squares, and
subsequently, we discuss how it can be used for
transitive and intransitive preference learning by
extending the RankRLS algorithm. Following the
standard notations for kernel methods, we formulate our learning problem as the selection of a
suitable function h ∈ F, with F a certain hypothesis space, in particular a kernel reproducing Hilbert space (RKHS). Let E denote the input
space. For any mapping Φ of an input vector to a
high-dimensional feature space, the inner product

Definition 2.1. A reciprocal relation Q : X 2 →
[0, 1] is called weakly ranking representable if
there exists a ranking function f : X → R such
that for any (xi , xj ) ∈ X 2 it holds that
Q(xi , xj ) ≤

1
⇔ f (xi ) ≤ f (xj ) .
2

Reciprocal preference relations for which this
condition is satisfied have been called weak utility models too. Luce and Suppes [1965] proved
that a reciprocal preference relation is a weak utility model if and only if it satisfies weak stochastic
transitivity, i.e., for any (xi , xj , xk ) ∈ X 3 it holds
that

K(e, e0 ) = hΦ(e), Φ(e0 )i

Q(xi , xj ) ≥ 1/2 ∧ Q(xj , xk ) ≥ 1/2
⇒ Q(xi , xk ) ≥ 1/2 .

of the mapped inputs is called a kernel function.
Let K ∈ RN ×N , where RN ×N denotes the set of
real N × N -matrices, be the kernel matrix for the
sequence E = (e1 , . . . , eN ) ∈ (E N )T of inputs.
The entries of K are defined as Ki,j = K(ei , ej ).
Since K is an inner product, the kernel matrix is
for all E positive semi-definite, that is, AT KA ≥
0 for all A ∈ RN , A 6= 0.
Let h(E) = (h(e1 ), . . . , h(eN ))T further denote a vector of predictions and let Y =
(y1 , . . . , yN ) ∈ (RN )T be the corresponding vector of real labels, then we formally consider the
following variational problem in which we select
an appropriate hypothesis h from F for training
data E, Y . Namely, we consider an algorithm

As pointed out by Switalski [2003], a weakly ranking representable reciprocal relation can be characterized in terms of (1) such that for any (a, b) ∈
R2 the function h : R2 → R satisfies
h(a, b) >

1
⇔ a > b,
2

h(a, b) =

Regularized Least-Squares

1
⇔ a = b.
2

Analogous to weak ranking representability or
weak utility models, one can define other (typically stronger) conditions on the relationship between Q and f , leading to stronger transitivity
conditions like moderate and strong stochastic
transitivity. For any (xi , xj , xk ) ∈ X 3 it holds
in the latter case that

A(E, Y ) = argmin c(h(E), Y ) + λkhk2k

Q(xi , xj ) ≥ 1/2 ∧ Q(xj , xk ) ≥ 1/2

h∈F

⇒ Q(xi , xk ) ≥ max(Q(xi , xj ), Q(xj , xk )) .

(1)

with c a given cost function and λ > 0 a regularization parameter. The first term measures the performance of a candidate hypothesis on the training
data and the second term, called the regularizer,

Moderate and strong stochastic transitivity respectively deliver moderately and strongly ranking representable reciprocal preference relations that can
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measures the complexity of the hypothesis with
the RKHS norm. According to the representer
theorem [Schölkopf et al., 2001], any minimizer
h ∈ F of (1) admits a representation of the following form:
h(e) =

N
X

K Φ ( e, e0 ) = K Φ (xi , xj , xk , xl )
=hΨ(xi , xj ) − Ψ(xj , xi ), Ψ(xk , xl ) − Ψ(xl , xk )i
=hΨ(xi , xj ), Ψ(xk , xl )i + hΨ(xj , xi ), Ψ(xl , xk )i
−hΨ(xi , xj ), Ψ(xl , xk )i − hΨ(xj , xi ), Ψ(xk , xl )i
=K Ψ (xi , xj , xk , xl ) + K Ψ (xj , xi , xl , xk )
−K Ψ (xj , xi , xk , xl ) − K Ψ (xi , xj , xl , xk ) .

an K(e, en )

Using this notation, the prediction function given
by the representer theorem can be expressed as:

n=1

= hΦ(e), wi,

h(xi , xj )=hw, Ψ(xi , xj ) − Ψ(xj , xi )i

where an ∈ R, K is the kernel function associated
with the RKHS mentioned above, Φ is the feature
mapping corresponding to K, and
w=

N
X

=

(2)

ai K Φ (xi , xj , xk , xl ) .

n=1:en =(xk ,xl )

For this prediction function, we can easily show
that it forms the basis of a reciprocal preference
relation.

an Φ(en ).

n=1

Proposition 3.1. Let h : R → [0, 1] be a cumulative distribution function satisfying h(0) = 0.5
and h(−a) = 1 − h(a), let Q : X 2 → [0, 1] be a
relation defined by

In our framework below, a least-squares cost is
optimized in (1). Optimizing this cost function instead of the more popular hinge loss has the advantage that the solution can be found by simply
solving a system of linear equations. Due to lack
of space we do not describe in details the mathematical properties and advantages of this approach
compared to more traditional algorithms, but more
details can be found for example in [Suykens et al.,
2002].
3.1

N
X

Q(xi , xj ) = h(h(xi , xj )) ,

(3)

with h : X 2 → R given by (2), then Q satisfies the
reciprocity property.
3.2

Transitive preference learning

In essence, the utility or ranking approach can be
seen as a special case in the above framework,
by defining a specific feature mapping and corresponding kernel function.

Learning Reciprocal Relations

Using the above framework, we now assume in a
preference learning setting that each input is a tuple e = (xi , xj ), where xi , xj ∈ X and X can
be any set. Let us consider the following type of
feature mapping:

Proposition 3.2. If K Ψ corresponds to the transitive kernel KTΨ defined by
KTΨ (xi , xj , xk , xl )=K φ (xi , xk )
=hφ(xi ), φ(xk )i ,

Φ(e) = Φ(xi , xj ) = Ψ(xi , xj ) − Ψ(xj , xi ),

with K φ a regular two-dimensional kernel function on X 2 , whose value depends only on the arguments xi and xk and their feature representations φ(xi ) and φ(xk ), then the reciprocal relation
Q : X 2 → [0, 1] given by (3) is strongly stochastically transitive.

where Φ is just the same feature mapping as before but now written in terms of couples and Ψ
is a new (not further specified) feature mapping
from X 2 to a feature space. As shown below, this
construction will result in a reciprocal representation of the corresponding preference relation. By
means of the representer theorem, the above model
can be rewritten in terms of kernels, such that two
different kernels pop up, one for Φ and one for Ψ.
Both kernels express a similarity measure between
two couples of objects and the following relationship holds:

For this choice of K Ψ , our framework is reduced to a popular type of kernel function that has
been introduced by [Herbrich et al., 2000]. The
joint feature mapping Ψ of a couple is in this case
given by the feature representation of the first object:
ΨT (xi , xj ) = φ(xi ) ,
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with again K φ any regular kernel function defined
over X 2 . As a result, the kernel function K Φ becomes:

so the second argument is simply ignored. The insight of the proposition is that the use of this kernel is equivalent to constructing a ranking for the
individual inputs. As explained in Section 2, ranking results in a weakly stochastically transitive
preference relation. Due to the above proposition
that can be easily proved, we can even claim that
the resulting preference relation satisfies strong
stochastic transitivity. Different ranking methods
are obtained with different loss functions, such as
RankSVM [Joachims, 2002] for the hinge loss and
RankRLS [Pahikkala et al., 2009] for the leastsquares loss.
3.3

KIΦ (xi , xj , xk , xl )=2K φ (xi , xk )K φ (xj , xl )

−2K φ (xj , xk )K φ (xi , xl ).

We further refer to KIΦ as the intransitive kernel.
Indeed, in the above extension of the ranking framework, two different kernels K Ψ and
K φ must be specified by the data analyst, while
the third kernel K Φ is defined by the choice for
K Ψ . On the one hand, the choice for K Ψ (and
hence K Φ ) determines whether the model is allowed to violate weak stochastic transitivity. On
the other hand, the kernel function K φ acts as
the traditional similarity measure on X , resulting in a linear, polynomial, radial basis function or any other representation of the data. We
show with a counterexample that reciprocal relations obtained with KIΨ can violate weak stochastic transitivity. Recall that, due to the representer
theorem, the solution of the regularized optimization problem can be still represented as (2). Now
let {(xi , xj ), (xj , xk ), (xk , xi )} be a set of training inputs and let φ(xi ) = (1, 0, 0)T , φ(xj ) =
(0, 1, 0)T , and φ(xk ) = (0, 0, 1)T be the images of
the individual objects xi , xj , and xk , respectively.
Let us consider the following linear combination
of the object couple images:

Intransitive preference learning

Since the above strongly stochastically transitive
choice for Ψ forms the core of all kernel-based
ranking methods, these methods cannot generate
intransitive preference relations. In order to derive
a model capable of violating weak stochastic transitivity, we introduce the following feature mapping ΨI for couples of objects:
ΨI (xi , xj ) = φ(xi ) ⊗ φ(xj ) ,
where φ(x) is again the feature representation
of the individual object x and ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker-product, which is defined as follows:


A1,1 B · · · A1,n B

..  ,
..
A ⊗ B =  ...
.
. 
Am,1 B· · · Am,n B
where A and B are matrices and Ai,j is the i, jth
element of A.
We use the following property of the Kronecker
product:

w=ΦI (xi , xj ) + ΦI (xj , xk ) + ΦI (xk , xi )
=φ(xi ) ⊗ φ(xj ) − φ(xj ) ⊗ φ(xi )
+φ(xj ) ⊗ φ(xk ) − φ(xk ) ⊗ φ(xj )
+φ(xk ) ⊗ φ(xi ) − φ(xi ) ⊗ φ(xk )

(A ⊗ B)(C ⊗ D) = (AC) ⊗ (BD),

=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T

where A ∈ Ra×b , B ∈ Rc×d , C ∈ Rb×e , and
D ∈ Rb×f . The Kronecker-product establishes
joint feature representations ΦI and ΨI that depend on both arguments of Φ and Ψ. Instead of
ignoring the second argument of Φ and Ψ, we now
represent all pairwise interactions between individual features of the two data objects in the joint
feature representation. Using the notation KIΨ ,
this leads to the following expression for K Ψ :

−(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T
+(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)T
−(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)T
+(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)T
−(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T
=(0, 1, −1, −1, 0, 1, 1, −1, 0)T
We observe that the function h(xi , xj ) =
hw, ΦI (xi , xj )i now induces a preference relation for which it will hold that Q(xi , xj ) > 1/2,
Q(xj , xk ) > 1/2, and Q(xk , xi ) > 1/2, and
hence the relation cannot be characterized with a
ranking function.

KIΨ (xi , xj , xk , xl )
= hφ(xi ) ⊗ φ(xj ), φ(xk ) ⊗ φ(xl )i
= hφ(xi ), φ(xk )i ⊗ hφ(xj ), φ(xl )i
= K φ (xi , xk )K φ (xj , xl ),
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4

Experiments

I
II
III

In order to test our approach, we consider a semisynthetic benchmark problems in game theory, a
domain in which intransitive reciprocal relations
between players is often observed. In such a context, a pure strategy provides a complete definition
of how a player will play a game. In particular, it
determines the move a player will make for any
situation (s)he could face. A player’s strategy set
is the set of pure strategies available to that player.
A mixed strategy is an assignment of a probability
to each pure strategy. This allows for a player to
randomly select a pure strategy. Since probabilities are continuous, there are infinite mixed strategies available to a player, even if the strategy set is
finite.
We consider learning a reciprocal relation of
the probability that one player wins from another
in the well-known rock-paper-scissors game. To
test the performance of the learning algorithm in
such a nonlinear task, we generated the following
synthetic data. First, we generate 100 individual
objects for training and 100 for testing. The individuals are three-dimensional vectors representing players of the rock-paper-scissors game. The
three attributes of the players are the probabilities that the player will choose rock, paper, or
scissors, respectively. The probability P (r | x)
of the player x choosing rock is determined by
P (r | x) = exp(wu)/z, where u is a random
number between 0 and 1, w is a steepness parameter, and z is a normalization constant ensuring that
the three probabilities sum up to one. By varying the width w of the exponent function, we can
generate players tending to favor one of the three
choices over the others or to play each choice almost equally likely.
We generate 1000 player couples for training by
randomly selecting the first and the second player
from the set of training players. Each couple represents a game of rock-paper-scissors and the outcome of this game can be considered as stochastic
in nature, because the strategy of a player is chosen in accordance with the probabilities of picking a particular fixed strategy from that player’s
set of mixed strategies. For example, when a fixed
rock player plays against a mixed strategy player
that plays scissors with probability 0.8 and paper
with probability 0.2, then we have a higher chance
of observing a game outcome for which the fixed
rock player wins from the second player. Yet, the

w=1
0.000209
0.000162
0.000001

w = 10
0.000445
0.006804
0.006454

w=100
0.000076
0.131972
0.125460

Table 1: Mean-squared error obtained with three
different algorithms: regularized least-squares
with kernel KIΦ (I), regularized least-squares with
the kernel KTΦ (II) and a naive approach consisting
of always predicting 1/2 (III).
same couple of players with different outcomes
can simultaneously occur in the training data. During training and testing, the outcome of a game is
−1, 0, or 1 depending on whether the first player
loses the game, the game is a tie, or the first player
wins the game, respectively. We use the game outcomes as the labels of the training couples.
For the testing purposes, we use each possible
couple of test players once, that is, we have a test
set of 10000 games. However, instead of using
the outcome of a single simulated game as a label, we assign for each test couple the reciprocal
relation that corresponds to the probability that the
first player wins:
1
P (p | xi )P (p | xj )
2
1
+P (r | x)i P (s | xj ) + P (r | xi )P (r | xj )
2
1
+P (s | xi )P (p | xj ) + P (s | xi )P (s | xj ).
2

Q(xi , xj )=P (p | xi )P (r | xj ) +

The task is to learn to predict these reciprocal relations. The algorithm estimates them by linearly
rescaling the predicted outputs that lie in the interval [−1, 1].
We conduct experiments with three data sets
generated using the values 1, 10, and 100 for the
w parameter. These parameterizations are illustrated in Figure 1. The value w = 1 corresponds
to the situation where each player tends to play
rock, paper, or scissors almost equally likely, that
is, the players are concentrated in the center of the
triangle in the figure. For w = 100 the players always tend to play only their favourite item, that is,
the players strategies are concentrated around the
three corners of the triangle. Finally, w = 10 corresponds to a setting between these two extremes.
The results are presented in Table 1. We report the mean squared-error obtained by regularized least-squares in a transitive and intransitive
setting, respectively by specifying the kernels KTΦ
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Figure 1: Illustration of the players in the three data sets generated using the values 1 (left), 10 (middle),
and 100 (right) for the w parameter.
and KIΦ . For K φ a simple linear kernel is chosen in both cases. We also compare these two approaches with a naive heuristic consisting of always predicting 1/2 (a tie). This heuristic can be
interpreted as quite optimal for w = 1, because in
that case all players are located in the center of the
triangle. This explains why neither the transitive
nor the intransitive regularized least-squares algorithm can outperform this naive approach when
w = 1. We conclude that there is not much to
learn in this case. For the other two values of
w, the situation is different, with the regularized
least-squares algorithm with the intransitive kernel performing substantially better than the naive
approach, while the performance with the transitive kernel being close to that of the naive one.
Unsurprisingly, learning the intransitive reciprocal relations is more difficult when the probabilities of the players are close to the uniform distribution (w = 10) than in case the players tend to
always play their favorite strategy (w = 100). Especially in this last case, regularized least-squares
with an intransitive kernel performs substantially
better than its transitive counterpart. This supports
the claim that our approach works well in practice,
when the reciprocal relation to be learned indeed
violates weak stochastic transitivity. The stronger
this violation, the more the advantage of an intransitive kernel will become visible.

5

In this framework, the choice of kernel function
defines the transition from transitive to intransitive models. By choosing a feature mapping based
on the Kronecker-product, we are able to predict
intransitive preference relations. Experiments on
a benchmark problem in game theory confirmed
that our approach substantially outperforms the
ranking approach when intransitive relations are
present in the data. In the future we hope to apply our algorithm in other domains as well, such
as biology.
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Abstract
Network problems and related algorithms
(i.e. graph based techniques) are known
and studied by a diverse scientific and
applied community. Recent studies in
Machine Learning (ML) enable analyzing
graph data for solving certain problems
e.g. link analysis, citation analysis, supervised and unsupervised learning. It is
a well-known fact that additional information, whether in the form of additional
data, new variables or new set of information from a different source (point of
view) might improve the underlying algorithm’s performance in ML research. We
propose a methodology for solving network problems by considering structural
information of the network together with
readily available problem definition. First,
the vertices (nodes) in the graph are ranked
and then the network problem is iteratively solved. The additional information
on the network structure can enable reductions in the running time of exact algorithms and improvement on the solution quality of heuristics. We show that
the approach is applicable, by demonstrating with on the well-known combinatorial optimization problem of TSP, traveling
salesman problem. We also outline how
the methodology can be adapted for solving the stable matching (marriage) problem. We report the performance of our
methodology, on the TSPLIB benchmark
datasets in comparison to the exact method
of CONCORDE and other heuristics proposed in the literature.

1

Introduction

Certain network problems can be represented only
through models that are computationally hard to

solve. Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one
of the most famous problems studied in various
disciplines. TSP is a fundamental Combinatorial
Optimization (CO) problem. Given a set of cities
and the costs (distances) associated with traversing
between pairs of cities, the objective of TSP is to
find the tour with the minimum total cost visiting
each city exactly once. Many problems encountered in a variety of fields can be directly posed
as TSP, or can be transformed into TSP through
clever modeling twists. TSP applications include
machine scheduling, cellular manufacturing, circuit design, routing problems in communications
and supply chain networks, and genome sequencing.
The TSP is known to be NP-complete. Although it is very easy to state the TSP, it is extremely hard to solve it to optimality for large instances. Therefore various approaches have been
deployed to overcome difficulties in solving TSP.
Some methods solely depend on meta-heuristics
based optimization such as using Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colonies and Simulated Annealing.
Some other techniques are based on mathematical programming models such as branch-and-cut,
Linear Programming (LP) relaxation of Integer
Programming (IP) model, Lagrangian relaxation
of IP model. In addition there are some widely
used approximation algorithms to tackle with TSP.
The best published theoretical complexity result
is achieved by Held and Karp where their algorithm has O(n2 2n ) complexity. However the Concorde algorithm developed by Applegate, Bixby,
Chvátal and Cook (Applegate et al., 2007) has
achieved significant successes by optimally solving some large problems. It is based on branchand-cut and uses some heuristics to increase its efficiency.
The TSP has been a well-known example of a
hard combinatorial problem, commonly used to
test new ideas in problem solving. It is no co-
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incidence that some of the early papers on simulated annealing, DNA computing, and other approaches for the combinatorial problems describe
their methods in the context of the TSP (Applegate
et al., 2007). So the TSP is an important test bed
of the new ideas.
An innovative and original approach is proposed for solving network problems particularly
the TSP by borrowing the ideas from Graph Laplacian. The aim is to rank the cities first according to the underlying graph’s structure (Demiriz,
2008) and then to develop a family of algorithms
based on the rankings to solve the underlying network problems. Once the sequence of the vertices
(cities in the TSP case) is given, it is easier to construct a fast algorithm to solve the underlying network problem. The rankings of the vertices simply
determine the sequence that the algorithm should
optimize the corresponding network problem.
The well-known Google’s PageRank algorithm
(Page et al., 1998) uses similar ideas for ranking
web documents. Essentially, the web documents
are ranked based on the incoming links (weights)
on the graph. Notice that in the case of the web
documents links are directed. The strength of the
PageRank comes from two innovations. The first
one is that realization of the hyperlinks as a measure of popularity. The second one is that the
usage of anchortext in web index in place of using page title alone. In both cases, new information is embedded in learning process. A recent poll (More Data or Better Algorithm?)1 in
KDNUGGETS.COM suggests that more data is
preferred to better algorithms among data mining
practitioners. Therefore the proposed approach
utilizes so-called structural information for solving network problems in general. Potentially such
information should improve the existing heuristic
approaches. The similar successes are attainable
with this approach as in the case of the PageRank
algorithm.
The applicability of our approach is shown by
experimenting on TSPLIB2 benchmark datasets.
We report results from some other heuristics and
the optimal tour lengths as well. We essentially
present three different versions of our approach
depending on the way of controlling the level of
the information complexity in the underlying TSP.
By the information complexity, we mean that ei1
2

http://www.kdnuggets.com/news/2008/n08/1i.html
http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/comopt/software/TSPLIB95/
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ther the full distance matrix or the partial information is present in the TSP. The full-matrix representation is considered as the highest level of information complexity as unnecessary information
might exist within such representation.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce our methodology in the next
section with a toy example. We also give the description of the the way information complexity is
controlled in Section 2. We then give results based
on the experiments run on the benchmark datasets
from TSPLIB in the subsequent section. We finally conclude our paper in Section 4.

2 Foundation of the Methodology
Ranking the data is an ongoing research area with
diverse applications. In this paper the usage of a
ranking algorithm (Demiriz, 2008) based on graph
Laplacian (Belkin and Niyogi, 2004; Belkin et al.,
2006) is used to solve network problems. Ranking problem has recently become a major research
area in machine learning. The ranking approach
used in this paper resembles the algorithm proposed in (Zhou et al., 2004). The primary objective in that particular paper is to develop an algorithm based on some semi-supervised approach to
rank the items for a given query. As in (Zhou et al.,
2004), the ranking approach can exploit the intrinsic manifold structure of the data. Formally, ranking is defined as finding a function f : Rd → R
that orders the data X ∈ Rd correctly. The ranking algorithm is based on graph representation
of the data. Thus a graph G = (V, E) can be
formed from X by Euclidean neighborhood relations where x ∈ X is represented by the vertices V
and the relationships are represented by the edges
E ⊆ V × V on the graph.
The spectral graph theory (Chung, 1997) is utilized to tackle the ranking problem. Essentially,
the spectral properties of the normalized Laplacian
are used for this purpose. Normalized Laplacian
is defined as L = D−1/2 LD−1/2 = D−1/2 (D −
W )D−1/2 = I − D−1/2 W D−1/2 where W is the
adjacency matrix, D is a diagonal matrix formed
by row sums of W , L is the traditional Laplacian
matrix i.e. D − W , and I is the identity matrix
(Chung, 1997). One of the most important spectral properties of the normalized Laplacian (L) is
that its eigenvalues vary between 0 and 2. If there
are multiple eigenvalues which are equal to 0 then
the underlying graph is not connected. An eigen-

Table 1: Distance Matrix Between Airports (in
km) (Adapted from ((Gueret et al., 2000))

A1
A2
A2
A4
A5
A6
A7

A1
0
786
549
657
331
559
250

A2
786
0
668
979
593
224
905

A3
549
668
0
316
607
472
467

A4
657
979
316
0
890
769
400

A5
331
593
607
890
0
386
559

A6
559
224
472
769
386
0
681

A7
250
905
467
400
559
681
0

• Calculate the stationary distribution π to rank
the vertices
1. If a connected graph (e.g. a symmetric
adjacency matrix) is considered, simply
use π = P1Ddl formula.
l

2. Otherwise use the power method such as
the PageRank algorithm starting from π.

• Starting from the ranking results use either
a greedy approach or warm start any known
method to find solution to the network problem.

value of 2 indicates that the graph is bipartite. On
the other hand, it is known from the convergence
of the random walk that the stationary distribution,
π, of the random walk is equivalent to the eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1 of the underlying transition matrix i.e. P = D−1 W . In other
words, the corresponding eigenvector for this transition matrix, P , can easily be shown that is equal
to π = P1Ddl . This particular stationary distribul
tion is achieved, if the graph is connected.
Practically, there is no need to use the power
method to find the stationary distribution once it
is shown that the underlying graph is connected.
Otherwise, an algorithm is utilized that it is similar
to Google’s PageRank (Page et al., 1998) which is
not necessarily symmetric (undirected) to find the
stationary distribution of the random walk (Demiriz, 2008). Since the problem studied in this paper
is the symmetric TSP and the underlying graph is
connected, the stationary distribution π can simply
be utilized to rank the cities.
2.1 Description of the Algorithm
The proposed approach is summarized in Figure 1.
Essentially once the rankings are supplied either a
greedy approach can be used or the rankings are
used to warm-start any related algorithm to solve
the network problems (TSP in this case). In other
words, the sequence given by the rankings can be
used on any algorithm of choice to solve network
problems.
2.2 Toy Example
To demonstrate the approach on a toy example, the
sample dataset from (Gueret et al., 2000), (see Table 1) is used. The dataset is given in the fullmatrix format to illustrate the algorithm simpler
in Table 1. The sample data is originally used
23

Figure 1: A Concise Depiction of the Algorithm
to build a mathematical programming model to
plan (construct) a flight tour between airports. If
π is computed from the distance (adjacency in
this case) matrix, the stationary distribution for
the airports is calculated to be as (0.1300, 0.1724,
0.1278, 0.1665, 0.1397, 0.1283, 0.1354). Thus the
ranking is (A2, A4, A5, A7, A1, A6, A3).
A simple algorithm can be devised once the sequence (ranking) is given as follows. Given that
A2 has the highest rank, greedy approach needs to
start optimizing from A2 first. It is the best choice
to fly to A6 from A2 (224 km) based on the distance matrix. Thus a flight tour must have a section from A2 to A6. At this point column 6 (A6)
and row 2 (A2) can be crossed-out from the distance matrix to enable the selection correctly for
the remaining steps. We then check the row 4 for
the shortest distance available to fly since A4 is
the next in the ranking list. From A4 the shortest
way leads to A3 which is 316 km in distance. We
then cross-out column 3 and row 4 from the distance matrix. The next airport is A5 in the ranking
list to be optimized. It is the best choice to fly
A1 from A5 (331 km). We cross-out column 1
and row 5 at this step. For airport A7, the cheapest flight will be to A4 since the first column is
crossed-out already i.e. 400 km in distance. We
then cross-out column 4 and row 7. Similarly from
A1, A6, and A3 the best flights will be to A7, A5,
and A2 respectively. Thus the best tour according to this greedy approach will include following legs: A2→A6, A4→A3, A5→A1, A7→A4,
A1→A7, A6→A5, and A3→A2 in total a distance
of 2575 km. In short a tour starting A2 will be
A2→A6→A5→A1→A7→A4→A3→A2. This is
indeed the shortest possible tour. So with the help

of ranking results, the greedy algorithm is able to
find the optimal tour.
2.3 Expanding the Scope
It is evident from initial studies that search space
can significantly be reduced by ranking the vertices in network problems. It is also evident that
information overloading might cause some problems at the ranking step. By information overloading it is meant that a fully-connected distance
matrix may have excessive information in the first
place. Therefore some of the links in the graph
might be unnecessary after all. Similar observations are also made in (Sourlas, 1986). In (Sourlas,
1986), it is noticed that the solutions only contain
links between very near neighbors. So it is acceptable to remove some of the links. In short,
more work is needed to justify the need to trim
search space by removing some links of the underlying graphs deliberately. This indeed creates a
new family of problem: reducing the search space
by locating and removing the excessive information in the adjacency matrix.
To control the level of information complexity
we can devise three different approaches. We can
essentially change the size of the nearest neighborhood across the cities until the tour constraints are
violated and the size of the largest distance to constitute the neighborhood boundaries by starting the
largest distance in the distance matrix to remove
and then continue removing until tour constraints
are violated. These two methods effectively construct constraints for all the cities i.e. they determine the size of the neighborhood globally. In
other words, assume there are n cities in the TSP,
practically the original TSP has a nearest neighborhood size of n − 1 i.e. the full distance matrix;
then we can start reducing the nearest neighborhood size by removing the largest distance from
any city to the others until the tour constraints are
violated i.e. a tour can no longer be formed according to greedy approach. In the second approach, by starting from the largest distance in the
full distance matrix to remove one by one, we can
effectively draw balls (i.e. ε − ball) around the
cities to determine minimally acceptable balls that
forms a tour. Notice that the size of these balls are
same for all the cities in this way. The third way
is to determine a neighborhood size for the each
city separately. In this way, we can essentially adjust the ε − balls for the each city in the TSP. No24

tice once the ranking is determined, all three approaches greedily choose the next best movement
at the each step until the tour constraints are violated i.e. no more movement is possible or addition of such a movement creates a short tour which
is not feasible. We leave further discussions on the
details of our implementation to the next section.
So far our formulation (usage) of Graph Laplacian ranks cities (nodes) based on the total distances. This is equivalent to using the mean value
over n cities (nodes) on fully connected network.
However it might be problematic to use the summation in our case since we try to reduce the
information complexity which effectively assigns
zeros to some corresponding values. In other
words it disconnects some cities from each other.
Therefore one can argue that using the mean (expected) value which excludes the zeros (disconnected cities) from the calculation is a better statistic than using the summation. Not only the mean
value but also the variance (or standard deviation)
could be used in this case as an alternative statistic determining the ranking values again on nonzero ones i.e. excluding the disconnected cities.
Thus we will use both statistics to rank the cities
in the next section as well as plain summation over
n cities regardless their connectivity.
Our approach can be applied to other network
problems. We can easily utilize the idea of ranking
vertices on the stable marriage (matching) problem too. The problem is defined as “given n men
and n women, where each person has ranked all
members of the opposite sex with a unique number between 1 and n in order of preference, marry
the men and women off such that there are no two
people of opposite sex who would both rather have
each other than their current partners If there are
no such people, all the marriages are stable” 3 .
The Gale-Shapley (G-S) algorithm finds the stable
solution with an O(n2 ) complexity. Assume that
the preferences are given as in the G-S algorithm.
A ranking scheme can be constructed by summing
incoming votes (preferences). Essentially there
are two n × n preference matrices: men’s and
women’s preferences. Each person lists his or her
preferences from the opposing sex. When the preferences are summed column wise, the people in
the opposing sex are essentially ranked. Thus everybody gets a ranking point. Notice that G-S algorithm is not neutral in terms of the sex; it weighs
3

Wikipedia

Table 2: Optimal and Heuristics Results
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2.7

Results from lin105

x 10

Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

2.6

Tour Length

2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2
1.9
1.8
3200

3000

2800

2600

2400
2200
Distance

2000

1800

1600

Greedy
3108
2066
2277
9951
7167
40836
58053
521
631
16766
17359
262757

Boruvka
3261
2012
2134
10117
6861
40340
57365
541
577
16469
18716
271600

Q-Boruvka
3151
2018
2653
9529
7283
39877
57212
480
609
17582
18004
264996

Lin-Ker.
2579
1610
2020
7542
6110
35132
49002
426
538
14379
15281
234519

Optimal
2579
1610
2020
7542
6110
35002
48913
426
538
14379
14379
234256

1400

Table 3: Results from Three Different Methods
with Simple Summation
Figure 2: Results from lin105 Using LocDist without Heat Kernel
one of the sexes (man or women depending on the
choice). However the ranking scheme is neutral.
Then the priority can be given to the highest ranking person to choose his or her mate and continue
with the next person in the ranking list to choose
his or her mate until every person is matched with
another person. Of course when one chooses his or
her mate, he or she chooses the first available person on his or her preference list at that particular
step. Notice that there is no engagement state in
this type of matching and the complexity is O(n).
This particular problem is presented here to show
that the proposed approach in this paper can be
applied to other network problems as well beyond
the TSP. However, caution should be taken as this
approach may not result in a stable marriage. In
the following section we report results from the
experiment on TSPLIB benchmark datasets.

3

Experimental Evaluation

As mentioned in Section 2.3, we run experiments
with three different versions of our algorithm. All
of them are built on the idea of reducing the information complexity of TSP i.e. full-matrix representation. The first one utilizes the idea of reduced
nearest neighborhood in terms of size. The second
one on the other hand utilizes a reduced ε − ball
for all the cities in the graph at the same time. The
third approach generalizes ε−balls to the all cities
by searching the locally minimum ε − balls. Thus
the third approach can potentially reduce the size
of the neighborhood for the each city in the graph.
Before we report the results from our approach,
we first present the results from the other well25

Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

RedNN (Size)
5364 (279)
2278 (26)
2790 (28)
12313 (49)
9934 (129)
68903 (492)
106383 (656)
624 (50)
888 (75)
25715 (102)
31145 (397)
610482 (2318)

RedDist (Dist)
3971 (225)
1795 (25)
2415 (358)
10682 (1092)
8653 (1)
68728 (3465)
103950 (3034)
571 (57)
739 (57)
20643 (31)
25936 (908)
478108 (4438)

LocDist (Dist)
3971 (156)
2014 (282)
2415 (358)
10277 (859)
8809 (413)
68728 (3465)
103950 (3024)
506 (35)
722 (46)
18991 (1489)
23578 (656)
478108 (3406)

known heuristics namely Greedy, Boruvka, Quick
Boruvka and Lin-Kernighan in addition to the optimal results. The experiments reported in Table 2
are run by using CONCORDE 4 . Clearly the LinKernighan method is the best heuristics. The worst
result for the each benchmark problem is formatted in bold in Table 2 for the purpose of comparisons later. In the subsequent part of the paper,
when we present the results from our approach we
highlight better results than the worst cases highlighted in Table 2.
In Table 3, we report results from the three different versions (RedNN, RedDist and LocDist) of
the reduced information complexity. Recall that
all the three methods rank the cities based on the
neighborhood boundaries drawn by different flavors of the information complexity. We report results on 12 different TSPLIB benchmark datasets
in various sizes. Reduction boundaries are given
in parentheses in the form of either NN size or the
size of the ε − ball. Distance based (ε − balls) reductions give consistently better results compared
with nearest neighbor (NN). Notice that NN based
reduction cannot reduce the size of the neighborhood as efficient as the distance based methods.
We also extend our approach with the utilization of the heat kernels (Demiriz, 2008) i.e.
4
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Table 4: Results from the Usage of Heat Kernels with Simple Summation
Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

MaxDist
302
386
509
1716
939
4296
4771
86
85
3189
1353
6862

RedNNheat (Size)
3973 (199)
2024 (25)
3164 (28)
9879 (37)
9626 (110)
65549 (421)
89873 (461)
573 (46)
717 (69)
22191 (70)
27521 (251)
500816 (1512)

exp[−d2 (xi , xj )/2σ 2 ] where d(xi , xj ) is the distance between point xi and point xj . The results
are reported in Table 4. We first normalize the
benchmark datasets by dividing by corresponding maximum distances reported in Table 4 and
then set the parameter σ to be equal to 1. It is
noted that the usage of heat kernels enables the
algorithm to reduce the information complexity
across three approaches i.e. the reduced NN, the
reduced distance and the local distance. These results clearly indicate that if we can reduce the information complexity of traveling salesman problems, we might achieve better results. Notice that
we do not attempt to search for the optimum parameter (σ) values in these experiments. We prefer
using σ equal to 1 for the normalized data to avoid
any extra parameter search. However the kernel
parameter certainly should be optimized to yield
better tours. Our aim with these experiments is to
show the applicability of our idea.
To depict the change of the tour lengths by reducing the information complexity in the local distance method, we report results from lin105
dataset in Figure 2. The maximum distance in
lin105 dataset is 3189 as reported in Table 4.
The algorithm starts with the full distance matrix
and then reduces the distance at each iteration. Recall that any connection that have a higher distance
than the lower limit is omitted from the distance
matrix. Thus the information complexity is reduced at each iteration. It should also be noted
that the lower limits are different for the each point
(city) locally. In other way, the lowest distance
limit, i.e. 1489, is not for all the points (cities)
but it is valid for some localities. The minimum
tour length, 18991, is achieved at a distance of
1545. The distance matrices for the TSPs are usually provided with full connections. However, in
reality a city is directly connected with only few
other cities. We think that if only the real con26

RedDistheat (Dist)
4328 (201)
1973 (315)
3164 (509)
10394 (1507)
9930 (704)
67374 (3525)
93860 (3139)
573 (68)
735 (71)
24933 (2180)
27777 (892)
543725 (3936)

LocDistheat (Dist)
4234 (149)
1973 (165)
3164 (437)
9547 (774)
8752 (407)
65593 (2479)
93158 (2749)
549 (46)
705 (54)
21983 (1229)
27777 (659)
543725 (3499)

Table 5: Results from Three Different Methods
with Mean Value
Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

RedNN (Size)
5364 (279)
2278 (28)
2790 (28)
12313 (49)
9934 (129)
68903 (492)
106383 (656)
624 (50)
888 (75)
25715 (102)
31145 (395)
610482 (2318)

RedDist (Dist)
4094 (189)
1596 (25)
2353 (308)
10455 (15)
8220 (1)
63824 (18)
104475 (2985)
537 (2)
820 (2)
19646 (31)
28840 (754)
554949 (3538)

LocDist (Dist)
3858 (107)
1956 (220)
2335 (269)
12054 (871)
9224 (393)
68402 (3434)
104475 (2985)
590 (42)
863 (46)
19452 (1263)
23017 (458)
457532 (2319)

Table 6: Results from Three Different Methods
with Mean Value on Heat Kernel
Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

RedNN (Size)
4169 (177)
2024 (25)
3164 (28)
9674 (34)
9648 (121)
66796 (410)
94103 (389)
573 (44)
712 (66)
22940 (70)
28494 (234)
543954 (1238)

RedDist (Dist)
4070 (217)
2024 (315)
3164 (509)
10024 (1267)
9908 (678)
66606 (3535)
93018 (3211)
560 (64)
735 (70)
24941 (2324)
28859 (882)
535715 (3805)

LocDist (Dist)
3983 (120)
1884 (103)
2303 (89)
9341 (428)
7850 (108)
66450 (3308)
93018 (2863)
511 (19)
680 (24)
18085 (775)
21230 (135)
449709 (2220)

nections are provided, the problem will have less
information complexity. Thus we think that the
ranking approach might perform remarkably well
in this situation.
3.1

Extending the Results to Other Statistics

In this section we report results of the three methods used above with different statistics namely
mean and variance of the corresponding vertices
(cities) of the distance (or kernel) matrix. This
could be perceived a bit departure from the idea of
Graph Laplacian. As discussed in Section 2.3, we
effectively disconnect some vertices by reducing
the information complexity. Therefore to prevent
the bias of the disconnected vertices, we propose
the usage of the mean value and the variance as

Table 7: Results from Three Different Methods
with Variance
RedNN (Size)
5042 (279)
2257 (27)
2870 (28)
11000 (50)
9960 (128)
70659 (492)
98964 (656)
616 (50)
862 (74)
26225 (104)
30890 (398)
536742 (2318)

RedDist (Dist)
3990 (0)
1948 (244)
2073 (0)
10675 (1387)
7049 (1)
68323 (3378)
95904 (3112)
547 (47)
734 (51)
22899 (2142)
23240 (728)
470039 (100)

LocDist (Dist)
3877 (92)
1808 (204)
2294 (55)
8811 (747)
7980 (426)
68323 (3378)
93142 (3037)
547 (45)
701 (49)
19671 (978)
22808 (538)
471603 (2961)
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2.5

2.45

2.4

Tour Length

Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

Changing Heat Kernel Parameter σ
on lin105 dataset: Summation Case

4

2.55

RedNN
RedDist
LocDist

2.35

2.3

2.25

2.2

2.15

2.1
0.4

Table 8: Results from Three Different Methods
with Variance on Heat Kernel
Dataset
a280
bayg29
bays29
berlin52
ch130
d493
d657
eil51
eil76
lin105
rd400
u2319

RedNN (Size)
5102 (279)
2247 (28)
2593 (28)
11358 (49)
10315 (129)
72457 (492)
106777 (656)
624 (50)
857 (75)
23772 (104)
31389 (398)
583728 (2318)

RedDist (Dist)
3625 (167)
1760 (226)
2575 (300)
11168 (1163)
8517 (484)
69116 (3620)
101600 (3120)
567 (45)
773 (51)
21537 (1832)
23932 (703)
490255 (3130)

LocDist (Dist)
3625 (108)
1760 (163)
2311 (234)
9450 (1041)
7710 (296)
69116 (3558)
99620 (3046)
567 (45)
741 (44)
19671 (1195)
22731 (543)
456026 (2631)
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1

1.2

σ

1.4

1.6

Figure 3: Changing Heat Kernel Parameter with
Summation

Changing Heat Kernel Parameter σ
on lin105 dataset: Mean Value Case

4

2.6

x 10

2.5

2.4

2.2

2.1

RedNN
RedDist
LocDist

2

1.9

1.8

1.7
0.4

In this section we report results from the three
methods studied in the paper with the usage of
the summation, the mean value and the variance
of each row of the kernel matrix. In these experiments for the normalized data we change the heat
kernel parameter σ between 0.4 and 1.6. The results are depicted in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Clearly
the method LocDist outperforms the others in27
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Figure 4: Changing Heat Kernel Parameter with
Mean Value

4

2.6

x 10

Changing Heat Kernel Parameter σ
on lin105 dataset: Variance Case
RedNN
RedDist
LocDist

2.5

2.4

Tour Length

3.2 Experimenting with the Heat Kernel
Parameter

Tour Length

2.3

alternative statistics. We use similar experimental setup as above on non-zero values of distance
(heat kernel) matrix. The results are reported in
Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8. We present results on both
the plain distance matrix and the heat kernel matrix.
The results indicate some improvements over
simple summation. Notably we now have more
highlighted results indicating that the results are
better than the some worst cases of the known
heuristics reported in Table 2. Notice that our approach clearly fails for higher dimensional problems i.e. larger TSPs. This certainly indicates that
the search procedure is not as powerful as needed
and it is highly prone to local minima. However
the scope of our study is simply to show the applicability of our approach.

2.3

2.2

2.1

2

1.9
0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

σ

Figure 5: Changing Heat Kernel Parameter with
Variance

dicating that reducing the information complexity
locally pays off with constantly better tours.
We still need to do further research to extend
the idea of reducing the information complexity to
other heuristics methods and the usage of ranking
on traveling salesman problems. The aim of this
set of the experiments is to show how changing
the kernel parameter σ affects the ranking results
as well as TSP solutions.

4

Conclusions

We use the idea of Graph Laplacian to rank the
data (cities) in order to solve underlying network
problems specifically TSP. The idea is promising
and requires further research to reach a conclusive outcome. We show that reducing the information complexity in TSP will result in better tours.
This can be extended to any known methods in
general. Different approaches to reduce the information complexity can be proposed for this purpose. We implement three methods in this regard
which are named as reduced NN, reduced distance
and local distance. We show the applicability of
our idea by experimental evaluations on TSPLIB
datasets. We think that ranking will result in better
tours in the case of networks (graphs) with limited
connections provided that the tour constraints are
satisfied. In general, the idea of ranking nodes of
any network to solve the underlying network problem can be efficiently implemented. We show this
specifically on TSP and discuss the applicability
on matching problems particularly stable marriage
problem.
In our experiments, we reduce the information
complexity starting from the fully connected distance matrix. However the direction of the search
can be changed to start with an empty distance matrix and then add connections to it to find best possible partial connection matrix that satisfy the tour
constraints. We also think that recent advances in
constraint programming can be potentially utilized
with the idea of ranking presented in this paper to
solve TSPs and other network problems in general.
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Abstract

is known innately by children. Empiricist theories, on the other hand, postulate general cognitive
mechanisms as the basis of language acquisition.
As it is well known in machine learning, there
is no single general purpose algorithm that can be
applied to all possible problems (commonly referred to as no free lunch theorem). The learning
process has to incorporate an initial inductive bias.
The nature of inductive bias in the setting of language acquisition is not clear. Conceivably, the answer to this question should eventually come from
neuroscience. However, as this does not seem to
be possible in the near future, computational models of language can provide an insight into the nature of inductive bias needed for acquiring natural
languages. Consistent computational models can
indeed increase our understanding of the mechanism that humans employ to learn and use languages (Lappin and Shieber, 2007), particularly
the mechanism involved in the acquisition of the
first language.
Two of the popular test examples used in support of the argument of poverty of stimulus (APS)
are the learning of auxiliary fronting in polar interrogatives and auxiliary word order. In this paper we show a computational learning method that
deals with these two phenomena and is able to
learn ambiguous and recursive artificial grammars.
The method presented in this work is based on
learning a categorial grammar.
Categorial Grammar (CG) is a lexicalized grammar formalism with a high level of transparency
between syntax and semantics. These features
make CG an attractive formalism for computational studies of language acquisition. The lexicalized nature of the CG reduces learning syntax
to learning a lexicon, while the close connection
between syntax and semantics helps learning one
using the other.
One of the earliest studies of CG learners was
proposed by Buszkowski and Penn (1989). Their

We propose an unsupervised inference
rules-based categorial grammar learning
method, which aims to simulate language
acquisition. The learner has been trained
and tested on an artificial language fragment that contains both ambiguity and recursion. We demonstrate that the learner
has 100% coverage with respect to the target grammar using a relatively small set
of initial assumptions. We also show that
our method is successful at two of the
celebrated problems of language acquisition literature: learning English auxiliary
fronting in polar interrogatives and English auxiliary word order.

1

Introduction

Grammatical inference is a field of machine learning that collects several methodologies and algorithms to learn formal languages. These techniques have been applied to learn language representations in several domains as biological sequence data (Park, 2001), robotics (Zender et al.,
2008), and XML processing, among others. Besides practical engineering oriented applications
of grammar inference in computational linguistics,
a salient application is the explanation of learning
natural language phenomena.
Children are able to acquire one or more languages to which they are exposed to without explicit instruction. Furthermore, poverty of stimulus argument (Chomsky, 1980), claims that the input received by children lacks critical information
necessary for learning languages. Nativist theories account for these phenomena assuming that
a large amount of language specific information
∗
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Peter

system used unification of type-schemes to determine categorial grammars from functor-argument
structures. Kanazawa (1998) extended this algorithm and employed partial unification to learn
from strings of words. A number of studies
(e.g., Waldron (1999); Villavicencio (2002); Buttery (2006)) followed similar approaches to learn
CG based grammars. Waldron (1999) used a
rule-based method to infer a CG from input labeled with basic syntactic types. Villavicencio
(2002) proposed a method that improves the performance of Waldron’s system by describing an
unconventional universal grammar based on CG,
and using semantically annotated input. Watkinson and Manandhar (2000) presented an unsupervised stochastic learner which aims to learn a compact lexicon. They assumed that the set of possible categories are known, which maps the problem
of grammar induction to categorization. The system achieved perfect accuracy in an artificial corpus. However, its performance dropped to 73.2%
in lexicon accuracy and 28.5% in parsing accuracy when tested on the more realistic LLL corpus
(Kanazawa, 1998).

saw

a

book

NP (S\NP)/NP NP/N N
NP
S\NP
S

>
>
<

Figure 1: Example derivation for sentence Peter
saw a book.

2

Categorial Grammar

Categorial grammar (Ajdukiewicz (1935; BarHillel (1953)) is a lexicalized grammar formalism. CG describes all the language specific syntactic information inside the lexicon, leaving only
a small number of universal rules outside the lexicon. We present a very brief introduction to
CG here; more comprehensive descriptions can be
found in Moortgat (2002) and Wood (1993).
Every word in a CG lexicon is assigned to a syntactic category. A limited set of categories constitutes the basic categories of the grammar. For example, S (sentence), NP (noun phrase), N (noun)
are commonly assumed to be the basic categories
for English. Complex categories, such as NP/N,
S\NP and (S\NP)\(S\NP) are formed by combining any two CG categories with a forward (/)
or backward (\) slash. Given the lexicon with categories of this form, the only rules of the CG are
given in (1). An example derivation can be seen in
Figure 1.

We propose an unsupervised method to learn
categorial grammars. The learner is provided with
a set of positive sentences generated by a target grammar. Unknown categories are learned by
applying a set of inference rules incrementally.
When there are multiple choices, a simple category preference (SCP) principle that is inspired by
the minimum description length (MDL) principle
(Rissanen, 1989) is used to minimize the size of
the grammar. We show that the learner is able to
infer recursive and ambiguous grammars. Moreover, this method is capable of learning two well
known linguistic phenomena: English auxiliary
word order and English polar interrogatives. The
method learns both phenomena successfully from
a set of input sentences that are considered insufficient for these tasks.

(1) Function application rules
Forward
A/B B
Backward B
A\B

→
→

A
A

(>)
(<)

CG as described above is weakly equivalent to
Context Free Grammars, and cannot model the
complexity of natural languages adequately. However, CG is powerful enough for the linguistic phenomena presented here. It should be also noted
that there are extensions such as Combinatory
Categorial Grammar (CCG, (Steedman (2000);
Steedman and Baldridge (2005)) that provide necessary descriptive and theoretical adequacy by introducing additional operations. In this work, we
learn classical Categorial Grammars, while making use of some of the CCG operations, namely
composition, type raising, and substitution, during
the learning process. The additional CCG operations used are given in (2).

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a short introduction to CG. Section 3
describes our learning architecture. Section 4
presents three experiments followed by a discussion of the results in Section 5. In the last section
we provide brief conclusions and address future
directions.
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(2) a. Function composition rules:
Forward
Backward

A/B
B\C

B/C
A\B

→
→

b. Type raising rules:
Forward
Backward

A
A

→
→

T /(T \A)
T \(T /A)

A/C
A\C

(> T)
(< T)

c. Substitution rules:
Forward
Backward

3

(A/B)/C
B\C

if A 6= S in (3) and (4), prevents learning a
large number of incorrect categories. For example, S\S for the word well from Peter slept well.
As stated before, the category of adverbs belongs
to level 2, so we need a level 2 inference rule to
learn this category.

(> B)
(< B)

B/C
(A\B)\C

→
→

A/C
A\C

(>S)
(<S)

(5) a. Level 2 side inference rules:
X
A

Learning by Inference Rules

A

Our inference rules work when there is only one
unknown category in the input. Then a category
for the unknown word is proposed by the inference
rules. In the rule descriptions below, the letters A,
B, C and D represent known categories, X represents the unknown category.
B/A
X

X
B\A

→
→

B
B

(4) Level 1 inference rules:
A
X

X
A

→
→

B
B

⇒
⇒

→
→

C
C

⇒
⇒

X = (C/B)/A
X = (C\A)\B

X

B

→

C

⇒

X = (C\A)/B

Level 2 inference rules are divided into two
parts: the side rule and the middle rule, depending
on whether an unknown category is at the beginning/end of a sentence or in the middle.
Notice that in (5b) the category (C/B)\A is
as viable as the inferred category (C\A)/B. In
(5b), and (6b) presented later, we pick the rightcombining rule.1
It might seem that using (5b) we can learn the
category of (S\S)/N P for the preposition with
from the sentence Peter slept with Mary. But this
will not happen: the level 2 inference rule is implemented by recursively calling level 0 and level
1 inference rules, which all have the condition
if A 6= S to prevent generating the category
S\S. As a matter of fact, none of the level 0-2
rules could help learning the category of with from
the sentence Peter slept with Mary. So we need to
use a level 3 inference rule.

Grammar Induction by Inference Rules

(3) Level 0 inference rules:

B
X

b. Level 2 middle inference rule:

The learning method presented in this paper is a
rule-based unsupervised lexicalized grammar inference system. The input to the system is a set of
grammatical sentences of the target language. The
system learns a CG lexicon containing words assigned to (possibly multiple) CG categories. The
set of lexical categories is not known in advance, it
is generated by a number of inference rules which
are the center of our learning algorithm.
In this section we first introduce a series of inference rules used to perform grammar induction.
Then we will present the complete learning architecture along with an example demonstrating the
learning process.
3.1

A
B

(6) a. Level 3 side inference rules:
⇒
⇒

X=A
X=A

X = B\A
X = B/A

X
A

if A 6= S
if A 6= S

A
B

B
C

C
X

→
→

D
D

⇒
⇒

X = ((D/C)/B)/A
X = ((D\A)\B)\C

b. Level 3 middle inference rules:
A
A

if A 6= S
if A 6= S

3.2

We define level as the number of functioning
slash operators in a category. A slash operator
functions if it takes an argument. Consequently,
the basic categories are level 0. The category
S\N P belongs to level 1. Note that the category
of adverbs (S\f N P )\f (S\N P ) belongs to level
2. Although it has three slashes, only the slashes
marked with subscript f are functioning, i.e. can
be used in a derivation.
Level 0 and level 1 inference rules can be successfully used to learn the category of intransitive
verbs, such as slept in Peter slept. The condition

X
B

B
X

C
C

→
→

D
D

⇒
⇒

X = ((D\A)/C)/B
X = ((D\A)\B)/C

The Learning Architecture

The learning framework consists of three parts:
the edge generator, the recursive learner and the
output selector. A schematic description of the
learning process is provided in Figure 2. Below we
provide a detailed description of the three parts,
along with demonstration of learning the ambiguous and recursive category of with from the input
sentence given in Figure 3a.
1

We realize that this is a rather arbitrary choice, and plan
to relax it in future work. For now, we assume that this is a
language specific choice learned before or during acquisition
of phenomena presented here.
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(a) Input string and index numbers. Note that the word with, marked as ‘X’ is unknown at
this point.

span
(0, 1)
(0, 2)
(1, 3)
(2, 4)
(5, 7)

1
2
3
4
5

rule used
>T
>B
>B
>
>

category
S/(S\NP)
S/NP
(S\NP)/N
NP
NP

6
7
8
9
10

span
(0, 3)
(1, 4)
(2, 4)
(0, 4)
(0, 4)

rule used
>B
>
<T
<
>

category
S/N
S\NP
S/(S\NP)
S
S

(b) Generated edges in the chart.

A

cat
NP
S/(S\NP)
S/NP
S/NP
S/N

1
2
3
4
5

span
(0, 1)
(0, 1)
(0, 2)
(0, 2)
(0, 3)

B

cat
S\NP
S\NP
NP
S/(S\NP)
N

X

span
(1, 4)
(1, 4)
(2, 4)
(2, 4)
(3, 4)

(c) Categories learned from the rule A

cat
((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP
((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP
(NP\NP)/NP
(NP\(S/(S\NP)))/NP
(N\N)/NP

B

span
(4,5)
(4,5)
(4,5)
(4,5)
(4,5)

cat
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP

C
span
(5, 7)
(5, 7)
(5, 7)
(5, 7)
(5, 7)

X C → D for the sentence in Figure 3a.

Figure 3: Example steps from the learning process.

Edge
Generator

Generation
rule set

N

Y

Level 2
IR can
parse?

Y

Applying level
0 and 1 inference
rule recursively
N

Cannot learn

SCP Principle

Level 1
IR can
parse?

N

Level 3
IR can
parse?

Recursive
Learner

Right
combining
rule

N

Corpus

The Edge Generator implements a variation
of the CYK algorithm (Cocke (1969); Younger
(1967); Kasami (1965)), which employs bottomup chart parsing. Every known word in a sentence is an edge in the chart. The edge generator then tries to merge any consecutive edges into
a single edge recursively. In order to produce as
many edges as possible, besides function application rules (>,<), we have also used the composition (>B,<B), substitution (>S,<S) and the type
raising (>T,<T) rules. Figure 3b shows all possible edges generated for the example in Figure 3a.

Y

Y

Level 0
IR can
parse?

The Recursive Learner performs grammar induction by the rules given in Section 3.1. The
learning process first tries to learn from level 0 or
level 1 inference rules. If the unknown word cannot be learned by level 0 or level 1 inference rules,
higher level rules are tried. Following simple category preference principle, if a category can be inferred with a lower level rule, we do not attempt to
use higher level rules.

Y

Output Selector

Test
rule set

For the input in Figure 3a, the level 0 and level
1 inference rules are not enough. Only the level
3 middle inference rules (6b) can be applied. Figure 3c gives the list of all categories produced by

Figure 2: Learning process using inference rules.
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Peter
:= NP
Mary
:= NP
green
:= N/N
colorless := N/N
book
:= N
telescope := N
the
:= NP/N
run
:= S\NP
big
:= N/N

Peter

with
:= (N\N)/NP
with
:= (NP\NP)/NP
with
:= ((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP
sleep
:= S\NP
a
:= NP/N
give
:= ((S\NP)/NP)/NP
saw
:= (S\NP)/NP
read
:= (S\NP)/NP
furiously := (S\NP)\(S\NP)

saw

Mary

with

a

big green telescope

NP (S\NP)/NP NP (NP\NP)/NP NP/N N/N N/N

N
N

<

NP

>

NP\NP

<

NP

>

S\NP

<

S

(a)
Peter

saw

Mary

with

a

big green telescope

NP (S\NP)/NP NP ((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP NP/N N/N N/N
S\NP

this inference rule.
The Output Selector tests the learned categories produced by the recursive learner and selects the ones that can be parsed using only function application rules. The categories that do not
produce a valid parse with function application
rules are discarded.
Not all rules in Table 3c are selected by output
selector. We first remove duplicate categories generated in the previous phase. The category in row
2 is removed, as it is the same as the category in
row 1. Furthermore, using only the function application rules, the sentence cannot be parsed with
the category in row 4, so this category is discarded.
Rows 1, 3 and 5 provide the learned categories.

>

N
N

N
NP
(S\NP)\(S\NP)
S\NP
S

>
>
<
>
<
<

(b)

Figure 4: Two ambiguous parses of the sentence
Peter saw Mary with a big green telescope.
target grammar.
After only a single pass through input sentences, all categories in our target grammar presented in Table 1 are learned correctly. The
learned grammar is identical to the target grammar.

Experiments and Results

4.2

We conducted three experiments with our learning
system. In the first experiment, we tested the system’s capabilities on an artificial language exhibiting a certain level of ambiguity and recursion. The
second experiment tests model’s ability to learn
formation of English polar interrogative questions.
In the third experiment, we tried to learn the English auxiliary order, another well known problem
in language acquisition literature.
4.1

>

N

Table 1: Target grammar rules.

4

>

Experiment 2: Learning Auxiliary Verb
Fronting

According to some theories of grammar, the English yes/no questions, such as (7b) are formed
by moving the auxiliary verb in the corresponding declarative sentence (7a) to the beginning of
the sentence. But when the subject comes with
a relative clause, as in (7c), the auxiliary verb in
the main clause, not the one in the relative clause,
should be assigned the initial position (7d).

Experiment 1: Learning an Artificial
Grammar

(7) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

For this experiment, we have created a small
English-like artificial grammar. The lexicalized
grammar that is used as the target grammar for
this experiment is listed in Table 1. The grammar includes both recursive rules and ambiguity.
The input to the learner is generated by sampling
160 sentences that can be parsed using the target
grammar. The input to the learner consist only
of correct sentences. The input sentences are unlabeled, except for nouns (N ) and proper names
(N P ). The learner is expected to converge to the

Peter is awake.
Is Peter awake?
Peter who is sleepy is awake.
Is Peter who is sleepy awake?
*Is Peter who sleepy is awake?

Starting with Chomsky (1965), it is frequently
claimed that the input children receive during acquisition contains utterances of the form (7a), (7b)
and (7c), but not (7d). Under these conditions, arguably, most plausible hypothesis to form the interrogative questions is fronting the first auxiliary.
Even though this hypothesis generates sentences
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like (7e), Crain and Nakayama (1987) showed
that children learn the more complicated ‘structure sensitive’ hypothesis. So, the nativist conclusion is that children must be making use of innate knowledge that language is structure sensitive. Together with many other APS claims, Pullum and Scholz (2002) have shown that the assumptions about the input were not right. Contrary
to the claim, the relevant evidence, i.e. questions
like (7d), was quite common in every corpus they
have looked in.

Peter

is

Is

sleepy
>

S\NP

<

Sq

(a)
Peter

>

Sq /(Sadj \NP)

<

S

Peter awake

(Sq /(Sadj \NP))/NP NP Sadj \NP

NP (S\NP)/(Sadj \NP) Sadj \NP

(b)

who

is

sleepy

is

awake

NP (NP\NP)/(S\NP) (S\NP)/(Sadj \NP) Sadj \NP (S\NP)/(Sadj \NP) Sadj \NP
>

S\NP
NP\NP

>

S\NP

>
<

NP

<

S

(c)
Is

In this study, we follow an approach similar
to Clark and Eyraud (2006). We test our learner
assuming that the APS claims are correct. We
present our learner with the sentences of the form
(7a), (7b) and (7c), and test if it can learn to correctly recognize and generate interrogatives with
clauses. It should be noted that, our model is
based on a non-transformational theory of grammar. Hence, the assumption that the question form
is formed by transformations is not entertained.
However, the learning problem is still valid: is it
possible to learn how to form and interpret the interrogative questions without direct evidence provided in the data?

Peter

who

is

sleepy

awake

(Sq /(Sadj \NP))/NP NP (NP\NP)/(S\NP) (S\NP)/(Sadj \NP) Sadj \NP Sadj \NP
S\NP
NP\NP
NP
Sq /(Sadj \NP)

>
>
<
>

Sq

>

(d)

Figure 5: Derivations of the correct sentences in
(7).
Assigning correct categories to the input words is
enough for correctly producing and interpreting
previously unseen sentence forms.

The experiment setting is the same as in experiment 1. The only additional information provided
is the type of sentences, i.e. either given input is
a declarative sentence (S) or a question (Sq ). A
fragment of the learned categories for the auxiliary
verb is is given in (8). Figure 5 presents derivations of three sentences with the learned grammar.
(a), (b) and (c) in Figure 5 are not surprising. However the correct parse in (d) shows that a simple
learner can learn this type of constructions without being exposed to the same type of data. On
the other hand, with all possible category assignments provided by learned lexicon, it is impossible to parse the incorrect sentences like (7e). Note
that the learning is achieved by assigning CG categories the words in the input using the inference
rules described in Section 3.1. The system learns
a lexicalized grammar which is consistent with the
inference rules.

(8) is := (S\NP)/(Sadj \NP)
Is := (Sq /(Sadj \NP))/NP
4.3

Experiment 3: Learning Correct Word
Order

The difficulty of learning English auxiliary order
has also been used as a support for argument of
poverty of stimulus, and hence for linguistic nativism. Introduced first by Kimball (1973), the
problem can be summarized as follows: the English auxiliary verbs should, have and be occur
exactly in this order and all of them are optional.
The claim is that while sentences containing a single auxiliary (9a–9c) or two auxiliaries (9d–9f)
are present in the input, sequences of three auxiliaries (9g) are not ‘frequent enough’. Hence, it
is not possible to learn the correct three-auxiliary
sequence from the input alone.

Crucially, the learner does not make any explicit
structure dependence assumption. Since the same
categories can be assigned to the lexical items,
or a collection of consecutive lexical items during
derivation, the learned grammar can generate and
recognize the correct forms without making any
explicit assumptions about the sentence structure.

(9) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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I should go.
I have gone.
I am going.
I have been going.
I should have gone.
I should be going.
I should have been going.
*I have should been going.

should := (Ss \N P )/(S\N P )
should := (Ss \N P )/(Sh \N P )
should := (Ss \N P )/(Sb \N P )
have := (Sh \N P )/(S\N P )
have := (Sh \N P )/(Sb \N P )
be
:= (Sb \N P )/(S\N P )

5

We have presented a simple, unsupervised and
generalizable method to learn natural language
grammar. In this section, we will discuss these aspects of the system in the light of results presented
in the previous section.
The model presented here is simpler than many
alternatives. The CG rules used are based on a
simple consistent notion of function application
with sensitivity to spatio-temporal order. Learning proceeds by trying to classify the unknown
items in the input by using a series of logical inference rules. The inference rules are simple and
even intuitive. Though there is no solid psychological evidence that children learn a grammar in
an inference-rule-based way, rule-based learning
seems to be one of the methods in children’s repository of learning methods starting as early as 7months after birth (Marcus et al., 1999). We do
not claim that rule-based learning is the only liable method, nor we claim that these rules are implemented in children’s mind as we have done in a
computer program. However, the 100% correct results in parsing and generation by our model suggests that it is sufficient to assume that children
use a small set of rules together with a plausible
inference procedure for learning the categories of
unknown words. The only other additional piece
in our learning algorithm is a preference towards
simpler categories.
One characteristic of our method is that it is unsupervised. Raw text is fed to the learner without
any extra syntactic structure, semantic annotation
or negative evidence. The only additional cue we
provide is marking the basic classes of nouns, and
proper names. This can be justified on the grounds
that nouns are learned earlier than other categories
across the languages (Gentner, 1982). Arguably,
children may have already learned these classes
before acquiring the syntax of their language. Additional information, such as semantically annotated data is used in some of the related studies
(e.g. Villavicencio (2002); Buttery (2006)). We
have obtained good results from this unsupervised
learning process. Knowing that input to the children is richer than raw text, if we give more hints
of the learning material to the learner, our learner
should get even better results in a more realistic
learning environment.
In this study, we do not make use of any statistical information present in the input. As in

Table 2: Categories of some auxiliary verbs.
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Figure 6: Derivation of the correct word order.

The argument is controversial, and Pullum
and Scholz (2002) have shown that there are
more three-auxiliary sequences in the input than
claimed. In this study, we choose another method
to test the argument: we present our learner with
sentences containing only one or two auxiliaries
(as in (9a-9f)), and we test if it can correctly recognize and generate sentences with three auxiliaries.
The setup is essentially the same as in experiment
2.
Table 2 presents a fragment of the learned grammar. The derivation of the sentence (9g) using the
learned grammar is given in Figure 6. As can be
verified easily, the lexicalized grammar presented
in Table 2 would not allow sequences as in (9h).
The categories assigned to auxiliary verbs by the
learner completely, and correctly cover the English auxiliary order.2
Success of the learner is again due to its assignment of words to syntactic categories. The categories induced from one- and two-auxiliary sequences in a logical way extend naturally to the
three-auxiliary sequences.

2

An alternative approach would be assuming that the sequences like ‘should have been’ are learned as single units, at
least at the beginning of the learning process. Lexical items
spanning multiple input units are considered by some of the
related learners (e.g. Zettlemoyer and Collins (2005); Çöltekin and Bozsahin (2007)). However, to be compatible with
the original claim, the learner presented in this paper assigns
categories to single input units.
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some of the related studies (e.g. Clark and Eyraud
(2006)),3 our non-statistical learner is adequate for
the purposes of demonstrating the learnability of
certain syntactic constructs. However, this results
in two important limitations of our learner as a
model of human language acquisition. First, it is
known that humans make use of statistical regularities in the language for learning diverse linguistic tasks (Saffran, 2003; Thompson and Newport,
2007). Second, natural language data is noisy, and
like any other rule-learner our algorithm is not able
to deal with noise. Even though these look discouraging at first sight, it should be noted that it
is easily extendible to incorporate statistical learning methods, for example, by learning a stochastic
CG. We plan to improve the learning system in this
direction, which, as well as allowing the learner to
deal with noise in the input, would also allow us to
lift or relax some of the assumptions we have made
in this work. Others applied statistical methods to
CG induction experiments successfully (Osborne,
1997; Watkinson and Manandhar, 2000).
In this paper we demonstrated that a fragment
of the natural language syntax can be learned
with a simple unsupervised learning method. This
method performs well on learning two well-known
examples of difficult to learn syntactic phenomena, namely the formation of English interrogative questions, and English auxiliary order. These
phenomena are considered difficult to learn in the
absence of critical data. Provided exactly with the
type of data that was considered inadequate for the
task, the learner was still able to learn the phenomena using only the simple mechanism described
above. Even if APS claims are correct, children
can still learn correct form with a simple inference
mechanism.

6

set of initial assumptions, our system is also able
to learn two phenomena that have been considered
difficult to learn. As well as being able to recognize and generate English interrogative sentences
with relative clauses without being exposed to the
same type of sentences, the learner is also able to
infer English auxiliary order correctly without being presented with all possible sequences. Our results demonstrate that a learner with simpler assumptions than the ones commonly assumed in
the language acquisition literature is able to learn
some of the difficult constructions found in natural
language syntax. Putting aside the debate over the
existence of ceartain type of evidence in the language acquisition process, our learner shows that
exact experience is not always important for learning: some simple but logical inference rules are
enough to help children deduce the correct syntactic structures.
However, it is necessary to note that our system
has a number of limitations. First, these results
were obtained using data that was generated artificially. Second, since we do not use any statistical
rules, our system is not robust against noise. Using statistical patterns in the input language, it may
also be possible to relax some of the assumptions
presented here. These mark one direction in future
work: developing the algorithm further to make
use of statistical learning methods, and evaluating
it on real data.
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Abstract

-

This paper proposes a distributed learning mechanism that learns patterns from distributed
datasets. The complex and dynamic settings of
grid environments requires supporting systems
to be of a more sophisticated level. Contemporary tools lack the ability to relate and infer
events. We developed an information system,
based on collaborative agents, that supports
system administrators in monitoring the grid.
While observing log files, the agents learn
traffic patterns in their own local domain of
the grid. The agents represent their knowledge
in the form of deterministic finite automata
(DFA), and share their models to provide
global or multi-domain overviews. We discuss
our collaborative learning mechanism and
show the results of our experiments with data
of two grid-sites. Our system generated jobtraffic overviews that gave new insights in the
performance of the grid environment.

1

resources are shared by multiple organizations;
resources are heterogeneous and distributed;
the components undergo continuous improvements and changing standards.

While foreseeing strong needs for support of operational maintenance of service-oriented business grid platforms, we are already perceiving
maintenance issues in contemporary grid environments. There is a strong need to improve the
stability of contemporary production grids. System administrators need to combine information
from multiple sources and relate events to find
possible causes of a particular problem. Sometimes system administrators have to analyze log
files by hand. This is a time-consuming process,
certainly when multiple organizational domains
are involved.
Our goal is to develop and implement a method for discovering structures in job-traffic in a
grid-environment. Using these structures we
generate overviews that can be presented to system administrators. In this paper we present a
first version of our system. The second goal of
this paper is to explain our collaborative learning
method. Communication- and privacy constraints
prevent grid environments from having all data
necessary for analysis situated or accessible from
a single place. Therefore, our system consists of
a group of individual learners that infer multiple
local models and share their models in order to
obtain a global model. We show the results of
experiments using data of two grid-sites that are
part of the EGEE1 , BiGGrid2 and LCG3 environments.

Introduction

Over the last few years, grid computing and service orientation have mutually enforced each
other. Whereas grid computing provides the
technology for sharing large amounts of computational power, service orientation offers flexible
and extensible ways of reusing functionalities
inside and across organizational boundaries. Together, both technologies gave rise to large-scale
service-based computing infrastructures shared
by multiple organizations (Boss 2007).
In order to preserve the required service level,
the environments in which the services operate
need to be maintained carefully. This is a challenge because of the complex and dynamic settings of those environments:
there are many components and interactions;
resources may join and leave any time;

1

Enabling Grids for E-Science in Europe (EGEE) , a European project. See also http://www.eu-egee.org.
2
BiGGrid is the Dutch e-Science Grid. See also
http://www.biggrid.nl.
3
The LHC Computing Grid (LCG) See also
http://gridcafe.web.cern.ch.
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add the constraint that the DFA should generalize to unseen test data.
Since our sentences are observations, in the
following, we only learn from positive samples
only, i.e. from sentences that are labeled “accepted”.

In (Mulder, 2008) a learning mechanism for a
set of collaborative agents that induce grammars
from individual and shared datasets was introduced. We elaborate on this, and discuss two
specific approaches for combining models and
show how they can be used in the application
domain of grid administration.

2.2

The individual DFA learning mechanism starts
with a learning sample, which is a set of sentences that are supposed to be accepted (or rejected) by the target DFA. First, it builds the prefix tree acceptor (PTA) for the sentences. This is
the (tree-shaped) DFA that accepts exactly the
sentences in the learning sample, and nothing
else. Then, it uses heuristics to generalize, by
merging states and making the resulting automaton deterministic again by applying further
merges.
The algorithm used to determine the merge
candidates is blue-fringe (Lang, 1998). This algorithm maintains a core of “red” states, which
are states of the final DFA, and a list of “blue”
states, which are the states that are considered for
either to be promoted to “red” or to be merged
with a red state. This set of “blue” states consists
of all children of “red” states that are not themselves “red” states. The “blue” states are the
heads of sub-trees of the PTA.
The algorithm uses Minimum Description
Length (MDL) (Grünwald, 2005) to decide on
the next step (either to promote a “blue” state to
“red” or to merge a “blue” state with one of the
“red” states). To decide on the next step, all possibilities are tried, the MDL of each of the results
is computed, and the best one is chosen, after
which this whole process is repeated, until all
states are “red” states.
MDL consists of the sum of two parts: the
number of bits needed to encode the model
(model-code), and the number of bits needed to
encode the sample, given the model (the data-tomodel code). The lower the sum, the better the
model is assumed to be. We will not discuss the
model encoding here. For details, the reader is
referred to Adriaans et. al (2006). The data-tomodel code is computed as follows: suppose l is
the maximum length of a sentence in the sample.
It is possible to compute the total number of sentences N with length less than or equal to l that
are accepted by the model. Also, the number of
accepted sentences S in the sample is known.
Obviously, this set of sentences is a subset of the
set of all sentences with length less than or equal
to l

Figure 1. Agents supporting grid administration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses our concept of collaborative
learning, in Section 3 we explain our system and
our experimental results, Section 4 contains related work, Section 5 contains discussion and
future work and Section 6 ends the paper with
some conclusions.

2

Collaborative Learning

The task of our system is to find patterns in gridtraffic data. This data is distributed over multiple
domains.
2.1

Individual DFA Learning

Grammar induction

Our approach is based on grammar induction.
The aim is to learn from sample data (usually a
list of sentences) an unknown grammar which
explains this data. The model is also used to verify whether unknown samples follow the rules of
the grammar.
A Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) is a
type of model that is commonly used to classify
a structure (language) and represent a grammar
in the form of a graph (Hopcroft & Ullman,
1979). A DFA can be seen as a model which
captures the underlying rules of a system, from
observations of its behavior or appearance. These
observations are often represented by sentences
that are labeled “accepted” or “rejected”. Every
sentence in the dataset is represented as a path in
the graph. Since creating some DFA that is consistent with training data is trivial, it is usual to
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Now, there are p =  N  ways to select S senS




tences from N sentences. So, an integer with
possible values between 0 and p-1 uniquely identifies the sample, thus for the data-to-model code
we need 2log(p) bits.
From the above, it is clear that promoting a
“blue” state to “red” does not alter the MDL
score, because it does not change the DFA, and
thus does not change the set of accepted sentences. Therefore, states are only promoted to
“red” if all attempted merges result in a worse
MDL score.
2.3

Local and global models

We consider a large distributed dataset and a set
of learners that have the collaborative task to
model this dataset. We call this dataset the global
dataset. Each learner can only observe a part of
the global dataset. This part, called the local dataset, contains data that belongs to the local environment of the learner. The global dataset
represents e.g. job-traffic data of the gridenvironment. A local dataset represents e.g. jobtraffic within a particular organizational domain.
Figure 2 shows two learners that observe
(parts) of traffic data in a grid environment. Each
learner observes a local dataset and shares its
global models. Each learner builds a model,
called its local model, that reflects the grammatical structures in its local dataset.
In order to fulfill the collaborative learning
task, the learners have to share and merge their
models. Our application environment however
does not allow all details from one domain to be
communicated to another domain. Our strategy is
therefore to let each learner maintain a second
model. This model, called the learner’s global
model, contains only information that is allowed
to be shared across domains.
The global model of a learner is communicated to other learners. When a learner receives a
model from another learner, it is treated as an
hypothesis and merged with the global model of
the receiving learner. By means of sharing and
merging their own global DFA models, the
agents are able to provide a total model of jobflows on the grid.
An interesting aspect of this mechanism is that
it allows each learner to have its own global
model, and these models are allowed to be
slightly different from each other (like in Plato’s
theory of Forms).

Figure 2. n agents analyzing grid-traffic data. Each
agent observes data from its own environment.

Although it is common to share global information between agents using a central blackboard, our mechanism allows the learners to have
their own global model which, in fact, can be
regarded as an implicit, redundant, distributed
blackboard. On one hand this approach involves
extra costs, but on the other hand it allows for
autonomous interpretations about and use of the
model.
2.4

Collaborative DFA Learning

The process of collaborative learning is characterized by how and when models are merged.
Furthermore it must be specified how to continue
learning with a merged model.
We use two different learning methods: complementary DFA learning, in which models from
different environments are combined (stitched)
into a single one, and congruent DFA learning
where models of similar environments are
merged. In the process of complementary learning, the samples of the different models have
different structures. After learning each individual model, they are combined by means of overlapping head-tail nodes. In the second case, the
models are based on similar structures, and the
merge of these models allows for an enriched
combined model on the level of its details.
Figure 3 and 4 respectively show the complementary and congruent learning methods.
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increase of the number of states of the resulting
DFA. It therefore makes sense to attempt to apply a learning step on the resulting DFA.
However, the blue-fringe algorithm is no
longer applicable. Instead, a general learner can
be applied that just tries to merge all state-pairs
of the DFA, repeatedly, until no more improvements are found, according to the MDL scores.
So, we again need an MDL score for the DFA
resulting from the merge. Unfortunately, this
score is not readily available, because we must
assume that the samples from which the original
DFAs were learned are not available anymore.
So, we need an estimate of the data-to-model
part of the MDL score of the resulting DFA. In
Section 2.2, we discussed how the MDL score is
computed. In particular, the MDL score does not
depend on the particular sample, but rather on
the sample size. At first sight, one might think
that the original sample sizes could just be added
to obtain a new sample size for the resulting
DFA, but this is not the case. In congruent DFA
learning, there might be overlap in the samples,
and in complementary DFA learning, adding the
sample sizes makes even less sense. So, we will
have to estimate a sample size for the resulting
DFA.
In fact, assuming that the sample size (the S in
Section 2.2) and the maximum sample length
(the l in Section 2.2) are available for the original
DFAs, we can from these numbers compute a
“sample density”, which is S divided by the total
number of accepted sentences with length less
than or equal to l (the N in Section 2.2).
Now, let S1 and S2 be the sample sizes of the
original DFAs, and l1 and l2 be the maximum
sample lengths, and let D1 and D2 be the sample
densities. An estimate for the maximum sample
length l of the resulting DFA is obtained as follows: for congruent learning, we use the maximum of l1 and l2, for complementary learning we
use l = l1 + l2 - 1. For the sample density D of the
resulting DFA we use the average of D1 and D2.
To compute the estimated sample size S of the
resulting DFA we compute the total number of
accepted sentences with length less than or equal
to l, and multiply this number by D.
This computation allows for the computation
of an MDL score, and thus allows for the application of another learning iteration on the resulting DFA.

Figure 3. Complementary learning

Figure 4. Congruent learning

In complementary DFA learning, two models
from different environments are combined as
follows: if the first DFA has an edge to an endstate on symbol s, and the second DFA has an
outgoing edge from its start-state on that same
symbol s, the two edges are replaced by a single
edge from the source of the first edge to the destination of the second edge. If the destination of
the first edge has outgoing edges, these are added
to the destination of the second edge. In general,
this may result in a non-deterministic finite-state
automaton, which can be made deterministic by
applying a subset algorithm (Hopcroft & Ullman,
1979).
In congruent DFA learning, two DFAs from
similar environments are merged by combining
the start-states of both DFAs. This may result in
a non-deterministic finite-state automaton, which
again can be made deterministic by applying a
subset algorithm. In general, the application of a
subset algorithm may result in a considerable
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3
3.1

3.2

Supporting Grid Administration

Environment

We have studied the application of the prototype at the NIKHEF grid-site and the RUG-CIT
grid-site. Both sites are part of the of the EGEE5,
BiGGrid6 and LCG7 environments.
We have investigated the use of our collaborative
learning mechanism in these domains and generated individual and combined models of job traffic information.
Figure 5 shows an example of the situation at
two grid sites (domains). Within each domain
agents observe different parts of the grid: the
compute-element nodes (CE) and a head node of
a local batch system (HN). Jobs of a user or
group are scheduled by a workflow-management
broker (WMF), which sends them to one of the
CEs, to be handled by one of the registered organizational domains. The light-gray arrows in the
figure reflect the job flows possible in this section of the grid.

CTIS

We developed a system, called CTIS (Collaborative Tracing Information System) that consists of
agents4 that gather job-traffic data from log files
and learn DFA models. Together the agents
compose overviews that are to be used by grid
administrators. CTIS uses a collaborative learning mechanism in which observations result in
local models which are shared to obtain a global
model (e.g. after each agent has inferred a model
from its locally observed data, these models are
combined to provide global overviews). Given
the dynamic, multi- organizational and decentralized aspects of grid environments, the architecture of CTIS is based on agents (Stone et al,
2000). The design of CTIS is based on three
principles:
First, to deal with the heterogeneous nature of
the grid, the components of CTIS are acting autonomously, fetching the information using local
domain privileges.
Second, in order to deal with dynamic aspects,
CTIS allows for components (agents) to be added and removed in a flexible and configurable
way.
The third principle is that the components of
CTIS collaborate in order to retrieve and share
information. Communication constraints on the
level of bandwidth or privacy imply the need for
message control, and abstracting content. The
CTIS agents share their individual abstracted
models instead of detailed transaction information. Each agent gathers information about jobflows from a system log file. Each agent observes logfiles, uses regular expressions to distill
timed event-details (such as e.g. user, organization, time, job_id) and builds DFA models from
these event-details.
The task of learning local models is carried
out in parallel with the tasks of sending and receiving models. Both tasks are synchronized
when merging. In timed intervals the learner is
presented with a set of models coming from other learners. Before merging models (temporary
considered as hypotheses) into the learners global model, each agent first merges its own local
model with its global model.

Figure 5. Agents in two domains of the grid

5

Enabling Grids for E-Science in Europe (EGEE), a European project. See also http://www.eu-egee.org.
6
BiGGrid is the Dutch e-Science Grid. See also
http://www.biggrid.nl.
7
The LHC Computing Grid (LCG) is the grid environment
that supports the particle physics experiments using the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. See also
http://gridcafe.web.cern.ch.

4

CTIS uses Jade, a middleware for the development and
run-time execution of peer-to-peer applications which are
based on the agents paradigm, see http://jade.tilab.com.
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The first domain contains two CE nodes and one
HN node. The agents at a CE node observe log
files from the gate-keeper service, which is part
of the grid middleware that accepts jobs for calculation and forwards them to a local batchsystem. The agent at the HN node watches log
files from the accounting process of a pbs-batch
cluster consisting of worker-nodes that handle
the actual jobs. The second domain contains one
CE node and one HN node.
Since their most primitive function is to observe data from an information source, the agents
are called Sentinels. Sentinels that operate in the
same organizational domain are grouped into a
so-called Squad. A special agent, the so-called
Squad Manager, receives the information from
the sentinels and creates local DFA models. The
squad manager also maintains a global model,
which is communicated to other Squad Managers. The moment of communication can be both
on timed intervals as well as on the moment of
the agents local model update. On request of the
system administrator, a squadmanager can provide cross domain traffic overviews based on its
global model.
3.3

via the HN, cluster-group ‘lui2’ and finally
ended on worker-node ‘007’. The nodes in the
graph represent the state of the grid inside the
nikhef-domain.
The picture shows that the jobs were resubmitted at CE level and continued via HN and were
handled by a worker-node. By combining DFA
models from two domains, our system generated
supporting overviews of resubmitted jobs.
These overviews support the system administrators in detecting the possible causes and show
whether alternative paths (through other organisational domains) were followed instead.
3.4

Cross-domain traffic patterns

We used the global models of the agents to get
insight in the job traffic behavior across two domains. Figure 7 (next page) shows an example of
an obtained model that shows the generic actual
job-flow structure over both the NIKHEF grid
site (CE Gazon, Trekker) and the RUG-CIT grid
site.
These type of overviews provide useful insights in the behavior of a grid as whole (or at
least larger multi-domain parts of it). Note that
the DFA folding (MDL) causes some confusing
arrows back to the starting node. This is due to
the minimization and folding of the DFA. For
human interpretations of this graph, this is be an
annoying artifact, which can be improved by using other representation rules.

Resubmitted jobs

Of interest to system administrators is an overview of resubmitted jobs, i.e. jobs which are not
handled properly and are scheduled more than
once. Figure 6 shows a graph showing (generic)
paths of jobs that didn’t pass a CE node and were
resubmitted. The links show the transitions from
one node (logical machine) in the grid to the next
one. E.g. a job was on a machine of CERN, went
through CE named Gazon, blocked but continued

Figure 6. Resubmitted job traffic DFA graph.
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Figure 7. Traffic overview across two domains.

4

we presented an approach to model grid job traffic with grammars, in particular Deterministic
Finite Automaton (DFA). Application of such
algorithms in this dynamic distributed domain is
not yet commonly done. Using grammar induction, our system induces and combines traffic
patterns from various parts of a gridinfrastructure.
Recently, a team within the EGEE project
started the Grid Observatory initiative10. Their
aim is to develop a scientific view of the dynamics of grid behavior and usage, making the grid
itself more reliable and stable. These efforts are
in line with our research.

RELATED WORK

The field of grid computing contains a variety of
monitoring support systems (Zanikolas, 2005).
Whereas some of them focus on supporting infrastructure maintenance and administration
(such as Ganglia8), others are part of the gridmiddleware and support the finding and bookkeeping of resources of interest (such as MDS9).
Although most of them are designed to be extensible, implementations are often bounded by
hierarchy, by organizational boundaries or work
primarily with predefined rules.
Communication between components across
organizational boundaries and interoperability
between the tools themselves is subject to improvement. Furthermore, whereas most tools
provide a large variety of overviews, they often
lack the functionality of relating events; they are
written from the perspective of providing overviews, without the intention to help with problem
analysis by means of correlating events. Ganglia
e.g., can provide information from many sites at
various desired levels of detail, but cannot relate
the events in these overviews with each other.
Contemporary grid monitor tools lack the ability to correlate data from multiple sources. This
is a practical problem given the growth in usage
and complexity of grid environments (Michaud
2007).
Data mining and automated inference of correlations is something that is not yet commonly
done in contemporary grid administration tools.
Finding structures in the usage of grid environments means finding patterns, or grammar
rules that produce these structures. In this paper
8
9

5

DISCUSSION

5.1

Consistency checks

In experimental settings we were able to neglect some of the constraints allowing us to model
the global dataset as-a-whole by means of a single learner. Such a single-learner model can be
obtained in ideal situations, when a single agent
is allowed to access the global dataset.
The question is if the global model at each agent,
obtained by merging hypotheses, converges to
the single-learner model, or whether it just approximates it.
To check whether the collaborative learning mechanism provides the same models as single
learners could have done, we compared the content of combined DFAs with a separately learned
DFA obtained by a single process that observes
all individual data sources at once. For each DFA
we calculated a score (the MDL score) that
represents the number of bits necessary to describe the structure of the model together with

www.ganglia.info
www.globus.org/mds
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mentary and congruent merges provide useful
overviews. Whereas complementary learning
was used to obtain global models representing
job traffic on successive nodes, congruent learning was used to obtain a global model of user
traffic that is spread over similar nodes in parallel.
We focused on the application of our system
in a real-life grid environment. Using data from
this environment, we studied the application of
our collaborative DFA learning mechanism.
The CTIS system complements existing support provided by other monitoring software and
focuses on correlation of information. The system is designed to act in a dynamic, distributed
environment, and to share information across
multiple organizational domains.
Using the mechanism of sharing DFA models
across multiple organizational domains, our system generated useful overviews of resubmitted
jobs and cross-domain patterns in job-traffic data.

the number of bits necessary to describe the
sample data given this model. While increasing
the period in which the job traffic is observed,
we compared the scores of the combined DFAs
with the single learned DFAs. The scores of the
combined DFA and the single ones were in these
cases the same; sometimes differing slightly due
to ‘open stitch ends’, meaning that some of the
endpoints of the DFA from the CE agent do not
match with the starting points of the DFA of the
HN agent or vice versa. This can be explained by
the fact that some jobs at the CE are not handled
yet by the HN, or because of resubmitted jobs.
5.2

Future Work

Although CTIS is not yet comparable in terms
of size and functionality with other monitoring
systems, the approach of collaborative learning
agents distinguishes it from other systems. Collaboration combined with learning provides new
insights in how information from different domains in a grid can be correlated.
Whereas we currently focus on monitoring, we
foresee possible roles for CTIS in gridmanagement in general. The current prototype is
designed for job analysis and support in grid environments, but the concepts of CTIS can also be
applied to other (networked) environments. We
intend to use CTIS for monitoring services on
application- or process levels, in which traffic
can be related to service level agreements (SLA).
In its current status, we use the prototype to perform feasibility studies on its use for grid administration. Within this application domain we want
to further investigate the usage of our collaborative learning approach. Examples are cases of
analyzing ‘black hole worker nodes’ or anomaly
detection based on suspected patterns (intrusion,
malicious usage).
Foreseeing the growth of commercially
oriented service platforms, we plan to further
study the concepts and applications of CTIS in
these areas.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced CTIS, a distributed information system that supports grid administrators with cross-domain job-flow patterns.
We worked out a collaborative learning mechanism and discussed how it attempts to meet
the communication constraints on the exchange
of individual data. We applied our mechanism on
grid job traffic data, and showed that comple45
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Abstract

formed in the input space and it is approximated in order to improve the computational
performances. A method that includes locality in kernel machines has been presented also
for regression (He and Wang, 2007).

The combination of maximal margin
classifiers and k-nearest neighbors rule
constructing an SVM on the neighborhood of the test sample in the feature space (called kNNSVM), was presented as a novel promising classifier.
Since no extensive validation was performed yet, we test here kNNSVM on
13 widely used datasets obtaining statistically significant better classification results with respect to SVM for
linear and polynomial kernels. For
RBF kernels the advantages seems not
to be substantial, but we present two
toy datasets in which kNNSVM performs much better than SVM with
RBF kernel. The empirical results suggest to use kNNSVM for specific problems in which high classification accuracies are crucial and motivates further
refinements of the approach.

1

Introduction

The idea of combining directly the state-ofthe-art classification method of SVM with the
simple but still popular and effective method
of kNN has been presented by Blanzieri and
Melgani (2008).
The algorithm is called
kNNSVM, and it builds a maximal margin
classifier on the neighborhood of a test sample in the feature space induced by a kernel
function. kNNSVM belongs to the class of local learning algorithms (Bottou and Vapnik,
1992) for which the locality parameter permits
to find a lower minimum of the guaranteed risk
as demonstrated in (Vapnik and Bottou, 1993;
Vapnik, 2000). Zhang et al. (2006) proposed a
similar method in which however the distance
function for the nearest neighbors rule is per-

Even if the kNNSVM has been successfully
applied on two specific classification tasks (remote sensing by Blanzieri and Melgani (2006)
and visual category recognition by Zhang et
al. (2006)), no extensive testing has been performed in order to assess the classification performance of the method against SVM for general classification problems and for different
kernels. The issue is theoretically relevant
because it would indicate that the properties
of local learning algorithms stated in (Bottou
and Vapnik, 1992; Vapnik and Bottou, 1993)
are effective in combination with a local maximal margin principle. Moreover, assessing
the better classification accuracy of kNNSVM,
would suggest to investigate more in depth the
convergence between kNN and SVM and in
particular some approximations of kNNSVM
in order to make it scalable for large and very
large datasets and applicable in online and/or
active learning settings.
In this work, we empirically compare
the classification performances of SVM and
kNNSVM on 13 datasets taken from different
application domains and with 4 kernel functions and further analyse the kNNSVM and
SVM behaviours in combination with the RBF
kernel. The paper is organized as follows.
After preliminaries on kNN and SVM (Section 2) we describe the kNNSVM classifier
(Section 3). Then we detail the comparison
of kNNSVM and SVM on real datasets (Section 4) and for the RBF kernel by means of
two toy datasets (Section 4). Finally, we draw
some conclusions and discuss future works.
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2

Nearest neighbors and SVM

αi (i = 1, . . . , N ), and introducing a positive definite (PD) kernel function1 K(·, ·) that
substitutes the scalar product in the feature
space hΦ(xi ), Φ(x)iF the decision rule can be
expressed as:
!
ÃN
X
SV M (x) = sign
αi yi K(xi , x) + b .

k nearest neighbors classifier. Let assume to have a classification problem with
samples (xi , yi ) with i = 1, . . . , N , xi ∈ Rp and
yi ∈ {+1, −1}. Given a point x0 , it is possible
to order the entire set of training samples X
with respect to x0 . This corresponds to define
the function rx0 : {1, . . . , N } → {1, . . . , N } as:


rx0 (1) = argmin kxi − x0 k



i=1,...,N


r 0 (j) = argmin kx − x0 k








x

i=1,...,N

i=1

The kernel trick avoids the explicit definition
of the feature space F and of the mapping
Φ (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002; Cristianini and
Shawe-Taylor, 1999). Popular kernels are the
linear kernel, the Gaussian radial basis function kernel (σ is the width), the homogeneous
and inhomogeneous polynomial kernels (δ is
the degree) defined as:

i

i 6= rx0 (1), . . . , rx0 (j − 1)
for j = 2, . . . , N

In this way, xrx0 (j) is the point of the set X in
the j-th position in terms of (Euclidean) distance from x0 , namely the j-th nearest neighbor, kxrx0 (j) − x0 k is its distance from x0 and
yrx0 (j) is its class with yrx0 (j) ∈ {−1, 1}. In
other terms: j < k ⇒ kxrx0 (j) − x0 k ≤
kxrx0 (k) − x0 k. Given the above definition, the
majority decision rule of kNN is defined by
Ã k
!
X
kN N (x) = sign
yrx (i) .

k lin (x, x0 )
k rbf (x, x0 )
k hpol (x, x0 )
k ipol (x, x0 )

3

i=1

Support vector machines. SVMs (Cortes
and Vapnik, 1995) are classifiers with
sound foundations in statistical learning theory (Vapnik, 2000). The decision rule is
SV M (x) = sign(hw, Φ(x)iF + b) where Φ(x) :
Rp → F is a mapping in a transformed feature
space F with inner product h·, ·iF . The parameters w ∈ F and b ∈ R are such that they
minimize an upper bound on the expected risk
while minimizing the empirical risk. The minimization of the complexity term is achieved
by minimizing the quantity 21 · kwk2 , which is
equivalent to maximizing the margin between
the classes. The empirical risk term is controlled through the following set of constraints:
yi (hw, Φ(xi )iF + b) ≥ 1 − ξi

(1)

with ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N and where yi ∈
{−1, +1} is the class label of the i -th nearest
training sample. The slack variables ξi ’s allow some misclassification on the training set
and are set accordingly to the regularization
parameter C. Reformulating such an optimization problem with Lagrange multipliers
48

=
=
=
=

hx, x0 i
0 k2
exp kx−x
σ
hx, x0 iδ
(hx, x0 i + 1)δ

The kNNSVM classifier

The method (Blanzieri and Melgani, 2006;
Blanzieri and Melgani, 2008) combines locality and searches for a large margin separating surface by partitioning the entire transformed feature space through an ensemble of
local maximal margin hyperplanes. In order
to classify a given point x0 of the input space,
we need first to find its k nearest neighbors
in the transformed feature space F and, then,
to search for an optimal separating hyperplane
only over these k nearest neighbors.
kNNSVM tackles the classification problem
differently from traditional supervised learning and SVM in particular. In fact instead
of estimating a global decision function with a
low probability of errors on all possible unseen
samples, kNNSVM tries to estimate a decision
function with a low probability of error on labeling a given point. Notice that for kNN (the
simplest local learning algorithm) this learning
statement is crucial because the majority rule
is effective only locally (globally it reduces to
the class with the highest cardinality). With
respect to global SVM, the possibility of estimating a different maximal margin hyperplane
1
For convention we refer to kernel functions with the
capital letter K and to the number of nearest neighbors
with the lower-case letter k.

for each test point can thus achieve a lower
probability of misclassification on the whole
test set. These considerations are formalized
in the theory of local structural risk minimization for local learning algorithms (Vapnik and
Bottou, 1993) which is a generalization of the
structural risk minimization (Vapnik, 2000).
The main idea is that, in addition to the complexity of the class of possible functions and
of the function itself, the choice of the locality
parameter (k for kNNSVM) can help to lower
the guaranteed risk.
kNNSVM builds an SVM over the neighborhood of each test point x0 . Accordingly, the
constraints in (1) become:
¡
¢
yrx (i) w · Φ(xrx (i) ) + b ≥ 1 − ξrx (i) ,
with i = 1, . . . , k and where rx0 : {1, . . . , N } →
{1, . . . , N } is a function that reorders the indexes of the training points defined as:


rx0 (1) = argmin kΦ(xi ) − Φ(x0 )k2



i=1,...,N


r 0 (j) = argmin kΦ(x ) − Φ(x0 )k2








x

i=1,...,N

i

i 6= rx0 (1), . . . , rx0 (j − 1)
for j = 2, . . . , N

In this way, xrx0 (j) is the point of the set X in
the j-th position in terms of distance from x0
and the thus j < k ⇒ kΦ(xrx0 (j) ) − Φ(x0 )k ≤
kΦ(xrx0 (k) )−Φ(x0 )k because of the monotonicity of the quadratic operator. The computation is expressed in terms of kernels as:
||Φ(x) − Φ(x0 )||2 = hΦ(x), Φ(x)iF +
+hΦ(x0 ), Φ(x0 )iF − 2hΦ(x), Φ(x0 )iF =
= K(x, x) + K(x0 , x0 ) − 2K(x, x0 ).

Table 1: The 13 datasets used in the experiments. Number of classes, training set cardinality and number of features are reported.
name
iris
wine
leukemia
liver
svmguide2
vehicle
vowel
breast
fourclass
glass
heart
ionosphere
sonar

For the RBF kernel or any polynomial kernels
with degree 1, the ordering function is equivalent to using the Euclidean metric. For some
non-linear kernels (other than the RBF kernel)
the ordering function can be different to that
produced using the Euclidean metric.
The decision rule becomes: kNNSVM(x) =
Ã k
!
X
sign
αrx (i) yrx (i) K(xrx (i) , x) + b
i=1

For k = N , the kNNSVM method is the usual
SVM whereas, for k = 2, the method implemented with the LIN kernel corresponds to the
standard 1NN classifier.
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#cl

#tr

#f

UCI
UCI
TG99
UCI
CWH03a
Statlog
UCI
UCI
TKH96a
UCI
Statlog
UCI
UCI

3
3
2
2
3
4
11
2
2
6
2
2
2

150
178
38
345
391
846
528
683
862
214
270
351
208

4
13
7129
6
20
18
10
10
2
9
13
34
60

In this work we use a simple C++ implementation of kNNSVM using LibSVM (Chang
and Lin, 2001) for training the local SVM
models, and a brute-force implementation of
the kNN procedure used to retrieve the neighborhoods, since in this work the focus is not
on computational performances. A fast exact
kNNSVM implementation, called FkNNSVM,
is available in FaLKM-lib by Segata (2009), a
library for fast local kernel machines, freely
available for research and education purposes at http://disi.unitn.it/~segata/
FaLKM-lib.

4

(2)

source

Empirical testing of kNNSVM

We tested the performances of the kNNSVM
classifier in comparison with the performances
of SVM on the 13 datasets listed in Table 1.
They are datasets extensively used in the machine learning community and belong to different research fields and application domains;
they are retrieved from the website of LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001) and their original references are: UCI (Asuncion and Newman, 2007), TG99 (Golub and others, 1999),
Statlog (King et al., 1995), CWH03a (Hsu et
al., 2003), TKH96a (Ho and Kleinberg, 1996).
Seven datasets are for binary classification,
while the others are multiclass with a number
of classes ranging from 3 to 11. The cardinality of the training set is always under 1000 and
the number of features varies from 2 to 7129.
We evaluate the performances using the 10fold cross validation (CV) classification accuracies considering the linear kernel (LIN), the

Table 2: 10 fold CV accuracies for SVM and
kNNSVM with the LIN kernel.
dataset
iris
wine
leukemia
liver
svmguide2
vehicle
vowel
breast
fourclass
glass
heart
ionosphere
sonar

svm
0.967
0.966
0.950
0.681
0.816
0.799
0.837
0.968
0.768
0.622
0.826
0.869
0.779

knnsvm
0.960
0.983
0.925
0.739
0.859
0.861
0.998
0.966
1.000
0.692
0.822
0.929
0.875

diff
−0.007
+0.017
−0.025
+0.058
+0.043
+0.061
+0.161
−0.001
+0.232
+0.071
−0.004
+0.060
+0.096

p < 0.05

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Table 4: 10-fold CV accuracies for SVM and
kNNSVM with the HPOL kernel.
dataset
iris
wine
leukemia
liver
svmguide2
vehicle
vowel
breast
fourclass
glass
heart
ionosphere
sonar

svm
0.973
0.966
0.950
0.713
0.816
0.837
0.979
0.968
0.811
0.720
0.822
0.892
0.880

knnsvm
0.960
0.989
0.925
0.739
0.841
0.857
0.998
0.965
1.000
0.720
0.822
0.929
0.890

diff
−0.013
+0.023
−0.025
+0.026
+0.026
+0.020
+0.019
−0.003
+0.189
+0.001
0.000
+0.037
+0.010

p < 0.05
√
√
√
√
√
√

radial basis function kernel (RBF), the homogeneous polynomial kernel (HPOL) and the inhomogeneous polynomial kernel (IPOL). The
folds were randomly chosen during preprocessing. The model selection (on each fold) was
performed with 10-fold CV splitting randomly
the data at each application. The regularization parameter C of SVM is chosen in {1, 5, 10,
25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 300, 500}, σ of the RBF
kernel among {2−10 , 2−9 , . . . , 29 , 210 } and the
degree of the polynomial kernels is bounded
to 5. The dimension of the neighborhood for
the kNNSVM classifier, i.e. k, is chosen in
{1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 23, 39, 71, 135, 263, 519,
|training set|}. In case of multi-class datasets
we adopt the one-against-all strategy (both for
SVM and kNNSVM) that does not require the
generalization of the binary class case formalized in Section 2. To assess the statistical sig-

nificance of the differences between SVM and
kNNSVM we use the two-tailed paired t-test
(α = 0.05) on the two sets of fold accuracies.
For SVM we used the LibSVM (Chang and
Lin, 2001).
The 10-fold CV accuracy results for the four
kernels are reported in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5.
The best achieved accuracy results for each
dataset are in bold. In case of multiple best
results the simpler method is considered (with
SVM simpler than kNNSVM and LIN kernel
simpler than RBF, HPOL and IPOL kernels).
kNNSVM performs substantially better
than SVM in a considerable number of
datasets without cases of significant accuracy
losses. Considering all kernels, kNNSVM improves the SVM performances in 34 cases
(65%) and the improvements are significant
in 19 cases (37%) while for the 15 cases in

Table 3: 10-fold CV accuracies for SVM and
kNNSVM with the RBF kernel.

Table 5: 10 fold CV accuracies for SVM and
kNNSVM with the IPOL kernel.

dataset
iris
wine
leukemia
liver
svmguide2
vehicle
vowel
breast
fourclass
glass
heart
ionosphere
sonar

svm
0.947
0.994
0.708
0.722
0.836
0.849
0.992
0.968
0.999
0.687
0.830
0.937
0.894

knnsvm
0.960
0.989
0.925
0.728
0.844
0.840
0.998
0.971
1.000
0.674
0.819
0.935
0.904

diff
+0.013
−0.006
+0.217
+0.006
+0.008
−0.008
+0.006
+0.003
+0.001
−0.013
−0.011
−0.003
+0.010

p < 0.05
√
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dataset
iris
wine
leukemia
liver
svmguide2
vehicle
vowel
breast
fourclass
glass
heart
ionosphere
sonar

svm
0.973
0.966
0.950
0.701
0.826
0.847
0.989
0.968
0.998
0.701
0.822
0.912
0.875

knnsvm
0.967
0.994
0.925
0.733
0.857
0.848
0.998
0.962
1.000
0.706
0.822
0.929
0.890

diff
−0.007
+0.028
−0.025
+0.032
+0.031
+0.001
+0.009
−0.006
+0.002
+0.006
0.000
+0.017
+0.015

p < 0.05
√
√
√
√
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Figure 1: The DECSIN dataset. The black lines denote the limit of the points of the two classes
without noise, the dotted line denotes the optimal separation of the two classes.
which it reduces the accuracies of SVM the
differences are never significant. Considering
all datasets at the best of the kernel choice,
kNNSVM produces 8 times the best result
against the 5 of SVM. For kNNSVM with
the LIN kernel we have 9 datasets in which
kNNSVM achieves better 10-fold CV accuracies (8 significant), and 8 for the polynomial
kernels (6 significant for the HPOL kernel and
4 for the IPOL kernel). In the case of RBF
kernel we have 8 improvements but only one
is significant; this is due both to the fact that
in two cases we reach the perfect classification
without the possibility to improve significantly
the SVM results and to the fact that the SVM
with RBF kernel has already a high classification accuracy. We further discuss SVM and
kNNSVM with RBF kernel in the next section.

5

kNNSVM and the RBF kernel

In order to study the situations in which
kNNSVM improves on SVM with RBF kernel we built two toy datasets. Our intention is to show that there are cases in which
kNNSVM is able to build decision functions
that are much closer to the optimal one with
respect to SVM with RBF kernel. The following two toy datasets are thus used to graphically compare the decision function of the two
methods without explicit classification accuracies. Moreover, we also highlight the ability of kNNSVM of setting locally the kernel
parameters further increasing the local adaptation of the decision function. In particular,
the local choice of σ is performed using the 0.1
51

percentile of the distribution of the distances
between every pair of the k samples nearest
to the testing point. The choice of k in this
section is arbitrary since our purpose here is
to show that kNNSVM on these two datasets
has the potentialities of approaching the perfect decision function while no choices of SVM
parameters permits a similar behaviour.
The 2SPIRAL dataset. The first toy
dataset is based on the two spiral problem, a
recurrent artificial benchmark problem in machine learning, see for example (Ridella et al.,
1997; Suykens and Vandewalle, 1999):
(

x(1) (t) = c · td · sin(t)
x(2) (t) = c · td · cos(t)

d = 2.5,
t ∈ [0, 10π]

using c = 1/500 for the first class (yi = +1)
and c = −1/500 for the second class (yi = −1).
The points are sampled every t · π/30.
Figure 2 shows the application of SVM and
kNNSVM with RBF kernel on the 2SPIRAL
dataset. Although no noise is added to the
data, RBF-SVM exhibits problems of underand over-fitting whereas kNNSVM is able to
find a separating function very close to the optimal one (details in the caption of Figure 2).
The DECSIN dataset. The second toy
dataset (Figure 1) is a two feature dataset
built starting from the models of Park et al.
(2004) and Adibi and Safabakhsh (2007) and
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Figure 2: The decision function of SVM and kNNSVM with RBF kernel on the 2SPIRAL
dataset (the dotted line denotes the optimal separation). In the first row we have RBF SVM
with σ = 1/50, in the second RBF SVM with σ = 1/10000, in the third row RBF kNNSVM
with σ = 1/50. The right columns report the same classifiers on the same dataset but reducing
the resolution to the [-0.2, 0.2] interval on both axes. The underfitting problems of large σ values
and overfitting problems of low σ values for SVM are evident. Intermediate values of σ are not
resolutive because, even if it is not clear from the picture, also σ = 1/10000 gives underfitting
problems in the central region in fact the perfect training set separation is achievable only with
σ < 1/77750. On the contrary, kNNSVM (last row) does not show evident over or under-fitting
problems with the same σ that causes underfitting of the central region with SVM.
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Figure 3: The behaviour of SVM and kNNSVM with RBF kernel on the DECSIN dataset
(reported here on the [−1.5, 1.5] interval on the y axis). We can notice that SVM has problems
of under- or over-fitting depending on the σ parameter. In fact, if the σ parameter is too
high (σ = 1, first row) the separating hyperplane is close to the optimal separation in the
leftmost region of the dataset, but it reduces to a straight line in the rightmost region clearly
underfitting the data. Conversely, if the width parameter is too low (σ = 1/50, second row)
there are problems of overfitting in the leftmost region. An intermediate value of the width
parameter (σ = 1/10, third row) reaches an unsatisfactory compromise because, even if the
central region of the dataset is correctly separated, there are both problems of underfitting (in
the leftmost region) and underfitting (in the rightmost region). Acting on the C parameter of
SVM is not resolutive because in all the three cases the number of misclassified points is very
low. kNNSVM with the local choice of σ and setting C=1 and k=100 (last row) has instead a
decision function close to the optimal separation in every region of the dataset.
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with the following parametric function:

t

u(t) =
1
1+c·t
, t ∈ [0, 20π]
c=
sin(t)

5
·π
v(t) =
1+c·t
(1)

(2)

considering yi = +1 if xi = u(t) and xi >
(1)
(2)
v(t), and yi = −1 if xi = u(t) and xi < v(t)
(j)
where xi denotes the j-th component of the
vector xi = (u(t), v(t)). The points are defined
1
with a minimum distance of 1+c·t
from v(t),
1
increase the resolution as 1+c·t
on both axes
and are modified by a Gaussian noise with zero
0.25
.
mean and variance of 1+c·t
The application of SVM and kNNSVM with
the RBF kernel using the local choice of σ
on the DECSIN dataset is shown in Figure 3.
Also in this case, RBF-SVM has serious problem of under- and over-fitting depending on
the value of σ while the separation produced
by kNNSVM is close to the optimal separation
in every region of the dataset without (details
in the caption of Figure 3).
So, even if the classification performances
of kNNSVM with RBF kernel was not particularly positive for the benchmark datasets of
Section 4, we showed here that there are cased
in which it can have substantial advantages
with respect to SVM with RBF kernel.

6

Conclusions and future works

In this paper we empirically tested the classification performances of kNNSVM which can be
seen as a SVM classifier built on the neighborhood in the feature space of the testing sample. We found that, in comparison with SVM,
kNNSVM introduces a significant gain in the
classification accuracy in a considerable number of datasets using the linear and polynomial (homogeneous and inhomogeneous) kernels. The strategy to find the k parameter
proved to be effective enough to reach the theoretical advantage of a lower minimum of the
guaranteed risk for local learning algorithms.
For the RBF kernel the improvements are less
marked, but we presented two toy datasets
in which kNNSVM with RBF kernel behaves
substantially better than SVM with the same
kernel. So kNNSVM has the possibility to sensibly improve the classification accuracies of a
wide range of classification problems.
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Apart the suggestion to apply kNNSVM
on specific problems in various domains, this
empirical study motivates us to further develop the approach. Numerous research directions can in fact be identified. First, multiple local SVMs (for example varying k) can
be used to predict the label of a test point,
in a local ensemble fashion. Second, similarly to the kNN, automatic and robust approaches to set the locality parameter k are
desirable. Third, specific data-structures to
speed up the k-NN operations needed to retrieve the neighborhood of test points (like
Cover Trees by Beygelzimer et al. (2006) that
can be applied in general metric spaces thus
also in Hilbert features spaces) can dramatically increase the computational performances
of kNNSVM. Forth, it would be interesting
to asses the level of influence of the curse of
dimensionality on kNNSVM (it is well know
that kNN, but not SVM, suffers in highdimensional spaces). Fifth, in order to unburden the prediction phase, a set of local SVMs
can be pre-computed in the training set (it is
not necessary to build a local SVM for each
training point because a single local SVM can
be built for small clusters of close points) thus
reducing the prediction step to select the nearest local SVM and use it to predict the label
of the test point.
Very recently, some of these aspects have
been implemented obtaining a fast exact version of kNNSVM, called FkNNSVM, the
so-called FaLK-SVM classifier (Segata and
Blanzieri, 2009) which is based on the last
point discussed in the previous paragraph and
it is much faster from a computational viewpoint of both kNNSVM and SVM (more than
one order of magnitude faster than SVM on
the very large CoverType dataset) maintaining a generalization ability very similar to
kNNSVM, and two algorithms for performing
noise reduction for data cleansing and competence enhancing of case-based reasoning approaches called LSVM noise reduction (Segata
et al., 2008) and FaLKNR (Segata et al.,
2009). The source code of all these implementations can be found in FaLKM-lib by Segata
(2009), a library for fast local kernel machines,
freely available for research purposes at http:
//disi.unitn.it/~segata/FaLKM-lib.
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Abstract

liers are also referred to as “anomalies”, “novelties”, and “exceptions” (Hodge and Austin,
2004).
With the use of pattern recognition and
machine learning we try to automate the detection of outliers. There are many outlierdetection methods available (Rousseeuw and
Leroy, 1987; Markou and Singh, 2003; Chandola et al., 2007). Two methods stand out in
terms of popularity and prominence: the Local Outlier Factor method (LOF; Breunig et al., 2000) and the Local Correlation Integral method (LOCI; Papadimitriou et al., 2003).
LOF and LOCI originate from the ﬁeld of
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) and
concentrate on ﬁnding outliers in large data
volumes (Fayyad et al., 1996). This makes
them diﬀerent from the methods that concentrate on classiﬁcation (e.g., Neural Networks,
Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines).
Since LOCI was originally presented as an
improvement over LOF, many papers assume
that LOCI has a better performance regarding
the detection of outliers (Zhang et al., 2007;
Su et al., 2007; Otey et al., 2006; Ghoting et
al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2004). Only in a few
studies the performances of both methods are
compared (Papadimitriou et al., 2003; Latecki et al., 2007). Unfortunately, these studies
employ a weak evaluation measure based on a
subjective assessment of the ranking or visualization of the detected outliers, only.1
In this paper, we compare the performances
of LOF and LOCI in a quantitative manner.
To facilitate the comparison, we reformulate
the outlier detection problem as a one-class
classiﬁcation problem (Tax, 2001). The re-

LOF and LOCI are two widely used
density-based outlier-detection methods. Generally, LOCI is assumed to
be superior to LOF, because LOCI
constitutes a multi-granular method.
A review of the literature reveals that
this assumption is not based on quantitative comparative evaluation of both
methods. In this paper we investigate
outlier detection with LOF and LOCI
within the framework of one-class
classiﬁcation. This framework allows
us to perform an empirical comparison
using the AUC performance measure.
Our experimental results show that
LOCI does not outperform LOF.
We discuss possible reasons for the
results obtained and argue that the
multi-granularity of LOCI in some
cases may hamper rather than help the
detection of outliers. It is concluded
that LOCI does not outperform LOF
and that the choice for either method
depends on the nature of the task
at hand. Future work will address
the evaluation of both methods with
existing one-class classiﬁers.
Keywords:
LOF, LOCI, outlier
detection, one-class classiﬁcation.

1

Introduction

What do a forged painting, a terrorist attack,
and a black hole have in common? All three
are outliers. Hawkins (1980) deﬁnes an outlier as: “. . . a rare observation that deviates
so much from other observations as to arouse
suspicion that it was generated by a diﬀerent
mechanism.” In the scientiﬁc literature out-

1
Latecki et al., (2007) mention the AUC performance measure, but do not use it for the comparison
of LOF, LOCI, and their method LDF.
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ﬁers generally consist of two components: (1)
a dissimilarity measure δ and (2) a threshold θ
(Tax, 2001). A new object xi is accepted as a
target object when the dissimilarity value δ is
less than or equal to the threshold θ, otherwise
it is rejected as an outlier object.

target if δ(xi , Dtrain ) ≤ θ,
f (xi ) =
outlier if δ(xi , Dtrain ) > θ.

formulation enables the use of well-known established and reliable performance measures
such as the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC)
(Bradley, 1997).
The remainder of this paper is organised
as follows. In Section 2, we explain the oneclass classiﬁcation problem. Subsequently, in
Section 3, we reformulate the outlier-detection
methods LOF and LOCI as one-class classiﬁcation methods. Section 4 describes the set-up
of our experiments. The results of our experiments are presented in Section 5. Section 6
provides a general discussion. Finally, Section
7 presents the conclusions of our research.

2

One-Class Classification

In this section, we explain one-class classiﬁcation by ﬁrst describing a two-class classiﬁcation problem. We introduce the notation that
is used in remainder of this paper.
Let X = {x1 , . . . , xn } , xi ∈ Rd be the object space and Y = {y1 , . . . , ym } the corresponding label space.
A dataset D is
a sequence of object-label pairs, i.e., D =
{(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )} ⊆ X × Y. A classiﬁer
can be thought of as a function f which maps
the input object xi to some output label yi .
This mapping is learned by training the classiﬁer on a suﬃciently large labelled training
dataset Dtrain ⊂ D. The trained classiﬁer can
classify a new, unseen, object xi by using the
function f .
Traditional two-class or multi-class classiﬁers require training objects from all classes.
However, in many real-world problems it may
be diﬃcult or expensive to gather examples
from one or more classes (e.g., machine fault
detection (Nairac et al., 1999), typist veriﬁcation (Hempstalk et al., 2008), tumour classiﬁcation (Tarassenko et al., 1995)).
In one-class classiﬁcation, only example objects from a single class, the target class, are
used to train a classiﬁer. This makes a oneclass classiﬁer particularly useful for outlier
detection (Japkowicz, 1999). A one-class classiﬁer f classiﬁes a new object xi either as belonging to the target class or to the outlier
class (i.e., Y = {target, outlier}).
An object should be classiﬁed as an outlier when it is very ‘dissimilar’ from the given
target objects. To this end, one-class classi57

The threshold θ should be chosen such that
the target acceptance and outlier rejection
rates are optimized. Since there are no outlier
objects available during training, the threshold θ is determined such that a small fraction of the training data is rejected (e.g., 0.10,
0.05). The optimal threshold depends on the
dataset and on the classiﬁer. To overcome this
dependency classiﬁers are evaluated on a complete range of thresholds using the AUC performance measure.

3

Density-Based Outlier-Detection
Methods

LOF and LOCI are density-based outlierdetection methods. Density-based methods
consider an object to be an outlier when its
surrounding space contains relatively few objects (i.e., when the data density in that part
of the data space is relatively low).
Figure 1 illustrates the importance of considering local densities. The ﬁgure shows two
clusters of objects, C1 and C2 , and two outliers, x1 and x2 . The density of C1 is much
higher compared to C2 . If the Euclidean distance is used as a measure of dissimilarity,
then x1 cannot be rejected as an outlier without incorrectly rejecting certain objects within
C2 . Density-based outlier-detection methods
do not suﬀer from this so-called local density
problem.
C2

C1

x1

x2

Figure 1: Local densities need to be taken into account
in order to reject x1 and x2 as outliers without incorrectly rejecting objects within C1 and C2 .

In this section we reformulate the densitybased outlier-detection methods LOF and

The Local Outlier Factor (LOF) method
(Breunig et al., 2000) is the ﬁrst outlier detection method that does not suﬀer from the
local density problem (cf. Figure 1). The user
needs to specify one parameter, k, which represents the number of neighbours constituting
the neighbourhood used for assessing the local
density.
Below we explain how LOF implements the
three steps mentioned above. In Subsection
3.1.4 we reformulate LOF as a one-class classiﬁer so that it can be used within the one-class
classiﬁcation framework.
3.1.1

Step 1: Constructing the
Neighbourhood
In order to construct the neighbourhood of
an object xi , LOF deﬁnes the neighbourhood
border distance dborder of xi as the Euclidean
distance d from xi to its kth nearest neighbour
NN(xi , k):

er

LOF

xp

d
or

3.1

NN(xi , 3)
db

LOCI into one-class classiﬁers by letting them
compute a dissimilarity measure δ. The oneclass classiﬁers LOF and LOCI classify an
object xi by: (1) constructing a neighbourhood around xi , (2) estimating the density
of the neighbourhood, and (3) comparing this
density with the neighbourhood densities of
the neighbouring objects. An object with a
relatively sparse neighbourhood is assigned a
higher dissimilarity value, δ, and is considered
to be a stronger outlier. The main diﬀerence
between LOF and LOCI is that the latter considers densities at multiple scales (i.e., multiple
levels of granularity). Subsections 3.1 and 3.2
explain how the three steps are implemented
in LOF and LOCI, respectively.

xi

xq x
r
xi

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Illustration of the ﬁrst step of LOF for
k = 3 on a two-dimensional synthetic dataset: (a)
The border distance dborder is equal to the Euclidean
distance between object xi and its 3rd nearest neighbour, (b) The neighbourhood containing three objects,
N (xi , 3) = {xp , xq , xr }.

3.1.2

Step 2: Estimating the
Neighbourhood Density
To estimate the density of the constructed
neighbourhood, the reachability distance is introduced. Intuitively, this distance is deﬁned
to ensure that a minimal distance between the
two objects xi and xj is maintained, by “keeping” object xi outside the neighbourhood of
object xj . The use of the reachability distance
causes a smoothing eﬀect whose strength depends on the parameter k. The reachability
distance dreach is formally given by:
dreach(xi , xj , k) = max{dborder (xj , k), d(xj , xi )}.
(1)
It should be noted that the reachability distance dreach is an asymmetric measure.
The neighbourhood density ρ of object xi
depends on the number of objects in the neighbourhood, |N (xi , k)|, and on their reachability
distances. It is deﬁned as:
ρ(xi , k) =



|N (xi , k)|
.
dreach (xi , xj , k)

xj ∈N (xi ,k)

Objects xj in the neighbourhood that are
further away from object xi , have a smaller
impact on the neighbourhood density ρ(xi , k).
Figure 3 illustrates the inﬂuence of the
smoothing eﬀect on the neighbourhood density ρ, caused by the reachability distance.
The left and right images illustrate the eﬀect
of smoothing by showing the density without (i.e., using the Euclidean distance) and
with Equation (1), respectively. The neighbourhood density ρ of each object is indicated
by the brightness of its background. To enhance the clarity of the illustration, all objects

dborder (xi , k) = d(xi , NN(xi , k)) .
Figure 2a illustrates the concept of the
neighbourhood border distance for k = 3.
Then, a neighbourhood N (xi , k) is constructed, containing all objects xj whose Euclidean distance to xi is not greater than the
neighbourhood border distance dborder :
N (xi , k) = {xj ∈ Dtrain \ {xi }
| d(xi , xj ) ≤ dborder (xi , k)}.
Figure 2b shows the objects which are inside
the neighbourhood for k = 3.
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0.25

objects have an average dissimilarity value of
1.012.

0.20
0.15

3.2

0.10

xi

xi

0.05

Figure 3: The use of the reachability distance dreach
has a smoothing eﬀect. Density plots without (left)
and with (right) reachability distance (k = 3). The
shades of grey represent the density as indicated by
the bar on the right.

are represented by white dots, except for object xi .
3.1.3

Step 3: Comparing the
Neighbourhood Densities
In the third step, the neighbourhood density
ρ of object xi is compared with those of its
surrounding neighbourhoods. The comparison
results in a local outlier factor ω(xi , k) and requires the neighbourhood densities ρ(xj , k) of
the objects xj that are inside the neighbourhood of xi (cf. Subsection 3.1.2). LOF deﬁnes
the local outlier factor ω formally as:

ρ(xj ,k)
ω(xi , k) =

xj ∈N (xi ,k)

ρ(xi ,k)

|N (xi , k)|

.

(2)

An object which lies deep inside a cluster
gets a local outlier factor ω of around 1 because it has a neighbourhood density equal to
its neighbours. An object which lies outside
a cluster has a relatively low neighbourhood
density and gets a higher local outlier factor.
3.1.4 LOF as One-Class Classifier
To ﬁt LOF into the one-class classiﬁcation
framework it needs to compute a dissimilarity
measure δ. We can interpret the local outlier
factor ω from Equation (2) as a dissimilarity
measure because an object with a higher local
outlier factor ω is considered to be a stronger
outlier in the object space. Therefore, we reformulate LOF as a one-class classiﬁer with a
dissimilarity measure δ LOF that is equivalent
to the local outlier factor ω. The dissimilarity measure δ LOF (xi , k, Dtrain ) for an object xi
with respect to a dataset of training objects
Dtrain is formally deﬁned as:

LOCI

The Local Correlation Integral
(LOCI) method (Papadimitriou et al., 2003)
was proposed as an improvement over LOF.
More speciﬁcally, the authors state that the
choice of the neighbourhood size, k, in LOF
is non-trivial and may lead to erroneous
outlier detections. LOCI is claimed to be an
improvement over LOF because it considers
the local density at multiple scales or levels
of granularity. Below we explain how LOCI
implements the three steps (neighbourhood
construction, density estimation, and density comparison) and we describe how we
reformulate LOCI as a one-class classiﬁer.
3.2.1

Step 1: Constructing the
Neighbourhood
As stated above, LOCI diﬀers from LOF because LOCI considers local densities at multiple scales. LOCI achieves this by iteratively
performing the three steps, each time using a
neighbourhood of increasing radius r ∈ R+ .
Papadimitriou et al., (2003) describe how to
determine the relevant radii r such that not every possible radius (or scale) has to be considered. We denote the set of relevant radii as R.
Another diﬀerence with LOF is that LOCI
deﬁnes two neighbourhoods for an object xi :
(1) the extended neighbourhood, Next , and (2)
the local neighbourhood, Nloc . The extended
neighbourhood of an object xi contains all objects xj that are within radius r from xi :
Next (xi , r) = {xj ∈ Dtrain | d(xj , xi ) ≤ r}∪ xi ,
and the (smaller) local neighbourhood contains all objects that are within radius αr from
object xi :
Nloc (xi , r, α) = {xj ∈ Dtrain | d(xj , xi ) ≤ αr}
∪ xi ,
where α deﬁnes the ratio between the two
neighbourhoods (α ∈ (0, 1]).
Figures 4a and 4b illustrate an extended
neighbourhood containing six objects and the
associated six local neighbourhoods, respectively, for one certain radius (r = 25.0, α =
0.5).

δ LOF (xi , k, Dtrain ) ≡ ω(xi , k) .
In the example of Figures 2 and 3,
δ LOF (xi , 3, Dtrain ) = 1.68, while the other 14
59
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3.2.2

Step 2: Estimating the
Neighbourhood Density
In LOCI, the density of the local neighbourhood of an object xi is denoted by ρ(xi , αr),
and is deﬁned as |Nloc (xi , r, α)|.
The extended neighbourhood of an object xi
has a density ρ̂(xi , r, α), which is deﬁned as the
average density of the local neighbourhoods of
all objects in the extended neighbourhood of
object xi . In formal terms:

ρ(xj , αr)
|Next (xi , r)|
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Figure 5: Illustration of the second step of LOCI applied to the same two-dimensional dataset as shown in
Figure 4 (α = 0.5). The local neighbourhood density of
xi , ρ(xi , αr), and the extended neighbourhood density,
ρ̂(xi , r, α), plotted against radius r.

Papadimitriou et al., (2003) recommend to
deﬁne α < 1 in order to (1) improve the density estimation of the extended neighbourhood
(see below), and (2) to avoid singularities in
the object distribution. In case α = 1, a singularity occurs, for example, if all objects in
the neighbourhood of xi , except for xi itself,
lie on the neighbourhood border.

xj ∈Next (xi ,r)

ρ(xi , αr)

5

Figure 4: Illustration of the ﬁrst step of LOCI applied to the same two-dimensional synthetic dataset
as shown in Figure 2 for r = 25.0, α = 0.5: (a)
The extended neighbourhood contains six objects,
Next (xi , 25.0) = {xi , xp , xq , xr , xs , xt }, and (b) The
six local neighbourhoods Nloc with αr = 12.5 for the
objects within the extended neighbourhood.

ρ̂(xi , r, α) =

ρ̂(xi , r, α)

.

Figure 5 displays the densities of the local
and the extended neighbourhood of object xi
(taken from the example in Figure 4) for the
complete range of relevant radii r ∈ R. The
graph reveals that, with increasing radius r,
the local neighbourhood density of object xi
(i.e., the dotted curve in Figure 5) “lags behind” with respect to the extended neighbourhood density (i.e., the solid curve), which indicates that xi is outside a cluster.
3.2.3

Step 3: Comparing the
Neighbourhood Densities
The local neighbourhood density of object xi
is compared to the extended neighbourhood
60

density by means of the multi-granularity deviation factor (MDEF):
MDEF (xi , r, α) = 1 −

ρ (xi , αr)
.
ρ̂(xi , r, α)

Intuitively, MDEF quantiﬁes the “lagging
behind” of the local neighbourhood density
(see above). An object which lies deep inside a cluster has a local neighbourhood density equal to its neighbours and therefore gets
an MDEF value around 0. The MDEF value
approaches 1 as an object lies more outside a
cluster.
To determine whether an object is an outlier, LOCI introduces the normalized MDEF:
σMDEF (xi , r, α) =

σρ̂ (xi , r, α)
,
ρ̂(xi , r, α)

where σρ̂ (xi , r, α) is the standard deviation of
all ρ(xj , αr) in Next (xi , r). The normalized
MDEF gets lower when the local neighbourhoods have the same density. Intuitively, this
causes a cluster of uniformly distributed objects to have a tighter decision boundary than,
for example, a Gaussian distributed cluster.
LOCI considers an object xi to be an outlier
when, for any radius r ∈ R,
MDEF (xi , r, α) > kσ σMDEF (xi , r, α) , (3)
where kσ = 3 in Papadimitriou et al. (2003).
3.2.4 LOCI as One-Class Classifier
To use LOCI within the one-class classiﬁcation framework, we reformulate LOCI as a
one-class classiﬁer by deﬁning a dissimilarity
measure δ. The “constant” kσ in Equation (3)
can be interpreted as a dissimilarity measure.

Therefore, we deﬁne the dissimilarity measure
δ LOCI as the maximum ratio of MDEF to
σMDEF of all radii r ∈ R:


MDEF(xi ,r,α)
.
δLOCI (xi , α, Dtrain ) = max
r∈R

σMDEF (xi ,r,α)

In
the
example
of
Figure
5,
The leftδ LOCI (xi , 0.5, Dtrain ) = 2.51.
most object has a dissimilarity value of 3.02,
while the other 13 objects have an average
dissimilarity value of 1.05.

4

Experimental Set-up

This section describes the set-up of our experiments to evaluate the performances of LOF
and LOCI as one-class classiﬁers.2 In Subsection 4.1 we explain the AUC performance measure. Subsection 4.2 discusses the parameter
settings of LOF and LOCI as used in our experiments. Finally, the datasets are described
in Subsection 4.3.
4.1

AUC Performance Measure

To improve upon the weak evaluation of
outlier-detection methods (Papadimitriou et
al., 2003; Latecki et al., 2007; Pokrajac et al.,
2007; Jin et al., 2006; Qu, 2008), we adopt
the standard evaluation method of machine
learning and one-class classiﬁcation, namely
the Area Under the Curve (AUC) measure associated with ROC curves (Bradley, 1997).
The perfect classiﬁer has an AUC of 1.0; for
any threshold, it has a target acceptance rate
of 1 and a target rejection rate of 0.
To evaluate a classiﬁer on a dataset, we perform stratiﬁed 10-fold cross-validation, yielding one AUC value for each fold. Our performance measure is the AUC averaged over the
10 folds.
4.2

Parameter Settings

The one-class classiﬁers LOF and LOCI are
evaluated with parameter settings that are optimized for the dataset under consideration
with respect to the AUC performance measure. For each classiﬁer – dataset combination,
we report the optimal AUC together with the
corresponding settings.
2

We have implemented LOF and LOCI in Matlab
as extensions of the Data Description Toolbox
(Tax, 2008). The Matlab source code is available
at: http://research.jeroenjanssens.com .
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To optimize the performance of LOF, we
evaluated k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , kmax }. In our experiments we deﬁne kmax = 40 yielding a range
that covers the commonly used values of k
(Breunig et al., 2000; Pokrajac et al., 2007;
Jin et al., 2006; Qu, 2008).
LOCI has two parameters: (1) α, which
denotes the ratio between the two neighbourhoods and (2) nmin , which puts a lower bound
on the radius r such that the extended neighbourhood contains at least nmin objects. We
evaluate LOCI with the standard values (0.5,
and 20, respectively; Papadimitriou et al.,
2003). We also determine the best performance obtained for α ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}, and
nmin = 20. Preliminary experiments revealed
that the value of nmin does not aﬀect the classiﬁcation performance. For the remainder of
this paper, α-LOCI denotes the variant of
LOCI where the α parameter is optimized.
4.3

Datasets

In order to evaluate LOF and LOCI on a
wide variety of datasets (i.e., varying in size,
dimensionality, class volume overlap, cluster
size), we use 18 real-world multi-class datasets
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository
(Asuncion and Newman, 2007) as redeﬁned as
one-class classiﬁcation datasets by David Tax
(http://ict.ewi.tudelft.nl/~davidt):
Arrhythmia, Balance-scale, Biomed, Breast,
Diabetes, Ecoli, Glass building, Hepatitis,
Housing, Imports, Ionosphere, Iris, Liver,
Sonar, Survival, Vehicle, Vowel, and Wine.
From each multi-class dataset, m one-class
datasets are constructed by relabelling each
class as the target class and the remaining
m − 1 classes as the outlier class, for all classes
separately.
We also use the four two-dimensional synthetic datasets (Dens, Micro, Multimix, and
Sclust) from Papadimitriou et al., (2003).

5

Results

LOF, LOCI, and α-LOCI achieved an average performance on all datasets of 80.84 (18.2),
74.49 (19.0), and 77.73 (17.5), respectively.
Figure 6 displays the ﬁve-number summary
(i.e., minimum, lower quartile, median, upper
quartile, and maximum) of the performances
as three separate box plots. As these plots

Table 1: Datasets on which the AUC performances of LOF and α-LOCI diﬀered most. The column “diﬀerence”
shows the diﬀerence in % in performance of LOF over α-LOCI. The AUC performances are expressed in percentages. The two columns labelled “Target Clustering” show the number of clusters and their average size as found
by applying Aﬃnity Propagation (AP) clustering method to the target class.
LOF
Dataset (target class)
Arrhythmia (Abnormal)
Balance-scale (Middle)
Ionosphere (Bad)
Vowel (1)
Housing (MEDV < 35)
Multimix (Target)
Biomed (Carrier)

α-LOCI

AUC
43.55
83.90
33.69
95.17
49.96
82.59
54.75

k

(8.4)
(5.8)
(19.9)
(5.2)
(10.9)
(14.3)
(20.7)

1
2
27
1
40
40
38

29.83
70.38
28.35
80.74
53.78
93.68
74.84

(9.8)
(13.5)
(13.6)
(34.2)
(9.2)
(10.7)
(8.0)

Target Clustering

α

AUC in %

#Clusters

0.7
0.4
0.8
0.1
1.0
0.9
1.0

46.0
19.2
18.8
17.8
-7.1
-11.8
-26.8

29
6
13
7
16
7
11

Size
6.31 (6.6)
8.17 (5.2)
9.69 (12.0)
6.86 (2.1)
28.63 (23.8)
122.57 (79.4)
6.09 (6.0)

Figure 7 displays the number of datasets
for which each parameter value of k (top)
and α (bottom) yielded the best AUC performance. The bar plots reveal that the relative
performance of both methods is sensitive to
the choice of their main parameter. For our
datasets, LOF clearly performs best for k = 1.
For LOF quite diﬀerent values of α lead to
a good performance (i.e., α = 0.1, α = 0.4,
α = 1.0).

reveal, LOCI does not outperform LOF. If
there is any diﬀerence at all, it is in favour
of LOF. These performances show that the
standard and optimized versions of LOCI do
not outperform LOF when evaluated on our
datasets. Furthermore, the performance of αLOCI is on average 4.3% higher than LOCI,
which shows that a diﬀerent value of the α
paramater can lead to a better performance
for LOCI.
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AUC
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12
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Figure 6: Box plots of the AUC performances of LOF,
LOCI, and α-LOCI. The AUC performances are expressed in percentages.

Table 1 presents the datasets on which the
AUC performances of LOF and α-LOCI differed most. From the 18 datasets examined,
there are 4 datasets on which LOF outperforms α-LOCI, and three where the reverse
is true. Table 1 also includes the number of
clusters and their average size as found by
applying Aﬃnity Propagation (AP; Frey and
Dueck, 2007) to the target class. α-LOCI has
a better performance for the datasets Housing,
Biomed, and Multimix, where the cluster size
has a relatively high standard deviation.

# datasets

LOF

15

8
6
4
2
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
α

Figure 7: Bar plots showing the dependence of the
number of datasets on which LOF (top) and LOCI
(bottom) perform best on the parameter values k and
α, respectively.

6

Discussion

We have reformulated the density-based
outlier-detection methods LOF and LOCI
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into one-class classiﬁers. Both methods have
been evaluated on a variety of datasets using
the AUC performance measure. With our experiments we were not able to support claims
stating LOCI to be superior over LOF (Papadimitriou et al., 2003; Latecki et al., 2007).
Our results show that LOCI does not outperform LOF. This is unexpected because
LOCI performs a multi-scale analysis of the
dataset, whereas LOF does not. We discuss
three possible reasons why LOCI performs relatively poor on our datasets.
The ﬁrst possible reason is that the multiscale analysis of LOCI can be both a blessing
and a problem. It can be a blessing because
LOCI might be better at modelling the target
class of datasets which contain clusters of varying sizes. For the datasets Housing, Biomed,
and Multimix, there seem to be outliers at different scales. Since LOF analyses at one scale
only, it might miss certain outliers only visible
at other scales. It can be a problem because
LOCI might miss outliers on a small scale because they are “overridden” by stronger outliers on a larger scale. A possible reason for
this is that LOCI takes the maximum value
of kσ of all radii.
The second possible reason for the observed
results is that LOCI constructs a neighbourhood with a given radius. For small radii,
the extended neighbourhood may contain only
one object, implying that no deviation in the
density can occur and that outliers might be
missed at a small scale. LOF, on the other
hand, does not suﬀer from this because it constructs a neighbourhood with a given number
of objects.
The third possible reason is that LOF considers three consecutive neighbourhoods to
compute the dissimilarity measure. LOCI,
instead, considers two neighbourhoods, only.
The three-fold density analysis of LOF is more
profound than the two-fold analysis of LOCI
and therefore yields a better estimation of the
data density.

7

Conclusion

This paper describes how LOF and LOCI,
two density-based outlier-detection methods,
can be reformulated as one-class classiﬁers.
The reformulation enables an objective com-

parison of LOF and LOCI using the AUC
performance measure. From the experimental
results we conclude that LOCI does not outperform LOF as is generally assumed in the
literature.
The objective comparison has been facilitated by the one-class classiﬁcation framework. We therefore advocate the adoption
of the one-class classiﬁcation framework by
the KDD community, such that other outlierdetection methods can be evaluated objectively as well.
We suggest three possible directions for further research.
The direction is to gain additional insight
in the data-dependencies of LOF and LOCI.
The relative strengths of both methods appear
to depend on the characteristics of the dataset.
Therefore, investigating which dataset characteristics (e.g., cluster size, density variance)
correlate with the performances of LOF and
LOCI is useful.
The second possible direction is the comparison of LOF and LOCI with existing one-class
classiﬁers such as Support Vector Domain Description and Parzen Windows Data Description (Tax, 2001).
The third possible direction is to reformulate other KDD methods such as OBE (Zhu
et al., 2004) and LOADED (Ghoting et al.,
2004) as one-class classiﬁers. Investigating certain characteristics of those methods in an objective manner might lead to a better understanding of detecting outliers in general.
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Abstract
The lion’s share of the success in automatic parsing and translation of text over the last decade is attributed
to statistical learning from data. Interestingly, both in parsing and in translation the successful models employ a large, redundant set of fragments as model parameters. Full sentences together with their parse trees
or translations, and all their connected subgraphs are considered fragments. These models, including DataOriented Parsing (DOP) and Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT), are nonparametric
models as they grow to fit any data they are trained on. The Maximum-Likelihood Estimator (MLE) is
inapplicable for such models as it overfits. The statistical commonly used estimator for DOP and PBSMT
is known to behave badly, i.e., it is inconsistent – does not converge to the relative frequency as data grows
large. For good performance this estimator often demands tweaking and adjustments (by intuition or on
development data). In this talk I will discuss this estimation problem and show how it relates to statistical
density estimation, including smoothing by Leave-One-Out, K-Nearest Neighbor and Parzen Window. I
will also explain how good performance is being achieved in practice with a badly behaved estimator.
Consequently I will apply this knowledge to formulate the bias that underlies a family of well-behaved
(consistent) estimators known to provide good performance.
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not be justified by deductive logic, since it is
logically possible that the future is completely
different from the past. Nor can they be justified
by induction from observation, by arguing that
induction has been successful in the past, whence
- by induction - it will be successful in the future. For this argument is circular, and circular
arguments are without any justificatory value.
This has been most clearly demonstrated by
Salmon (1957, 46), who has shown that also antiinduction may be pseudo-justified in such a circular manner: "anti-induction was not successful
so far, whence by anti-induction, it will be successful in the future". It is equally impossible to
demonstrate that inductive inferences are reliable
in a probabilistic sense - for in order to do so,
one must presuppose that the relative event frequencies observed so far can be transferred to the
unobserved future, which is nothing but an inductive inference. These were the reasons which
led Hume to the skeptical conclusion that induction cannot be rationally justified at all, but is
merely the result of psychological habit.
There have been several attempts to solve or
dissolve Hume's problem, which cannot be discussed here. It seems that so far, none of these
attempts has been successful in providing a noncircular solution to the problem of induction.
Hume was right in that we cannot demonstrate
the external success, i.e. the reliability of induction. But we can use epistemic optimality arguments as a means of stopping the justificational
regress. Epistemic optimality arguments are a
game-theoretical generalization of Reichenbach’s best alternative account (Reichenbach
1949, §91). They do not show that induction
must be successful, but they intend to show that
induction is an optimal prediction method, i.e.,
its predictive success is maximal, among all methods of prediction that are available to us.
Thereby, one must, of course, allow all possible
worlds, in particular all kinds of para-normal
worlds in which perfectly successful future-

Abstract
One of the most difficult problems of philosophy
which was raised by David Hume 250 years ago is the
problem of justifying induction as a superior prediction method. The common-sense solution to this problem, "induction was successful so far", is circular and
provably worthless. From a more technical perspective, the problem lies in the fact that object-inductive
prediction methods (i.e. methods applied at the level
of events) can neither be shown to be universally reliable (Hume's insight), nor to be universally optimal.
This paper proposes a new solution towards the problem of induction which is based on meta-induction.
The meta-inductivist applies the principle of induction
to all competing prediction methods that are accessible to her. By means of mathematical analysis and
computer simulations of prediction games it will be
shown that there exist meta-inductive prediction
strategies whose success is universally optimal among
all accessible prediction strategies, modulo a small
short-run loss. The proof of this theorem makes use of
a central theorem in the field of non-probabilistic
online learning of under expert advice. The mathematical 'a priori' justification of meta-induction implies an a non-circular 'a posteriori' justification of
object-induction based on the experiences in our
world. In the final section I draw conclusions about
the significance of meta-induction for the cultural
evolution of cognition.

1

The Problem of Induction

In an inductive inference, a property, regularity,
or frequency is transferred from the observed to
the unobserved, or from the past to the future.
How can we rationally justify inductive inferences? This is the famous problem of induction,
which has been raised by the Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711 - 1776) 250 years ago.
The problem of induction has turned out to be
one of the most difficult problems of philosophy.
David Hume has shown that all standard methods of justification fail when applied to the task
of justifying induction. Inductive inferences can66
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tellers do indeed exist. Restricting the set of
worlds to 'normal' ones would render the enterprise of justifying induction circular, for then we
would have to justify inductively that our real
world is one of these 'normal' worlds.
Even in radically skeptical scenarios where induction fails, induction can be optimal provided
that also all other prediction methods are doomed
to failure in these scenarios. In other words, the
optimality of a prediction method is a much weaker property than its reliability: a method which
is strictly or approximately reliable in a given
world will also be strictly or approximately optimal in this world, but not vice versa: also a
method which is unreliable (in a given world)
can be optimal, provided there exist no better
methods in this world.
Reichenbach did not succeed in establishing an
optimality argument with respect to the goal of
single event predictions. He only demonstrated
this argument with respect to the goal of inferring an event's frequency limit in the long run
(cf. Reichenbach 1949, 474f). However, our ability to infer approximately correct frequency limits is practically not significant. What is of practical significance is our success in true predictions. In this respect, Reichenbach's approach
fails: nothing in Reichenbach's argument excludes the possibility that a perfect future-teller
may have perfect success in predicting random
tossings of a coin, while the inductivist can only
have a predictive success of 0.5 in this case (cf.
Reichenbach 1949, 476f; Skyrms 1975, III.4).
By object-induction (abbreviated as OI) we
understand methods of induction applied at the
level of events - the 'object level'. Generally
speaking, the problem of Reichenbach's account
lies in the fact that it is impossible to demonstrate that object-induction is an (approximately)
optimal prediction method, because for every
object-inductive method there exist 'demonic'
worlds (event-sequences) which turn its success
rate down to zero, though other methods exist
which have non-zero success in these worlds (see
Kelly 1996, 260f).1 In contrast to Reichenbach's
approach, the approach proposed in this paper is
based in the idea of meta-induction (abbreviated
as MI). A meta-inductivistic strategy applies the
inductive method at the level of competing prediction methods. The simplest type of meta-inductivistic strategy predicts what the presently
best prediction method predicts, but one can con-

struct much more refined kinds of metainductivistic prediction strategies.
Many philosophers are deeply skeptical concerning the possibility of a rational and noncircular justification of induction. In line with
this skepticism, Gigerenzer et al. (1999) have
argued that all methods of induction must be local (or ecological) in the sense that they can only
be reliable, or optimal, in restricted classes of
environments. What my account intends to show,
among other things, is that this view is not generally true. The central question of this paper will
be: do there indeed exist universally optimal
meta-inductive prediction methods?
The significance of this question for the problem of induction is this: if there do indeed exist
universally optimal meta-inductive prediction
methods, then at least meta-induction would
have a rational and non-circular justification based on mathematical-analytic argument. But this
a priori justification of meta-induction would at
the same time yield an a posteriori justification
of object-induction in our real word. For we
know by experience that in our real world, noninductive prediction strategies have not been
successful so far, whence it is meta-inductively
justified to favor object-inductivistic strategies.
This argument is no longer circular, given that
we have a non-circular justification of meta-induction.
The optimality of a prediction method alone is
compatible with the existence of other but
equally optimal prediction methods. Nevertheless, the optimality of meta-induction is already
be sufficient for its rational justification, because
as Reichenbach (1949, 475f) has pointed out,
meta-induction is the only prediction strategy for
which optimality can be rationally demonstrated.
Of course, it would be desirable to extend an optimality result for meta-induction (if we had it) to
a weak dominance result. But in this paper I will
concentrate on the question of optimality (for
results on weak dominance see §5 and Schurz
2008, §9.2).
One may object that there might be possible
worlds in which alternative players do not give
away their predictions but keep them secret.
Therefore, my notion of optimality is restricted
to accessible prediction methods, whose predictions (for the next time point) can be used as input by meta-inductive methods or other metamethods. What I intend to show is that among all
prediction methods (or strategies) who's output is
accessible to a given person, the meta-inductivistic strategy is always the best choice. I argue

1

Related to this result are the 'no free lunch' theorems
(e.g. Wolpert and Macready 1997).
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ence |pn-en|. My theorems will not depend on
natural loss functions but hold for arbitrary and
in case of theorem 2 for convex loss-functions.
My prediction games cover binary as well as
real-valued prediction games. In binary prediction games, predictions as well as events must
take one of the two values 0 and 1 which code
instantiations of a binary event-type E ('1' for 'E
obtains' and '0' for 'E does not obtain'). The score
s(pn,en) obtained by prediction pn given event en
is defined as 1 minus loss, s(pn,en) := 1 - l(pn,en);
the absolute success an(P) achieved by player P
at time n is defined as P's sum of scores until
time n, an(P) := S1£i£n s(pn(P),en), and the success
rate sucn(P) of player P at time n is defined as
sucn(P) := an(P)/n. For binary prediction games,
sucn(P) coincides with the relative frequency of
P's correct predictions until time n. Finally, en : =
(S1£i£n en)/n denotes the event's mean value at
time n. For binary prediction games, en equals
the relative frequency fn(E) of event E at time n.
Theorem 1 of my paper will be insensitive to the
difference between binary and real-valued prediction games; but theorems 2 and 3 will depend
on it.
The simplest type of meta-inductivist from
which I start my inquiry is abbreviated as MI. At
each time, MI predicts what the non-MI-player
with the presently highest predictive success rate
predicts. If P is this presently best player, then I
say that P is MI's present favorite. If there are
several best players, MI chooses the first best
player in an assumed ordering. MI changes his
favorite player only if another player becomes
strictly better. MI's first favorite is OI. I assume
that MI has always access to OI: even if no person different from MI plays OI, MI may constantly simulate OI's predictions and use them
their success rate is in favorite-position.
MI belongs to the class of so-called onefavorite meta-inductivists, which choose at each
time a non-MI-player as their favorite for the
next time and predict what their favorite predicts.
In contrast, multiple-favorite meta-inductivists
base their predictions on the predictions of several 'attractive' non-MI-players.
The simplest object-inductive prediction method, abbreviated as OI, is based on the so-called
straight rule. In the case of real-valued events,
OI transfers the so-far observed mean value to
the next event, i.e. pn+1(OI) = en . In the case of
binary events, the integer-rounding [ en ] of en is
taken instead, which generates the so-called
maximum rule for predictions: pn+1(OI) = 1 if

that this restriction is not a drawback. For methods whose output is not accessible to a person
are not among her possible actions and, hence,
are without relevance for the optimality argument. Of course, a successful meta-inductivist
will not only imitate the output of superior strategies, but she will try to understand and internalize them, so that she is able to apply them even in
the absence of other players. But this is not always possible, and output accessibility is our
minimal requirement for getting meta-induction
started.

2

Prediction Games

A prediction ((e), P ) game consists of:
(1.) An infinite sequence (e) := (e1, e2,¼) of
events en Î [0,1] which are coded by elements of
the unit interval [0,1]; hence (n³1:) en Î [0,1].
For example, (e) may be a sequence of daily
weather conditions, stock values, or coin tossings.
(2.) A set of players P = {P1, P2, ¼, xMI
(xMI1, xMI2,¼)}, whose task is to predict future
events of the event sequence. The players in P
include:
(2.1) One or several object-inductivists, abbreviated as OI (OI1,¼,OIr). They have informational access to past events; their first prediction
(at n=1) is a guess.
(2.2) A subset of alternative players Pr+1,
Pr+2,¼; for example, persons who rely on their
instinct, God-guided future-tellers, etc. In paranormal worlds, these alternative players may
have any success and any information you want,
including information about future events and
about the meta-inductivist's favorites. - Players
of type (2.1) or (2.2) are called non-MI-players.
(2.3) One or several meta-inductivists, whose
denotation has the form 'xMI', where 'x' is a variable (possibly empty) expression specifying the
type of the meta-inductivist. The meta-inductivist
has access to the past events and the past and
present predictions of the non-MI-players.
Further notation: pn(P) denotes the prediction
of player P for time n, which is delivered at time
n-1. Also the admissible predictions pn are assumed to be elements of [0,1]. The deviation of
the prediction pn from the event en is measured
by a normalized loss function l(pn,en) Î [0,1].
The natural loss-function is defined as the absolute difference between prediction and event,
l(pn,en) := |pn-en|. A minimal condition for admissible loss-functions is that they are monotonically increasing with increasing absolute differ68

fn(E) ³ 1, and else = 0. OI's prediction rule is
provably optimal as long as the event sequence is
a random sequence. For non-random sequences
conditionalized object-inductivistic prediction
strategies exist, whose success dominates OI's
success (cf. § 5).
Prediction games are identified with possible
worlds. Apart from the definition of a prediction
game, no assumptions about these possible
worlds are made. The stream of events (e) can be
any sequence you like. The setting is non-probabilistic in the sense that we do not assume that
the sequences are generated by a probabilistic
source, or random experiment. Thus, neither the
frequencies of the events nor the success rates of
the player have to converge towards a frequency
limit (although they may, of course, converge to
such a limit). The reason for dropping frequency
convergence assumptions is that such assumptions express inductive uniformities, while we
are interested in establishing the optimality of
meta-induction without presupposing inductive
assumptions. I also do not assume a fixed list of
players (or methods) - the list of players (or
methods) may vary from world to world, except
that it always contains xMI and the (virtual) OI. I
make the realistic assumption that xMI has finite
computational means, whence I restrict my investigation to prediction games with finitely
many players.
A prediction method m is formally understood
as a function which maps, for each world w and
time n, a set of inputs 'Input(m,w,n)' which are
available to m in w at time n into a prediction of
the next event. These inputs are different for different kinds of methods. For OI-methods, the
input at time n consists of the sequence of events
until time n. For meta-methods it consists of the
events and predictions of the other players until
time n (this entails the success rates of the other
players until time n and their predictions for time
n+1). The input parameters of 'alternative' methods depend on the normal vs. para-normal world
they are in; in para-normal worlds they may contain any information you want, including information about future events and about the prediction methods of the other players.

3

Simple Meta-Induction,
Best, and Its Limitations

a prediction method for sake of its long-term optimality, these short-run losses should not be too
large, and should be under rational control.
In this section I investigate the performance
of MI and its relative, Gigerenzer's prediction
rule TTB (for Take-the-Best). The central result
about MI is theorem 1 which tells us that MI
predicts (long-run) optimal whenever there exists
a best non-MI-player. Maxsucn denotes the maximal success rate of the non-MI-players at time n.
Theorem 1: For each prediction game ((e),
{P1,¼,Pm, MI}) whose player-set contains a best
player B - in the sense that there exists a 'winning time' nB such that for all later times B's success rate is greater than the success rate of all
other non-MI-players - the following holds:
(1.1) ("n³1:) sucn(MI) ³ maxsucn - (nB/n).
(1.2) sucn(MI) approximates maxsucn for n®¥.
Illustrations of the behavior of MI by computer
simulations can be found in Schurz (2008). The
proof of theorem 1 is just explained informally:
after the time point nB MI's favorite will be B
forever, but until time nB MI's success may be
zero in the worst case, due to switching favorites
(see below). This yields theorem (1.1), and (1.2)
follows. The full proof is found in Schurz (2009).
In determining her favorites MI must buy
some losses, compared to the best non-MImethod. These losses result from the fact that in
order to predict for time n+1, the metainductivist can only take into account the success
rates until time n. Whenever MI recognizes that
her present favorite P1 has earned a loss compared to some new best player P2, then MI has
also earned this loss, before MI decides to switch
to P2. So for each switch of favorites MI looses a
score of 1 in the binary prediction game, and a
non-zero score £ 1 in the real-valued game, compared to the best non-MI-player. These losses
may accumulate. The assumption of theorem 1
excludes that MI can have more than finitely
many losses due to switching favorites; so these
losses must vanish in the limit, although until
time nB, MI's worst-case short-run loss may be
maximally high (i.e., 1). In conclusion, MI's optimality is very general but not universal: it is
restricted to prediction games which contain a
best player whose 'winning time' nB doesn't occur
to late.
The assumption of theorem 1 is violated
whenever the success rates of two or more leading non-MI-players oscillate endlessly around

Take-the-

The performance of a type of meta-inductivist
has always two sides: (i) its long-run behavior
and (ii) its short-run performance. Although one
should be willing to buy some short-run losses of
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each other. There exist two sorts of successoscillations: convergent oscillations and nonconvergent oscillations. Convergent oscillations
are given when two (or more) leading players
oscillate in their success-rate around each other
with constant time-period and diminishing success-rate-amplitude; i.e. their success-difference
converges against zero. The worst case is a binary prediction game in which two players oscillate around each other with the smallest possible
period of 4 time units, in such a way that MI gets
systematically deceived, because the alternative
players predict incorrectly exactly when they are
in the position of being MI's favorite. In the result, the success rates of the two alternative players converges against 1/2, while the metainductivist's success remains zero for all time. A
computer simulation of this scenario is found in
Schurz (2008, fig. 2).
My results on MI generalize to the prediction
rule Take-the-Best (TTB) of Gigerenzer et al.
(1999, chs. 2-4). Although TTB is usually treated
as an object-inductive rather than a meta-inductive prediction method, this difference is just one
of epistemological interpretation, and not of formal content. (The crucial difference between OIand MI-methods is that the optimality of MImethods is restricted to those methods which are
accessible to them.) There are the following correspondences and differences between MI and
TTB as it is used in Gigerenzer's setting:
(1.) The predictions of the non-MI-players
correspond to the cues in Gigerenzer's setting.
The TTB strategy works like MI except that it is
assumed that the cues need not make a prediction
at every time. Thus, TTB chooses that cue as her
favorite for time n which delivers a prediction for
time n and has the first-best success rate among
those cues which have delivered a prediction for
time n.
(2.) Gigerenzer assumes that all frequencies
converge to limiting frequencies, i.e. probabilities, and moreover, that the success probabilities
of the cues (the so-called 'ecological validities',
see 1999, 130), are estimated by repeated random samplings from finite domains. Random
sampling estimations are 'inductively safe'
modulo random errors. This downplays the very
problem of induction. In the situation of socalled online learning - which is the setting of
our prediction games - one inductively infers
from past events to future events. This is not random sampling, because you cannot sample from
future events, but only from past events. If the

future is different from the past, inductive inference leads to systematic failure.
Gigerenzer has impressingly demonstrated
that in spite of its simplicity, TTB is almost always as good as more refined prediction strategies such as weighted averaging of cues or Bayes
rules. My results, however, reveal a restriction of
TTB in scenarios of online learning: TTB will
only perform well if the success rates of the cues
converge sufficiently fast either towards a limit
or at least towards a unique success-ordering
among the cues. This is assumption is granted by
the explained random sampling methods of the
ABC-group (modulo random errors). But in scenarios of online learning with oscillating event
frequencies and success rates, as for example in
predictions of the stock market, 'inductive safety'
cannot be assumed. In such a case it would be a
bad recommendation to put all of one's money
always on the presently most successful stock,
instead distributing it over several stocks in form
of a stock portfolio (which corresponds to weighted average meta-induction in the next section).
Fig. 1 shows a computer simulation of the breakdown of TTB when playing against four deceiving cues with convergently oscillating success
rates.
In other papers (cf. Schurz 2008, 2009) I have
tried to improve one-favorite meta-inductive
strategies, but with limited success. One improvement of MI is the so-called e-meta-inductivist eMI: eMI switches his favorite only if the
success difference between his present favorite
and a new better favorite exceeds a small threshold e which is considered as practically insignificant. eMI can defend himself well against convergently oscillating players, because as soon as
their success difference becomes smaller than e,
eMI stops to switch but sticks to one of the oscillating players, with the result that eMI long-run
approximates their success rates. However, the eapproximate long-run optimality of eMI breaks
down in prediction games with non-convergent
success-oscillations of the non-MI-players. The
worst case are so-called systematic deceivers,
which are assumed to know (e.g., by clairvoyance) whether the meta-inductivist will choose
them as favorite for the next time: they deliver a
worst (i.e. minimal-score) prediction whenever
the meta-inductivist chooses them as their favorite, while they deliver a correct prediction whenever they are not chosen as a favorite. In the result, the success rates of two or more systematic
deceivers oscillate around each other with a non70

4 convergently oscillating cues (non-MI-players)

TTB

logarithmic time scale

Fig. 1: Breakdown of TTB in a binary prediction game playing with ('against') four convergently success-oscillating cues ('non-MI-players').
diminishing amplitude of a > e, in a way such
that eMI gets permanently deceived. Theorems
and computer simulations concerning eMI are
found in Schurz (2008, § 5).
The negative result concerning eMI generalizes
to all kinds of one-favorite meta-inductivists:
they must fail to be optimal whenever they play
against systematic deceivers. The only way for
one-favorite meta-inductivists to deal with systematic deceivers is to avoid them: the so-called
avoidance meta-inductivist aMI introduced in
Schurz (2008, § 6; 2009) excludes all non-MIplayers from being possible favorites for time n,
iff their success rate at time n-1 exceeds their
conditional success rate while being MI's favorite
by a small deception threshold d. aMI has been
proved to predict optimal in regard to nondeceivers, but not in regard to deceivers. In conclusion, one-favorite meta-inductive methods
cannot predict optimally in regard to deceivers.
Do other kinds of meta-inductivists strategies
exist which can even handle deceivers and,
hence, are universally optimal? In the next section I will show do indeed exist: the so-called
weighted average methods. I have found these
methods in non-probabilistic theories of universal prediction which have been developed by
mathematical learning theorists (cf. Cesa-Bianchi
and Lugosi 2006). In this account, one considers
online predictions based on expert advice: a
forecaster (who corresponds to our meta-inductivist) predicts an arbitrary event sequence based
on the predictions of a set of experts (who correspond to our 'non-MI-players').

4

Weighted Average Meta-Induction

A weighted average meta-inductivist predicts a
weighted average of the predictions of the nonMI-players. The weighted average meta-inductivist is abbreviated as wMI and defined as follows. For every non-MI-player P we define
atn(P) := sucn(P) – sucn(wMI) as P's attractiveness (as a favorite) at time n. Let PP(n) be the set
of all non-MI-players with positive attractiveness
at time n. Then wMI's prediction for time 1 is set
to 1/2, and for all times >1 with non-empty PP(n)
¹ Æ it is defined as follows:
"n³1: pn+1(wMI) =

å

PÎPP(n)

å

atn(P) × pn + 1(P)

PÎPP(n)

atn(P)

In words: wMI's prediction for the next round is
the attractiveness-weighted average of the attractive players' predictions for the next round.
(Should it happen that PP(n) gets empty,
pn+1(wMI) is reset to 1/2.)
Informally explained, the reason why wMI
cannot be deceived is the following: a non-MIplayer who tries to deceive wMI would be one
who starts to predict incorrectly as soon as his
attractiveness for wMI is higher than a certain
threshold. The success rates of such wMIadversaries must oscillate around each other. But
wMI does not favor just one of them (who predicts incorrectly in turn), but wMI predicts according to an attractiveness-weighted average of
correctly and incorrectly predicting adversaries,
and therefore wMI's long-run success must approximate the maximal long-run success of his
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dict 1, and k - [pn×k] cwMI's predict 0, where [x]
is the integer-rounding of x. In this way, one obtains an approximate optimality result for the
mean success rate of a collective of cwMI's, abbreviated as suc n(cwMI), that is stated in theorem 3 below (the proof is found in Schurz 2008b,
§ 8, th. 5). suc n(cwMI) differs from sucn(wMI)
by an additional worst-case loss of 1/2k. This
additional worst-case loss reflects the maximal
loss due to the integer-valued approximation of
the real number pn by [pn×k]/k.

adversaries. Theorem 2 establishes wMI's longrun optimality under the (natural) assumption
that loss functions l(pn,en) which are convex in pn.
wMI's worst-case short-run loss is m/n which
quickly vanishes for times n >>m.
Theorem 2: For every real-valued prediction
game ((e), {P1,¼,Pm,wMI}) whose loss-function
l(pn,en) is convex in the argument pn, the following holds:
(2.1) ("n³1:) sucn(wMI) ³ maxsucn - m/n .
(2.2) sucn(wMI) (strictly) approximates maxsucn
for n®¥.

Theorem 3: For every binary prediction game
((e), {P1,¼,Pm, cwMI1,¼,cwMIk}):
(3.1) ("n³1:) suc n(cwMI) ³ maxsucn - m/n

The background of theorem 2 is theorem 2.1 in
Bianchi and Lugosi (2006, 10) which asserts an
upper bound for the potential function
F(Rn(P1),¼,Rn(Pm)), where Rn(Pi): = an(Pi) an(wMI) (the cumulative regret). If one sets
F(x1,¼,xm) := (S{xip: xi > 0})2/p one obtains the
polynomially weighted average meta-inductivist
(pwMI) with the worst case short-run loss

- (1/2k).
(3.2) suc n(cwMI) (1/2k)-approximates maxsucn.
Figure 2 shows a computer simulation of a collective of ten cwMI's playing against 4 specially
designed cwMI-adversaries, who try to deceive
cwMI by predicting incorrectly as soon as their
attractiveness gets higher than a variable threshold. In spite of this fact, cwMI's mean success
approximates their maximal success.
In prediction games in which deceivers are excluded, weighted average meta-induction converges to the method of one-favorite metainduction. Since wMi can also handle deceivers,
wMI is a genuine improvement of one-favorite
meta-induction. Theorems 2 and 3 establish that
(collective) weighted-average meta-induction is
indeed a universally optimal meta-inductive prediction method, which constitutes a non-circular
justification of (meta-) induction and, thus, a solution to Hume's problem.

(p -1)× m(2/p for p ³ 2, and with p := 2 one obn

tains wMI of theorem 2. Setting F (x1,¼,xm) :=
(1/k)×ln(S1£i£me k×xi) one obtains the exponentially
ewMI with variable parameter k. Weighted average meta-inductivists have a neglectible worstcase short-run loss if the number of competing
prediction methods (non-equivalent non-MIplayers) is small as compared to the number of
rounds of the prediction game - the so-called
prediction horizon. If one uses an ewMI with a
fixed prediction horizon, then one obtains a better
worst-case bound of ln(m)/2n , which is the
best universal worst-case bound for short-run
losses which one can get (Bianchi and Lugosi
2006, 16f, 62).
Theorem 2 does not apply to binary prediction
games, because even under the assumption that
the events and the non-MI-player's predictions
are binary, wMI's predictions will (usually) not
be binary but will be real values between 0 and
1. Nevertheless I found a way to apply theorem 2
indirectly also to the prediction of binary events,
namely by means of assuming a collective of k
meta-inductivists, abbreviated as cwMI1,¼,
cwMIk, and by considering their mean success
rate ('cwMIi' for 'collective weighted-average
meta-inductivist no. i'). wMI's real-valued prediction is approximated by the mean value of the
k binary predictions of the collective of cwMImeta-inductivists as follows: [pn×k] cwMI's pre-

4

Applications to the Evolution of
Cognition

Meta-inductive methods are not (weakly) dominant in regard to all competing prediction methods; they are only (weakly) dominant in regard to
so-called non-inductive methods (cf. Schurz
2008, §9). The reason for this fact is the existence of refined conditionalized (meta-) inductive strategies, which exploit correlations in nonrandom worlds between the success-rates of the
non-MI-methods and certain environmental conditions with help of Reichenbach's principle of
the narrowest reference class (1949, § 72). Assume {R1,¼,Rr} is a partition of events (internal
or external to the event-sequence) which are cor-
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4 worst-case deceivers (thick-grey)
10 cwMIs (thin)

cwMI's mean success (bold) approximates maximal success

(logarithmic)

Fig. 2: Ten cwMI's against four cwMI-adversaries
related with the success-rates of the non-MI
methods, and R(n) := Rin is the partition's cell
realized at time n. Then at each time n, the
conditionalized meta-inductivist xMI uses the
conditional success rates of the players P,
sucn(P|R(n)), as the basis of his meta-inductive
method. While the unconditional xMI approximates the maximal success always from
below, the success rate of a conditionalized
xMI may even become strictly greater than the
success rates of all other players. This fact
shows that xMI can improve his success by
getting access to conditionalized metainductivist methods (which then have to be
included in the class of non-MI-methods; thus
"non-MI" means "non-conditionalized-MI").
The latter fact is of particular relevance for
the application of meta-induction to the evolution of cognition. In the evolutionary setting,
inductive strategies are considered as strategies
of learning within an individual's lifetime. In
contrast, non-inductive strategies correspond to
genetically determined strategies which cannot
be modified by individual learning. In particular, meta-inductivistic strategies are strategies
of learning from the performance of other successful individuals of one's population. Given
this evolutionary interpretation of meta-induction, the presented optimality results provide a
general argument for the advantage of populations which possess the capability of cultural
evolution, by imitating the most successful
members of one's population (in the sense of
Richard Dawkins concept of 'memes'; cf. 1989,
ch. 11). Of course, evolutionary organisms are
never perfect - perfect clairvoyants (which
have to be considered in the epistemological

context) do not play any realistic evolutionary
role. Therefore I assume the constraint of imperfection, which says that for each non-MIstrategy there exist some environmental conditions in which its success is low. Under this
condition, conditionalized meta-inductive strategies turn out to be not only weakly but even
strongly dominant - i.e., dominant in all prediction games satisfying the constraint of imperfection.
condMI

Five environment-dependent
forecasters (light grey)
MI (dark grey: condMI is
not accessible to MI)

Fig. 3: condMI in an evolutionary scenario
with five changing environments
Fig. 3 illustrates a simulation of the performance of conditionalized MI, abbreviated as
condMI, in a prediction game with 5 different
environments which change after 50 rounds:
condMI's success rates climbs high above the
success rates of the non-MI-players, because in
each given environment condMI takes advantage of exactly that strategy which performs
best in this environment. For sake of compari-
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Salmon, Wesley C. 1957. Should We Attempt to
Justify Induction? Philosophical Studies 8(3):
45-47.

son, fig. 3 informs also about the success rate
of the unconditional MI under the hypothetical
assumption that condMI's predictions are not
accessible to MI - otherwise MI would of
course predict equally good as conMI (apart
from a small short-run loss).

Schurz, Gerhard. 2008. The Meta-Inductivist's Winning Strategy in the Prediction Game: a New
Approach to Hume's Problem. Philosophy of
Science 75: 278-305.
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Abstract

1.1

The concept of identifying users by their
keystrokes is a mature field of inquiry. Well before the QUERTY keyboard layout, subtle keying
patterns could be observed in the telegram transmissions of operators sending Morse code. The
evolving study of typing biometrics can currently
be used in an authentication paradigm with some
systems achieving an equal error rate (EER) as
promising as 5% (Kuan, 1992; Checco, 2003;
Babayan et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 1998).
There exist a multitude of commercially available
keystroke dynamic analysis tools used primarily
for authentication.

We present a novel method for performing
non-invasive biometric analysis on habitual keystroke patterns using a vibrationbased feature space. With the increasing
availability of 3-D accelerometer chips in
laptop computers, conventional methods
using time vectors may be augmented using a distinct feature space. In these preliminary results, we demonstrate the efficacy of a vibration-based feature space
for both authentication and identification
paradigms. Discussion of the generation
of this feature space, the learning of typing profiles, and evaluation in several experimental paradigms is provided. Several
suggestions for the further development of
vibration information in keystroke dynamics are also discussed.

1.2

Sudden Motion Sensor

The integration of vibration information in
keystroke biometrics adds further distinct dimensionality to the feature space in which keystroke
profiles are defined. A recent development in
notebook technology is the inclusion of 3-D accelerometer1 chip used to detect sudden changes
in orientation and dangerous levels of vibration.2
These sensors are used to trigger the removal
of writing heads from a disk drive platter when
the risk of physical damage is detected. Such
technologies are included in the full line of
MacintoshTM and ThinkpadTM notebooks. These
sensors harvest vibration information at the operating system level and provide information as to
the force applied in addition to the manner and
rhythm of an individual’s keystrokes.

Keywords: Machine Learning, Keystroke Analysis, Computer Security, Biometrics, Authentication, Sudden Motion Sensor

1

Previous Work

Introduction

Historically, keystroke analysis has been performed using time-based metrics. The use of features such as dwell time and flight time (Babayan et
al., 2006; Monrose and Rubin, 2000) define a biometric feature space that allows for non-invasive,
high accuracy authentication and identification.
The complexity of such features increases when
considering the varying distances between keys
and variable keyboard layouts (Joyce and Gupta,
1990). In this paper we examine the feasibility of
integrating vibration information gathered by the
MacintoshTM sudden motion sensor (SMS) into
keystroke biometric profiling as well as its potential applications in user authentication and identification.

2

Research Methods

Effective use of keystroke biometrics requires
the creation of user-specific biometric profiles.
1

MacOSX internals:
http://osxbook.com/software/sms/
2
Active Protection System:
http://www.pc.ibm.com/us/think/
thinkvantagetech/aps.html
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Keystrokes, being a behavioural biometric, are
therefore subject to variability based on a multitude of confounding factors. To reduce the introduction of confounded data we provided a controlled environment and the data collection was
performed on a single MacintoshTM G4 Powerbook. To collect similar data from each of our participants we created an application that required
users to type a variety of character sequences. This
task was followed by an unguided typing task. The
specific typing tasks are described below.
2.1
2.1.1

are made up of unnatural combinations of uncommon characters. Participants were instructed to enter a mock password, rated by GoogleTM as having a maximum security index. The sequence was
h47zX!k0g<.
2.1.5

In the final task participants were instructed to
type approximately 50-100 words about what they
were currently doing. For this task people tend to
use words that come most intuitive and are therefore faster typed than unknown words. We assume
this task to be nearly as trained as in Section 2.1.1
and should thus yield typical typing patterns.

Typing Tasks
Name

Users are typically accustomed to writing their
own (user)name. Due to practice effects users
tend to type it with a specific rhythm (Robinson
et al., 1998). The first typing task was simply
to type one’s name, nickname, or some familiar
moniker. A similar task might have been to ask
users to type their passwords, but for ethical reasons we refrained from collecting this information
(Bergadano et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 1998).
2.1.2

2.2

Clustered Keys

2.3

Data Collection

Following our initial sample and feature selection,
further data collection was performed. The same
apparatus and application was used. The keystroke
patterns for each task were recorded individually
so as to generate multiple training data points per
user and allow for the examination of variability in
typing dynamics based on the nature of the content
being typed.
The data was gathered from 11 participants each
of which performed the typing tasks twice with a
gap of 2 weeks in between trials. The second trial
was used for validation against the keystroke dynamic profile created from the first trial. This data
was used to explore an identification paradigm. A
further body of data was collected for use in the
evaluation of an authentication paradigm. In this
case 5 users performed the typing tasks 5 times,
each over a period of 5 days in order to reduce
practice effects. This procedure is designed to
mimic the act of daily logging into a computer at
one’s place of employment.

Distributed Keys

Character sequences using keystrokes which are
widely distributed over the keyboard which yield
higher flight time provide further valuable information as to keystroke biometrics (Bergadano et
al., 2002; Monrose and Rubin, 2000). In order
to observe this, participants were required to type
aqua coloured ape with a gun.
2.1.4

Preliminary Experimentation

Initial experimentation was performed in order
to evaluate the feasibility of our defined feature
space. The preliminary data collection was performed somewhat ad-hoc and included 30 individual users, 4 of which had to be excluded from
our training set due to practical errors. The availability of a small data sample allowed for evaluation of potential features and feature combinations
that could be extracted from the raw data. The
features discussed in Section 2.4 proved to yield
greater than random predictive power when used
in a closed-class classification paradigm.

Hand dominance can be isolated from keystroke
data. This is achieved when a task is performed in
which many consecutive characters are typed with
the same hand (Bergadano et al., 2002; Monrose
and Rubin, 2000). Although we did not specifically look at hand dominance as a distinct feature,
we deemed this information to be useful for further analysis. Users were asked to input the phrase
I saw 3 zebras. A phrase chosen to exploit
the distance and position of the required keys on
the QWERTY keyboard layout.
2.1.3

Free Text

Complex Sequence

The proficiency of a typist can be observed by
the effort with which she is able to input complex sequences of characters (Bergadano et al.,
2002; Robinson et al., 1998). High security passwords are a good example of such sequences as
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2.4

Feature Extraction

Feature

From this raw data collected, we extracted the specific features that form the keystroke profile for
each of our subjects. In doing so, we generate 5
data points per task per participant, each of which
is a vector of values described in Table 1.
In order to use the feature vectors to perform a
classification task with an expandable set of potential user profiles we must consider several important factors. Our feature generation is done on
a per-user-basis, therefore each task-profile may
be described in terms of its position in the 13dimensional feature space. This allows for classification by a euclidean distance method such as
the k-nearest neighbor algorithm. However, in order to assess match likelihood in an open class
paradigm, we must consider the data in terms of a
two class problem. For this we generate a distance
measure between two feature vectors by absolute
difference across all features. This reduction to
a two class problem means that we have one distance vector for each comparison between a pair
of typing profiles belonging to either a matching
or non-matching class. These meta-features are
used to evaluate performance in an authentication
paradigm, drastically reducing the available data
points.

3

Mean
time

Application of Machine Learning
Techniques

In the course of our preliminary experimentation
we found that 4 Machine learning algorithms were
best suited to our feature space. We then applied
these learners to varying subsets of the features extracted. Specifically, we evaluate the learners in 3
different conditions. Due to limited data the evaluation is performed using 4-fold cross-validation.
3.1.1

in

Variance in flight time
between
keystroke
instances†

Shift
key
dwell time

The mean of dwell time
on the shift key before another keystroke instance
is detected†‡

Shift
variance

key

The variance in dwell
times for the shift
keystroke event†‡

Space
key
dwell time

The men dwell time for
the space key†‡

Space
variance

Variance in dwell time on
Space key†

Variance
flight time

Experimentation

3.1

flight

key

Backspace
key dwell time

Mean dwell time on the
Backspace key†

Backspace
key variance

Variance in dwell time on
Backspace key∗

Mean SMS

Mean SMS reading of
z-axis acceleration immediately after key pressed

SMS variance

Variance in SMS readings
for all keystroke instances

Backspace
SMS

Mean SMS for all instances of Backspace
keystroke

Space SMS

Mean SMS for all
instances of Space
keystroke

Shift SMS

Mean SMS for all
instances of Shift
keystroke

Results: Open Class Analysis

We apply machine learning techniques in 3 experimental paradigms using the PRToolkit for Matlab
(van der Heijden et al., 2004). The first condition is the inclusion of all 13 features for all 5
typing tasks. The results are shown in Table 2.
The second condition was motivated by an interprofile analysis of variance at each feature. In order to isolate those typing tasks that produce the
most distinctive typing behaviour we calculated
the variance of each feature within each typing
task. In this case we only include data collected

Description
Mean flight time calculated between every
instance of a keystroke
per typing task†

Table 1: Keystroke Features used in † (Monrose
and Rubin, 2000), ‡ (Mahar et al., 1995) and
∗ (Robinson et al., 1998), respectively
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in the name, password, and free typing
tasks. The results are shown in Table 3. In the
final condition we examine the usefulness of SMS
data independent of time information. This condition uses only the vibration features, discarding all
time information and using only 3 of the 5 typing
tasks selected based on highest inter-task variance.
The results of this condition are displayed in Table
4.
The results clearly demonstrate that using exclusively vibration information and 3 of 5 typing
tasks for the training data yield the most successful
performance in an open class paradigm.
Classifier Evaluated
random
k-nn, k = 1
k-nn, k = 2
SVM, linear kernel

Classifier Evaluated
random
k-nn, k = 1
k-nn, k = 2
SVM, linear kernel

Accuracy
0.2
0.64
0.68
0.56

SVM, quadratic kernel

0.68

SVM, cubic kernel

0.64

tree, information gain, no pruning

0.64

tree, information gain, pruning
factor= 1

0.56

bagging, with tree as base

0.36

SVM, quadratic kernel

0.48

SVM, cubic kernel

0.48

tree, information gain, pruning
factor= 1

0.8

tree, information gain, no pruning

0.68

bagging, with tree as base

0.72

Table 3: Cross-Validation results for different machine learning algorithms using SMS and TIME
data including 3 of 5 typing tasks (n = 22)

Classifier Evaluated
random
k-nn, k = 1
k-nn, k = 2
SVM, linear kernel

0.68

Table 2: Crossvalidation Results for Different Machine Learning Algorithms Using SMS and TIME
Data Including 5 of 5 Typing Tasks (n = 22)
3.1.2

Accuracy
0.2
0.6
0.6

Results: Closed Class Analysis

Upon selecting the most promising combination
of learners and features we tested our classifiers
against a previously unseen hold-out set (n = 25).
The top performing learners for the different conditions were dependent on the feature space. The
combined vibration (SMS) and time data was best
separated by a tree learner with branching performed based on maximizing information gain. A
soft pruning condition was used as implemented
in (Quinlan, 1987). The EER is shown in Figure
1.
A support vector machine (SVM) with a polynomial basis best classified the vibration data excluding time data. In validation we observed an er-

Accuracy
0.2
0.76
0.6
0.84

SVM, quadratic kernel

0.68

SVM, cubic kernel

0.84

tree, information gain, no pruning

0.72

tree, information gain, pruning
factor= 1

0.74

bagging, with tree as base

0.78

Table 4: Cross-Validation results for different Machine Learning algorithms using exclusively SMS
data, including 3 of 5 typing tasks (n = 22)
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The evaluation of matching versus non-matching
is a matter of selecting an appropriate threshold in
similarity. While this is a more challenging problem than the identification paradigm, it does have
one advantage. The data is far more plentiful as we
have one data point per comparison. This equates
to 1308 non-matches and 61 matches despite the
scarcity of our original data. Despite the significant challenges resulting from a very small data
set, we were able to achieve promising results.
In our authentication paradigm using the 5 class
problem we were able to achieve accurate classification of 4 out of 5 user consistently. Unlike typical machine learning evaluation we used 4-fold
cross validation measures instead of 10, simply
because we lacked the data within our training set
to perform more complete validation. In the case
where the certainty of classification was not sufficient, we may assert that significant improvement
is expected with the collection of more data. Results achieved using the support vector machine
classifier were highly variable depending on the
order of the kernel method used. A higher order kernel demonstrated improved results, while
a linear kernel was unable to cope with the sparse,
high-dimensional space.

Figure 1: EER Time and SMS
ror rate of 0.2, compared to 0.8 with the same data
point being consistently misclassified. The ROC
curve is shown in Figure 2. While a validation
set of 5 instances is insufficient to achieve statistically significance, the performance observed certainly exemplifies the usefulness of SMS information again.

4.1

The application of a biometric system for authentication and identification relies on consistency.
The biometric must be static, consistent, and
universal (Monrose and Rubin, 2000). Despite
our efforts to standardise the conditions of the
user study some potentially confounding factors
could not be accounted for. The use of a single
unfamiliar keyboard, while contributing a degree
of consistency between the different participants,
has been shown to significantly decrease the
reliability of keystroke data (Villani et al., 2006).

Figure 2: EER SMS

4

Potential Shortcomings

Discussion

A further shortcoming that we observed was
the limited sensory resolution of the SMS sensor.
The intended use of the sudden motion sensor is
to detect sudden and extreme changes in orientation not subtle vibrations. The range of values
observed given our current I/O interface with the
sensor did not exceed integer level precision.
The most significant challenge was the lack of
sufficient training data. Even by dividing our raw
data into multiple points per user, it was simply
insufficient to generate robust user profiles. With

To address the open class problem of user identification, we may not make the same assumptions as
we do for the authentication task. When matching
a keystroke profile we can not assume that a match
necessarily exists. The goal in this case, is the assesment whether an existing profile is sufficiently
similar to the one being evaluated to assert that
the expected user is typing. In this case we take
the meta-features (see Section 2.4) as the absolute distance between elements of the two vectors.
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few instances of training examples, the effectiveness of most machine learning techniques is drastically reduced.
4.2

sistance in the draft version of this paper as well
as to Thomas Göbel for lending us his formatting
expertise. Special thanks to the residents of the
Weesperflat for aiding in the collection of data and
finally to Jaap van Ginkel for his support, interest,
and guidance in this project.

Conclusion

While our approach failed to perform as well
as many commercially available applications
(Babayan et al., 2006; Kuan, 1992; Checco, 2003),
we have demonstrated the usefulness of vibration
information in keystroke dynamics. We foresee
that the technology described here could be developed in two directions.
One possible application would be for criminal
forensic investigations. In the case of public terminals, the identity of the user is not always available. Often, a need exists to be able to identify
a user after the fact, and particularly within the
criminal investigation realm, the certainty of such
an identification must be sound. A second application would be additional security provided by
adding keystroke analysis for authentication processes. By adding a historical SMS collection
system to shared computer systems, a keystroke
based level can be added to augment the authentication process in laptop computers. By integrating
a user’s specific keystroke dynamics features into
their user profile, the log-on process could be enhanced to make an additional check against user
typing characteristics. This is particularly salient
as there are already several widely-used laptop
models that integrate an SMS sensor into their design, and the development of such an enhancement
to user authentication could be developed in software as an update to the operating system or as a
third party add-on, as proposed in MacOSX internals. It is reasonable to believe that, in combination with a mature time-based system, the accuracy of analysis overall could be drastically improved. Because the vibration feature space is distinct from that of the time-based features, the additional collection of these features would not confound the time data but would rather contribute
a second degree of confidence to identity assessment.
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Abstract

sampling a natural image is almost zero. Only
small parts of the image space are thus filled with
natural images. Moreover, the strong correlations
between individual image pixels suggest the number of parameters needed to account for all properties of the data is much smaller than 262, 144.
One can thus think of images and many other highdimensional datasets as lying on a non-linear manifold of lower dimensionality that is embedded
into the data space. The aim of dimensionality reduction techniques is to transform the input data to
a low-dimensional latent space in such a way that
the structure of the manifold is retained.
A particularly interesting type of dimensionality
reduction techniques are probabilistic latent variable models. Probabilistic latent variable models
define a generative model in which a datapoint xn
is generated from a distribution that is conditioned
on a latent variable zn and on the parameters of
the model. The parameters of the model are typically learned using maximum likelihood learning,
although a fully Bayesian treatment may be used
as well (Bishop, 1999). An important advantage of
latent variable models is that, in contrast to other
dimensionality reduction techniques, they provide
a probabilistic mapping from the latent space to
the data space that is typically smooth. Such a
probabilistic mapping can be employed to sample
new data from the model distribution.
A well-known latent variable model is probabilistic Principal Components Analysis (PCA),
which is a linear-Gaussian model for which the
maximum-likelihood solution is identical to the
solution of ‘normal’ PCA (Tipping and Bishop,
1999). The main limitations of probabilistic PCA
are that (1) it can only learn linear mappings between the latent space and the data space and (2)
it does not retain the local structure of the data
very well in the latent space. Lawrence (2005) extended the probabilistic PCA model to the Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) to

The Gaussian Process Latent Variable
Model (GPLVM) is a non-linear variant of
probabilistic Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The main advantage of the
GPLVM over probabilistic PCA is that
it can model non-linear transformations
from the latent space to the data space. An
important disadvantage of the GPLVM is
its focus on preserving global data structure in the latent space, whereas preserving local data structure is generally considered to be more important in dimensionality reduction. In this paper, we present an
extension of the GPLVM that encourages
the preservation of local structure in the latent space. The extension entails the introduction of a prior distribution over the parameters of the GPLVM that measures the
divergence between the pairwise distances
in the data space and the latent space. We
show that the proposed extension leads to
strong results.

1

Introduction

Machine learning techniques are often hampered
by the high dimensionality of the data on which
they are trained. For instance, the number of
weights in a neural network typically grows very
fast with the dimensionality of the input data. To
address this problem, a large number of techniques
have been proposed that reduce the dimensionality of the input data. See for a review, e.g., (Lee
and Verleysen, 2007). The rationale behind these
dimensionality reduction techniques is that the input data is typically not uniformly distributed over
the data space. For instance, consider the space
of images of size 512 × 512 pixels. If we draw
samples from a uniform distribution defined over
this 262, 144-dimensional space, the probability of
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follows. In Section 2, we review the probabilistic PCA model. Section 3 describes the Gaussian
Process Latent Variable Model. In Section 4, we
present our approach to the preservation of local
structure in the GPLVM. Section 5 presents experiments in which we evaluate the performance of
our extended GPLVM. The results of the experiments are discussed in more detail in Section 6.
Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses directions for future work.

address the first limitation: the GPLVM is capable of modeling non-linear mappings between the
latent space and the data space. However, the
GPLVM does not address the second limitation of
probabilistic PCA: in both probabilistic PCA and
the GPLVM, there is no emphasis on preserving
small pairwise distances between datapoints in the
latent space. Instead, the GPLVM primarily focuses on retaining global data structure in the latent space. The focus of the GPLVM on retaining global data structure in the latent space conflicts with the popular belief that preserving local
data structure is most important in dimensionality
reduction (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Roweis and
Saul, 2000; van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008).
By preserving the local structure of the data, nonlinear low-dimensional data manifolds can be successfully extracted from the data space and embedded in a low-dimensional latent space. Herein,
some of the global data structure is lost, however,
this global structure is generally not of relevance
in typical learning tasks. The importance of preserving local data structure in dimensionality reduction is often illustrated using artificial datasets
such as the ‘Swiss roll’ dataset (Tenenbaum et al.,
2000). Preservation of local data structure is the
key idea underlying succesful dimensionality reduction techniques such as Isomap (Tenenbaum et
al., 2000), LLE (Roweis and Saul, 2000), and tSNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008).
In this paper, we present an extension of the
GPLVM that encourages the preservation of local
data structure in the latent space and that does not
affect the desirable properties of the GPLVM, such
as its non-linear probabilistic mapping from the latent space to the data space. The extension entails the introduction of a data-dependent ‘prior’
distribution over the parameters of the GPLVM.
The prior depends on the divergence between the
pairwise distances in the data space and the latent space that is also employed in t-SNE (van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008). The prior takes the
form of a Boltzmann distribution, in which the
energy function is formed by the objective function of t-SNE. We present experiments in which
we compare our extended model to the standard
GPLVM. The result of the experiments reveal that
the extended model significantly outperforms the
standard GPLVM in terms of the nearest-neighbor
error of the data representation in the latent space.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as

2

Probabilistic PCA

Probabilistic PCA (Tipping and Bishop, 1999) is a
linear-Gaussian generative model that is illustrated
in Figure 1(a). The model assumes that a dataset
X = {x1 , . . . , xN } is generated conditioned on a
set of latent variables Z = {z1 , . . . , zN } and a set
of parameters Θ = {W, β} as follows:
• For n is 1 to N :
– Sample zn ∼ N (zn |0, Id ).
– Sample xn ∼ N (xn |zn W, β −1 ID ).
Herein, d represents the dimensionality of the latent space, D the dimensionality of the data space,
Ij is the j ×j identity matrix, W represents a d×D
linear mapping from the latent space to the data
space, and β represents the precision of the Gaussian noise model. The likelihood of the dataset X
under the model can now be obtained by marginalizing out the latent variables zn as follows:
p(X|W, β) =
=

N
Y

p(xn |W, β)

n=1
N Z
Y
n=1

p(xn |zn , W, β)p(zn )dzn .
(1)

It can be shown that the likelihood function can be
maximized by setting W to be the principal eigenvectors of the data, i.e., the maximum-likelihood
solution corresponds to the standard PCA solution (Tipping and Bishop, 1999).
Lawrence (2005) showed that the likelihood function of probabilistic PCA is identical to the likelihood function of a similar model which differs
from the traditional formulation of probabilistic
PCA in three respects: (1) the latent variables zn
are treated as parameters, (2) a Gaussian prior is
defined over the columns wi of the linear mapping
W, and (3) the columns wi are marginalized out
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Z

θ,σ

β

zn

β

fn

xn

W

xn

define a distribution over all linear and non-linear
functions. A key property of the Gaussian process
is that the joint distribution p(f (z1 ), . . . , f (zN )) is
completely specified by its second-order statistics,
i.e., by the covariance matrix K. As a result, the
probabilistic PCA model can be turned in a nonlinear model by simply defining the entries of the
covariance matrix K to be given by a non-linear
covariance function κ(zi , zj ). In the remainder of
the paper, we assume the covariance function is
given by a Gaussian kernel function with an additional bias term:


kzi − zj k2
κ(zi , zj ) = exp −
+ θ,
2σ 2

N

N

(a) Probabilistic PCA.

(b) GPLVM.

Figure 1: Generative models for probabilistic PCA
and GPLVM.
instead of the latent points zn . Mathematically, we
define:
p(W) =

D
Y

where σ represents the bandwidth of the kernel and θ represents the bias term. Following
Lawrence (2005), we set θ = exp(−1) in all our
experiments.
The generative model for the GPLVM is depicted
in Figure 1(b), where we introduced an additional
latent variable F = {f1 , . . . , fN } to make the difference between Gaussian process and the noise
model explicit. The likelihood function in the
model is given by:

N (wi |0, Id )

i=1

p(xn |W, zn , β) = N (xn |zn W, β −1 ID ),
where wi represents a single column of the linear
mapping W, and again, β is the precision of the
noise model. The likelihood function of the resulting model is given by:
p(X|Z, β) =
=
=

N
Y

p(xn |zn , β)

n=1
N Z
Y

p(X|Z, β, θ, σ) =

Z Y
N

p(xn |W, zn , β)p(W)dW

n=1
D
Y

N (X(i) |0, K),

Herein, the noise model is identical to that of probabilistic PCA, i.e., the noise model is assumed to
be an isotropic Gaussian with precision β:

(2)

i=1

where X(i) represents the i-th column of X, and
K = ZZT + β −1 IN . This likelihood function can
be shown to be identical to the likelihood function
in Equation 1 (Lawrence, 2005).

3

p(xn |fn , β)p(F|Z, θ, σ)dF.

n=1

p(xn |fn , β) =

D
Y

N (xn(i) |fn(i) , β −1 ),

i=1
(i)

where xn is the value of the i-th dimension of
xn . It can be shown (Williams, 1997) that for each
new point in the latent space zN +1 , its counterpart
in the data space is Gaussian distributed:

Gaussian Process Latent Variable
Model

The expression in Equation 2 can be recognized
as a product of D Gaussian processes for which
the covariance function is a linear function. The
Gaussian process defines a distribution over functions f (z) in such a way that the set of values f (z)
evaluated at any set of points z1 , . . . , zN is jointly
Gaussian distributed (MacKay, 1998). Instead of
defining a distribution over the set of linear mappings, as in the second formulation of probabilistic PCA, we can thus use Gaussian processes to

p(xN +1 |zN +1 , X, Z) =
N (xN +1 |XT K−1 k, κ(xN +1 , xN +1 ) − kT K−1 k),
where k represents a column vector with entries
κ(xN +1 , x· ). Note that this out-of-sample extension is identical to that of Gaussian process regression, see, e.g., (Bishop, 2006).
Maximum likelihood learning in the GPLVM can
be performed by maximizing the logarithm of
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that large pairwise distances are of small relevance
to typical learning tasks.

Equation 2 with respect to the parameters Z. The
log-likelihood function L is given by:

4

DN
D
1
log(2π) − log |K| − XK−1 XT ,
2
2
2
(3)
where we assumed that the elements kij of the matrix K are given by kij = κ(zi , zj ) + β −1 δij , in
which δij represents the Dirac delta function. The
log-likelihood function can be optimized with respect to Z using standard optimization techniques
such as conjugate gradients. The log-likelihood
could also be optimized with respect to the precision of the noise model β, but for simplicity, we
opt to treat β as a hyperparameter.
The main advantage of the GPLVM over probabilistic PCA is that it allows for the use of nonlinear covariance functions, i.e., that it can represent non-linear functions from the latent space
to the data space. The probabilistic nature of the
GPLVM also gives it advantages over Kernel PCA
(the non-linear variant of ‘normal’ PCA), e.g., it
provides a principled way to deal with missing
data values. Please note that the GPLVM is not
a probabilistic version of Kernel PCA: in Kernel PCA, the kernel function is defined over the
data space, whereas in the GPLVM, the covariance
function is defined over the latent space.
The main disadvantage of the GPLVM is that (as
in probabilistic PCA) there is no guarantee that the
local structure of the data is retained in the latent
space (Lawrence and Candela, 2006). Instead, the
GPLVM focuses on constructing a smooth mapping from the latent to the data space. In order
to facilitate the successful construction of such a
smooth mapping, the GPLVM only has to make
sure that dissimilar datapoints are far apart in the
latent space: if the global data structure would
not be modelled correctly, this would lead to discontinuities in the mapping. Hence, the GPLVM
mainly aims to model the global structure of the
data correctly. The focus of the GPLVM on preserving global data structure conflicts with the
popular belief that retaining local data structure
is much more important in dimensionality reduction (Tenenbaum et al., 2000; Roweis and Saul,
2000; van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). In general, data can be thought of as lying on one or
more low-dimensional manifolds that are embedded in the high-dimensional space. Using artificial
manifolds such as the ‘Swiss roll’ dataset (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), it can easily be demonstrated
L=−

Preserving Local Structure

Above, we introduced the GPLVM and discussed
some of its merits. Also, we discussed the main
weakness of the GPLVM: it mainly focuses on
preserving global data structure. In this section,
we present an extension of the GPLVM that aims
to preserve more of the local data structure in the
latent space.
It is possible to add additional terms to the likelihood function of the GPLVM by designing a suitable prior distribution p(Z) over the parameters of
the GPLVM. This prior distribution can be used
to provide additional (soft) constraints on the data
representation in the latent space Z. For instance,
Urtasun et al. (2008) use a prior that is based on
the LLE cost function (Roweis and Saul, 2000)
to constrain the topology of the data representation in the latent space. The main drawback of
this approach is that the LLE cost function is hampered by the presence of a trivial solution (viz.
Z = 0). The trivial solution is not selected because of a constraint on the covariance of the solution, but the optimization can easily cheat on this
constraint (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008).
We propose to use a prior that is based on the recently proposed t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (t-SNE). In t-SNE, the pairwise affinities pnm between all pairs of points (xn , xm ) in the
data space are measured using a Gaussian kernel,
which is renormalized in order to obtain probabilities that reflect the similarity between the datapoints. Subsequently, a similar kernel is defined
to measure the pairwise affinities qnm between all
pairs of points (zn , zm ) in the latent space, but now
densities under a Student-t distribution are measured (and renormalized) to obtain the probabilities (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). Mathematically, the pairwise affinities are given by:
exp(−kxn − xm k/2s2 )
,
2
n0 6=m0 exp(−kxn0 − xm0 k/2s )

pnm = P

(1 + kzn − zm k)2
,
2
n0 6=m0 (1 + kzn0 − zm0 k)

qnm = P

where pnm and qnm represent the probability picking the pair of points (xn , xm ) and (zn , zm ), respectively, from the set of all pairs of points.
The parameter s is set automatically according
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to an information-theoretic heuristic (see (van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008) for details).
The key idea behind t-SNE is to use a different
distribution to measure pairwise affinities in the
latent space than in the data space. The use of
the Student-t distribution in the latent space corrects for the difference in the volume of the highdimensional data space and the low-dimensional
latent space (note that the volume of a space grows
exponentially with its dimensionality). In t-SNE,
the locations of the points in the latent space Z
are obtained by arranging them in such a way as
to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probabilities in the data space and the
probabilities in the latent space. Mathematically,
t-SNE minimizes the cost function:
X
pnm
C=
pnm log
.
qnm

Experiments

In order to evaluate the performance of the extended GPLVM, we performed experiments on
three datasets. The three datasets are briefly described in 5.1. The setup of our experiments is
described in 5.2. The results of the experiments
are described in 5.3.
5.1 Datasets
We performed experiments on three datasets: (1)
the MNIST dataset, (2) the 20 newsgroups dataset,
and (3) the Olivetti dataset. The MNIST dataset
contains 70, 000 images of handwritten digit images of size 28 × 28 pixels. We used 2, 500 randomly selected images in our experiments. The 20
newsgroups dataset consists of 100-dimensional
binary word-occurence features of 16, 242 documents, of which we randomly selected 2, 500 documents for our experiments. Each document is labeled according to the newsgroup it was extracted
from. The Olivetti dataset contains 400 images
of 40 individuals (10 images per individual). The
face images have size 92 × 112 pixels.

n6=m

The asymmetric nature of the Kullback-Leibler divergence causes the cost function to focus on appropriately modeling the large values of pnm , i.e.,
on appropriately modeling the local structure of
the data.
In our extended GPLVM, we incorporate the tSNE cost function into the model by defining a
data-dependent ‘prior’ distribution p(Z) that takes
the form of a Boltzmann distribution in which the
t-SNE cost function is used as the energy function.
Mathematically, we define:


X
1
pnm 
p(Z) ∝ exp −
pnm log
,
γ
qnm

5.2 Experimental setup
We compare the performance of the standard
GPLVM and the extended GPLVM by measuring
the log-likelihood of the training data under the
trained models. Ideally, we would like to measure
the likelihood (or reconstruction error) of test
points under the model, but the likelihood of new
datapoints under a GPLVM cannot be computed
without resorting to approximations (we discuss
this issue in more detail in Section 6). Next to the
evaluation of log-likelihoods, we also evaluate the
nearest-neighbor errors of the data representations
in the latent space. In other words, we measure the
percentage of points that have a point with a different class label as nearest neighbor in the latent
space. In addition, we present two-dimensional
scatter plots that visualize the data representations
learned by the model.
In all experiments, we set θ = β −1 = exp(−1),
γ = 10−7 , and d = 2. In preliminary experiments,
we determined a range of appropriate values for
the bandwidth σ of the covariance function. We
only present results for the best setting of σ within
this range. Note that the appropriate value of σ
depends, among others, on the scale of the latent
space. As the value of the t-SNE cost function
depends on the scale of the latent space, the

n6=m

where we omitted the normalization constant, and
where γ represents a scaling parameter that was
set to 10−7 in all our experiments. Note that the
distribution p(Z) depends on the data X, as a result of which it is not technically a prior. The main
aim of the prior distribution is to encourage solutions Z in which the divergence between the similarities in the data and the latent space is small,
i.e., in which the local structure of the data is appropriately modeled in the latent space.
The introduction of the prior distribution gives rise
to an additional term in the log-likelihood function
D
1
L = − log |K| − XK−1 XT −
2
2
1 X
pnm
pnm log
+ const,
γ
qnm
n6=m

where const comprises terms that are not affected
by changes in the model parameters Z.
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Dataset
MNIST
Newsgroups
Olivetti

Norm. GPLVM
−1.8582 · 106
−2.3174 · 105
−3.6496 · 106

6

Ext. GPLVM
−1.8499 · 106
−2.3088 · 105
−3.6598 · 106

In the previous sections, we presented our extended GPLVM that aims at preservation of local
data structure in the latent space. We presented
experimental results revealing the strong performance of the new model. In this section, we
discuss some issues regarding the normal and the
extended GPLVM.
An important problem of the GPLVM
is that it does not allow for the evaluation
of the likelihood p(xN +1 |X, Z)
∝
R
p(xN +1 |zN +1 , X, Z)p(zN +1 )dzN +1
of
an
unseen test point xN +1 under the model.
The GPLVM allows for the computation of
p(xN +1 |zN +1 , X, Z), but it is not possible to
integrate out the latent variable zN +1 without
resorting to approximation methods.
The inability to compute the (log)likelihood of unseen test data is problematic, because it prohibits
evaluation of the generalization performance of
the GPLVM. The strong performance in terms of
log-likelihood of the training data may thus be due
to overfitting. A simple approach to determine
whether a GPLVM overfits on the training data
is by drawing samples from the model. We
performed an experiment in which we trained a
one-dimensional extended GPLVM on a dataset
of 1, 965 images of the face of a single individual.
All images have size 20 × 28 pixels (Roweis
et al., 2001). We sampled 64 uniformly spaced
points from the latent space, and computed the
distribution over the data space for each of these
points. In Figure 6, we visualize the mean of
each of these distributions. The figure shows
that sampling from the extended GPLVM leads
to natural ‘fantasy’ faces, as a result of which it
is unlikely that the model severely overfits the
training data.
An important issue in the training of GPLVMs
that we did not discuss until now is the question
how to initialize the parameters of the model.
This issue is addressed by Geiger et al. (2008)
who compared various initialization approaches.
Geiger et al. (2008) propose an approach that
initializes the parameters of the model as the original datapoints (i.e., the latent space has the same
dimensionality as the data space). Subsequently,
a prior is placed over the rank of the solution that
promotes the identification of low-dimensional
latent data representations. The advantage of this
approach is that it provides a natural way to esti-

Table 1: Best GPLVM log-likelihood of the normal and extended GPLVMs on the three datasets.
Dataset
MNIST
Newsgroups
Olivetti

Norm. GPLVM
62.40%
39.40%
61.00%

Ext. GPLVM
5.92%
36.12%
1.50%

Table 2: Nearest neighbor error of the normal and
extended GPLVMs on the three datasets.
appropriate values of σ for the normal GPLVM
and the extended GPLVM are typically not equal.
The initialization of the normal GPLVM
is performed using PCA, as proposed by
Lawrence (2005). The extended GPLVM is
initialized using t-SNE. The optimization is
performed using conjugate gradients1 .
5.3

Discussion

Results

In Table 1, we present the best GPLVM loglikelihood (computed using Equation 3) for each
experiment across the entire range of values for σ.
The results presented in the table reveal that the
extended GPLVM and the normal GPLVM perform on par in terms of the GPLVM log-likelihood
of the training data.
In Table 2, the nearest neighbor errors of the
best latent space representations constructed by
the GPLVMs are shown for the three datasets. The
nearest neighbor error is defined as the fraction of
points that have a point with a different class label as their nearest neighbor. The results reveal
the strong performance of the extended GPLVM
model in terms of nearest-neighbor error in the latent space: for all datasets, significant improvements in terms of nearest neighbor errors are obtained.
Figure 2 shows two scatter plots of the latent space
that correspond to the best solutions of both models on the MNIST dataset. The scatter plots reveal
that the extended GPLVM is much better capable
of revealing the structure of the dataset, because of
its focus on local structure preservation.
1

Specifically, we used C. Rasmussen’s minimize.m
function.
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(a) Normal GPLVM.

(b) Extended GPLVM.

Figure 2: Latent space representation of the MNIST dataset for the normal and the extended GPLVM.
lead to significant additional computational costs
in the GPLVM optimization.
An alternative way to view the extended GPLVM
is as an extension of t-SNE that provides it with
a probabilistic mapping from the latent space to
the data space (not to be confused with variants
of t-SNE that learn a mapping from the data
space to the latent space as presented by, e.g.,
van der Maaten (2009)). The extended GPLVM
could be trained on, e.g., motion-capture data,
and the resulting model could be used to generate
realistic human movement animations by drawing
samples from the model in the same way that the
fantasy faces in Figure 6 are drawn. Applications
of GPLVM models on motion capture data are
discussed in more detail by, e.g., Urtasun et
al. (2008).

7

Conclusions

We proposed an extension of the GPLVM that encourages the model to preserve local data structure
in the latent space. The extension entails the introduction of a prior distribution on the parameters of
the GPLVM that incorporates the t-SNE objective
function. Our experimental evaluations reveal that
the extension leads to significantly better models
of the data. Code to reproduce the experimental
results presented in this paper is available from
http://ticc.uvt.nl/∼lvdrmaaten/tsne.
Future work focuses on extending the model
with a parametric mapping between the data
space and the latent space in order to obtain a
bijective mapping between the data space and the
latent space. This amounts to maximizing the
log-likelihood with respect to the parameters of

Figure 3: Fantasy faces sampled from a onedimensional extended GPLVM.
mate the intrinsic dimensionality of the dataset.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it leads
to significant additional computational costs due
to the high dimensionality of the latent space and
the computation of the rank prior (and its gradient), which may prohibit practical applications of
the approach. The extended GPLVM provides a
much simpler approach to the initialization of the
model parameters: minimize the energy function
of the prior p(Z) and use the result as initial
model parameters. In contrast to the approach
presented by Geiger et al. (2008), this does not
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the mapping (Lawrence and Candela, 2006). The
parametrization may be formed by, e.g., a deep
network. It is likely that the best results can be
obtained by pretraining the network using, e.g., a
stack of RBMs (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006)
or denoising autoencoders (Erhan et al., 2009).
An additional advantage of a GPLVM with a
parametric mapping between the data space and
the latent space is that it allows the computation
of the likelihood of test data under the model.
We also plan on investigating (semi)supervised
(data-dependent) priors over Z, for instance, by
employing a linear combination of the t-SNE cost
function and the NCA cost function (Goldberger
et al., 2005) as an energy function in the prior.
Such an approach may improve the results on
datasets in which partial label information is
available (Urtasun and Darrell, 2007). Moreover,
we aim to investigate learning the covariance
function of the Gaussian process as proposed by,
e.g., Salakhutdinov and Hinton (2008).
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1 Introduction
Statistical language models have found many applications in information retrieval since their introduction almost three decades ago. Currently the
most popular models are n-gram models, which
are known to suffer from serious sparseness issues,
which is a result of the large vocabulary size |V |
of any given corpus and of the exponential nature
of n-grams, where potentially |V |n n-grams can
occur in a corpus. Even when many n-grams in
fact never occur due to grammatical and semantic
restrictions in natural language, we still observe
and exponential growth in unique n-grams with increasing n.
Smoothing methods combine (specific, but
sparse and potentially unreliable) higher order ngrams with (less specific but more reliable) lower
order n-grams. (Goodman, 2001) found that interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing (IKN) performed
best in a comparison of different smoothing methods in terms of the perplexity on a previously unseen corpus. In this article we describe a novel language model that aims at solving this sparseness
problem and in the process learns syntactic and
semantic similar words, resulting in an improved
language model in terms of perplexity reduction.

(a)

Figure 1: Graphical representation of (a) the standard 3-gram generative model and (b) the 3-gram
LWLM. Grey circles represent observed variables,
white circles hidden variables, the rounded box
i
a trigram variable representing respectively wi−2
i
and hi−2 and the square box represents the different positions in a text of length Z.
of hidden words hii−2 = hi−2 hi−1 hi . Every hidden variable hi at position i generates the observed
word wi . This model estimates the probability of
i
trigram wi−2
= wi−2 wi−1 wi as:
i
PLW (wi−2
|γ) =

2 Latent Words Language Model
2.1

(b)

Definition

We propose a new generative model, termed the
Latent Words Language Model (LWLM). LWLM
uses a collection of unobserved words H and introduces at every position i of an observed word
wi in the text an unobserved, or hidden variable
hi . Fig. 1 shows the structure of the model. For
ease of notation, we assume a 3-gram model here,
for other values of n the model is defined analogously. In this model, γ generates the 3-gram
∗

The work reported in this paper was supported by the
EU-IST project CLASS (IST-027978).

X
hii−2

P (hii−2 |γ)

i
Y

P (wc |hc )

c=i−2

It is important to see that, although the model assumes that the words are independent given the
hidden variables, the hidden variables are dependent on each other since they belong to the same
trigram, and thus introduces an indirect dependency between the words.
2.2 Parameter estimation
The LWLM model contains two probabilistic distributions P (wi |hi ) and P (hii−2 |γ), that need
to be learned from a training text Ttrain =<
w0 ...wz > of length Z. We keep a list of estimates
of the hidden variables Htrain =< h0 ...hz >,
where hi generates wi at every position i. Since
the hidden variables hi are not observed in the
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Method
IKN 3-gram
IBM 3-gram
LWLM 3-gram
IKN 4-gram
IBM 4-gram
LWLM 4-gram

training set, we need to resort to a procedure to
iteratively estimate these variables.
We first set an initial value for hi at every position i in the training text. We train a standard ngram language model using interpolated KneserNey smoothing on the training set. We then select, at every position in the training set, a random
value for the hidden variable according to the distribution of possible words given by this language
model.
We use Gibbs sampling to improve this initial estimate. Gibbs sampling is a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo method that generates a number of
Q
0
, ...., Htraing
for the hidden variestimates Htrain
ables. In every iteration τ , Gibbs sampling genτ +1
erates a new estimate Htrain
according to the preτ
vious estimate Htrain by selecting a random position j and updating the value of the hidden variable at that position. The probability distributions P τ (wj |hj ) and P τ (hjj−2 |γ) are constructed
by collecting the counts from all positions i 6= j.
These distributions are then used to compute the
probability distribution of the unobserved variable
hj given the word wj and the sequences of the 3j−1
grams hj−2
, hjj−1 and hj+1
.
j
Pj

3 Conclusions and future work
We have presented the Latent Words Language
Model and shown that this model partially solves
the sparseness problem posed by traditional ngram models, resulting in a maximum improvement on state-of-the-art language models of
12.40%. Furthermore, informal evaluation revealed that the learned similarities represent to a
high degree the meaning of the word, retrieving
synonyms and closely related words. In the future we would like to perform a formal analysis of
these possibilities, employing the model for word
sense disambiguation, semantic role annotation or
named entity recognition.

We select a new value for the hidden variable according to this distribution and place it at position
τ +1
j in Htrain
. The current estimate for all other unobserved words remains the same. We perform a
large number of sampling iterations and save the
values of the unobserved variables at specified intervals. The collection of saved samples is then
used to construct the final model.
2.3

EnWiki
160.83
149.21
148.12
143.20
142.09
134.68

Table 1 gives the perplexity results of the
LWLM on three different corpora. We compared our method with interpolated Kneser-Ney
smoothing (IKN) and with fullibmpredict (IBM)3 ,
the best class based language model described
in (Goodman, 2001). The different parameters
for every model (discount factors, interpolation
weight, number of classes, ...) were optimized on
the held-out set for every data set separately.
We see that the LWLM performs significantly
better than both other models, with a maximum
improvement of 12.40% (on Reuters, using 3gram counts) on Interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing. The smallest improvement on this model was
5.87%, on EnWiki using 4-grams.

τ
c+2
c=j−2 P (hc |γ)
P
j
c+2
τ
τ
hj P (wj |hj )
c=j−2 P (hc |γ)

P

APNews
132.99
125.65
116.65
117.78
112.15
103.62

Table 1: Results in terms of perplexity of different
language models. See text for details.

j−1
P τ (hj |wj , hj−2
, hj+2
j+1 , γ) =

P τ (wj |hj )

Reuters
113.15
108.38
99.12
102.08
102.91
93.65

Evaluation

We perform experiments on three different corpora: the Reuters1 and APNews2 corpora consist
of short news texts distributed by respectively the
Reuters and the Associated Press news agencies.
The EnWiki corpus consists of the first 500 articles
from the English Wikipedia. For every corpus we
used 5M words for training, 100K words as heldout data for the optimization of various parameters
and 100K for testing.
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see http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources
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Both models are implemented by the authors, based on
(Goodman, 2001)
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ℓ(pt , xt ) = − log pt (xt ). In the full paper we
show how to turn any prediction strategy for log
loss that satisfies certain weak requirements, into
a strategy for arbitrary mixable loss.
The goal is to minimise the difference between
our cumulative loss and some reference scheme.
For this reference there are several options; we
may, for example, compare ourselves to the cumulative loss of the best expert in hindsight. A
more ambitious reference scheme was proposed
by Yoav Freund in 2000.

Abstract
A problem posed by Freund is how to efficiently track a small pool of experts out
of a much larger set. This problem was
solved when Bousquet and Warmuth introduced their mixing past posteriors (MPP)
algorithm in 2001.
In Freund’s problem the experts would
normally be considered black boxes.
However, in this paper we re-examine
Freund’s problem in case the experts have
internal structure that enables them to
learn. In this case the problem has two
possible interpretations: should the experts learn from all data or only from
the subsequence on which they are being
tracked? The MPP algorithm solves the
first case. We generalise MPP to address
the second option. Our results apply to any
expert structure that can be formalised using (expert) hidden Markov models. Curiously enough, for our interpretation there
are two natural reference schemes: freezing and sleeping. For each scheme, we
provide an efficient prediction strategy and
prove the relevant loss bound.

Freund’s Problem Freund asked for an efficient
prediction strategy that suffers low additional loss
compared to the following reference scheme:
(a) Partition the data into several subsequences.
(b) Select an expert for each subsequence.
(c) Sum the loss of the selected experts on their
subsequences.
In 2001, Freund’s problem was solved by Bousquet and Warmuth (2002), who developed the efficient mixing past posteriors (MPP) algorithm. To
state its loss bound, we need the following notation. If members of a family C are pairwise disjoint and together cover {1, . . . , T }, then we call
C a partition. For any cell C = {i1 , . . . , ik } ∈ C
we write xC for the subsequence xi1 , . . . , xik .

1 Introduction

Theorem 1 (Bousquet and Warmuth 2002, Theorem 7). For any mixing scheme β, data x1:T , expert predictions and partition C
X
ℓ(MPP, x1:T ) ≤
ℓ(BAYES , xC ) − ln β(C).

Freund’s problem arises in the context of prediction with expert advice (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi,
2006). In this setting a sequence of outcomes
x1:T = x1 , . . . , xT needs to be predicted, one
outcome at a time. Thus, prediction proceeds in
rounds: in each round t we first consult a set of
experts, who give us their predictions. Then we
make our own prediction pt and incur some loss
ℓ(pt , xt ) based on the discrepancy between this
prediction and the actual outcome. Here predictions are probability distributions on a single outcome, and we restrict attention to the log loss

C∈C

For each cell C, ℓ(BAYES , xC ) denotes the loss
of the Bayesian mixture of experts on the subsequence xC in isolation, which is close to the loss
of the best expert for that subsequence.
The additional overhead − ln β(C) is related to
the number of bits required to encode the reference partition C. Multiple mixing schemes are
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Figure 1 Estimated probability of a one

Structured Experts We solve Freund’s problem under the interpretation that experts only observe the subsequence on which they are evaluated. This requires knowledge about the experts’ internal structure. We therefore represent a
learning expert as an expert hidden Markov model
(EHMM), which is an HMM in which the production probabilities are determined by the advice of
simpler experts. Many adaptive prediction strategies (i.e. learning experts) from the literature can
be represented as efficient EHMMs (Koolen and
de Rooij, 2008).

1
0.5
all data
2 subseqs
0
1...1

0...0

1...1

possible. For an extensive discussion see (Bousquet and Warmuth, 2002). This seems to settle
Freund’s problem, but does it really?
The Loss of an Expert on a Subsequence In
our view Freund’s problem has two possible interpretations, which differ most clearly for learning
experts. Namely, to measure the predictive performance of an expert on a subsequence, do we show
her the data outside her subsequence or not? An
expert that sees all outcomes will track the global
properties of the data. This is (implicitly) the case
for mixing past posteriors. But an expert that only
observes the subsequence that she has to predict
might see and thus exploit its local structure, resulting in decreased loss. The more the characteristics of the subsequences differ, the greater the
gain. Let us illustrate this by an example.

Sleeping or Freezing There are two ways to
evaluate the performance of a learning expert H on
a subsequence xC in isolation: freezing (HfrC ) and
sleeping (Hsl
C ). To illustrate the difference, imagine a sequence x1:T of images shown on a television screen. Suppose we ask H to predict the subsequence xC of images belonging to our favourite
show. We want to freeze H during commercial
breaks: HfrC simply ignores them and continues
predicting the show where it left off. We want to
put H to sleep when we zap to another channel: Hsl
C
knows the time and, after we zap back, predicts the
show as it has advanced.
EPP We introduce an efficient prediction
strategy, called evolving past posteriors, that
generalises MPP. Its two variants EPPfr and
EPPsl achieve small additional loss compared to
Freund’s scheme for freezing and sleeping:
Theorem 2. Let f/s denote either fr or sl. For any
learning expert H in EHMM form, mixing scheme
β, data x1:T , expert predictions and partition C
X
ℓ(EPP f/s, x1:T ) ≤
ℓ(Hf/s
C , xC ) − ln β(C).

Ambiguity Example The data consist of a block
of ones, followed by a block of zeros, again followed by a block of ones. In Figure 1 we compare
two partitions. Either we put all data into a single
cell, or we split the data into the subsequence of
ones and the subsequence of zeroes. Our expert
predicts the probability of a one using Laplace’s
rule of succession, i.e. she learns the frequency of
ones in the data that she observes (Cesa-Bianchi
and Lugosi, 2006). Note that one learning expert
suffices, as we can select (a separate copy of) her
for two subsequences.
When learning on all data, the subsequences interfere with each other and the expert’s predictions
on block two and three track the global frequency.
If the subsequences are separated, the expert’s predictions converge quickly to the local frequencies
(one and zero).
This shows that the predictive performance of a
learning expert on a subsequence in isolation can
be dramatically higher than that on the same sequence in the context of all data. This behaviour
is typical: on all data a learning expert will learn
the average, global pattern, while on a well-chosen
subsequence she can zoom in on local structure.

C∈C
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1

Introduction: the LARS algorithm

practical algorithm that computes the solution of
this minimization problem for all λ ∈ [0, +∞).
The idea of this algorithm is very simple: it begins with λ = +∞, for which the solution of (1)
is wj = 0, ∀j. Then, iteratively, the LARS computes an update of λ at which one term is added
or removed to the expansion. The iterations go
on until λ becomes null, or we stop the iterates for
some reason, such as monitoring the error with a
test set. The use of kernels in the LARS is due to
(Guigue et al., 2005), and named the “kernel basis
pursuit”.
The LARS is then a very nice algorithm once
a good set of features φj is available. For constructing features, the usual approach is to use a
kernel, but this means setting its parameters. In
the Gaussian kernel mentioned above, σ has to be
tuned. We may also consider more general Gaussian kernel in the form of a multivariate GausT
−1
sian e−||x−c|| M ||x−c|| where c ∈ D is a center, and M is a covariance matrix. We end-up
with P + P 2 parameters to tune... The common
practice is to use different parametrizations of a
given kernel, and let LARS choose the best ones.
However, this multiplies the number of features to
consider, while keeping the risk that none of the
used parametrizations actually optimal. Ideally,
we would like that the parametrization of the kernels is done while solving the LASSO problem:
this is exactly what our algorithm, named ECON,
does.

We consider supervised learning problems, mostly
regression but also classification problems. We are
given a set of examples X ≡ {(xi , yi )i∈{1,...N } },
with xi ∈ D ⊂ RP , and the label yi ∈ R for
regression, and yi belongs to some finite set of labels for classification. We assume that there exists some unknown function f : RP → R from
which y is a noisy realization, and yi ≡ y(xi ).
In this context, we wish to predict as accurately
as possible f (x) for any x ∈ D, in the sense that
E[(y(x)−f (x))2 ] is minimized, where E denotes
the expectation operator. To deal with this problem, the basic idea is to define a functional space
F in which we look for some “best” approximation fˆ of f . Please note that we do not know f ,
nor do we assume that f ∈ F.
Many methods have been proposed to solve
these supervised learning problems (see for instance (Hastie et al., 2001)). In this work, we
favor kernel
P methods. In these methods, we set
F ≡ { j wj φj }, where φj : D → R and
wj ∈ R. The features φj are generally defined
in terms of a kernel function k : D × D → R,
and then φj (x) ≡ k(xj , x), where xj ∈ X . A
very common example of a k is a Gaussian ker||xj −x||2
2

nel: k(xj , x) = e− σ2 , but many other kernel
functions are used in the litterature.
So, fˆ ∈ F is searched so as to have a maximal
accuracy measured
by way of the empirical error:
P
Eemp ≡ N1 i (yi − fˆ(xi ))2 . Merely minimizing
Eemp leads to overfitting. To avoid this problem,
we use a regularization term. For this, the l1 -norm
of fˆ has become very popular since it leads to
very sparse estimators. So, we end-up with minimizing the following function (named
Pthe LASSO
problem, eq. (1)): ζ ≡ Eemp + λ j |wj |, with
λ an extra parameter to set that balances the accuracy of the estimator fˆ and its sparsity. (Efron et
al., 2004) introduced the LARS, an efficient, and

2

ECON

Once the LARS algorithm is known, the idea of
ECON is very simple. To determine the next value
of λ to consider, and then, the next features to
add, or remove, an optimization problem is solved
to search for the feature which is most correlated
with the current residual. In the LARS, this is done
by exhaustively testing each possible feature; this
obviously means that the number of such features
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tions, and various UCI regression problems, we
notice that the regressor that is found by ECON
is very accurate, and that it is very sparse; it is
often sparser than those reported in (Roth, 2004),
namely SVM, Relevant Vector Machines, and
Roth’s Generalized LASSO algorithm which do
not tune automatically the kernel parameters.

must be finite, and even, must not be too large.
In ECON, we consider functional features, in
which the parameters are not fixed, but let free.
Then, exactly as in the LARS, at each iteration,
we search for the best feature to add to the expansion by solving an optimization problem; but,
the difference is that we have to optimize the parameters too. Since the optimization problem has
no analytical solution, we use a global optimization algorithm to solve this problem and select the
best feature, along with its best parametrization. A
caveat of this approach is that the parametrization
that is found is not guaranteed to be a global optimum, nor even a local optimum; still, we know
that the point that is found is close to a local optimum. However, we have various reasons to believe that our procedure is rather sound and, to the
least, better than currently available algorithms.
Indeed, ECON adjusts the kernels, may be not optimally, but optimizes them somehow, while common algorithm use only fixedly parametrized kernels. More information may be found in (Loth and
Preux, 2009).

3

4

Conclusion

We have briefly presented a new algorithm named
ECON, aimed at performing supervised learning.
ECON is based on the LARS and the idea of l1
regularization; in contrast to the LARS, ECON has
the unique feature that it has no parameter to tune
by hand, which makes it very appealing to obtain
excellent regressors, without the burden of tedious
hand-tuning. As far as we are aware of, ECON is
the only algorithm in the LARS family that performs automatic kernel parameter tuning.
We think three qualities of ECON are particularly worthwhile. First, once the kernel has been
chosen, the user has nothing to tune by hand;
the optimization is totally automatic. Second,
based on LARS, ECON computes the regularization path, letting the user select the best model after the optimization, rather than beforehand; so the
user gets a whole family of models, from the simplest to more complex ones. Third, the estimator
being a weighted sum of features, we can exploit
this to get a better understanding of the structure
of the problem: in which regions of the domains
are features located? with which weight? These
are information that can be probably usefully exploited by a decision maker.

Experiments

With this kind of algorithms, formal proofs of efficiency or improvement over other algorithms is
not possible, so we have to experiment with it.
We
have
performed
experiments
using
toy,
but standard,
problems
to
assess various
aspects
of
ECON, as well as standard benchmarks of the
UCI: the datasets we used are typically made of
a few thousands points, and up to 32 dimensions.
On regression problems, ECON demonstrates
state of the art performance. To illustrate the
performances, this figure shows the prediction obtained on the cos (exp 4x) function. The fit is very
good and this demonstrates that ECON is able to
choose different and relevant parametrizations of
a kernel, to deal with the varying widths of the
wiggles of the function. Here, we use Gaussian
kernels which free parameters are: the center, and
a diagonal covariance matrix, thus 2P parameters
are fit.
On other datasets, such as Friedman’s func1.5
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Abstract

method is used. It could be said that Neville et al.
map the hybrid clustering task onto graph clustering, whereas here it is mapped onto standard clustering.

We consider the problem of clustering elements that have both content and relational information (e.g. Web-pages, scientific papers, etc.). Standard clustering methods use content information only,
while graph clustering methods are usually based on the graph structure. Relatively recently, researchers have proposed
to combine both types of information. In
this paper we propose a simple, yet hitherto unexplored, method to insert the relational information into standard clustering
methods.

1

2

The Method

The elements to be clustered are the set V with
|V | = n and vi ∈ V where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For this set
two n × n matrices can be created: S and W . S is
the matrix where each element sij is the similarity
between vi and vj . W is the matrix where each
element wij is the weight of the edge between vi
and vj in the graph describing the relational information. When there is no edge, the weight is 0.
A special case is when the edges are unweighted,
then every element wij is either 0 or 1. An element
vi is considered a neighbour of vj when wij > 0.
Standard clustering would use the values in S. Instead of S a new matrix M is created by:
(1)
mij = c1 · sij + c2 · asnij
where c1 and c2 are constants defining the ratio
between the two factors Sij and asnij which are
respectively the similarity and the average similarity of the neighbours between vi and vj . This
asn can be seen as the average of the similarities
between vi and all neighbours of vj and the similarities between vj and all neighbours of vi . Since
this can be calculated in two ways, two types of
asn are distinguished: asnI and asnII:

Introduction

Clustering is an important task in machine learning. Two different types of clustering are distinguished. The first is standard clustering where
items are grouped in the same cluster when their
content has a high similarity. The second is graph
clustering where a graph is divided into subgraphs
so that the nodes in a subgraph are highly connected but there are as little as possible connections between different subgraphs. The question
raises how these two types of information can be
combined to improve clustering methods for appropriate data sets, i.e. data sets that have both
content and relational information.
Neville et al. (2003) discuss this problem and a
number of solutions. In the combined method they
propose they take the structure of the graph describing the relational information and the edges
in this graph are given weights that correspond to
the similarity between the nodes they connect and
then a graph clustering method is applied to them.
Neville et al. compare different graph clustering
methods.
In this work an opposite direction is used. Here
the relational information is inserted into the similarity function, after which a standard clustering

asnIij =

Pn

1
asnIIij = ·
2

P

· wkj + nk=1 sjk · wki
Pn
(2)
k=1 (wkj + wki )

k=1 sik

!
Pn
Pn
k=1 sik · wkj
k=1 sjk · wki
Pn
+ Pn
k=1 wkj

k=1 wki

(3)
Both equations consist of two parts. One part is the
average similarity between vi and the neighbours
of vj and the other part is the average similarity between vj and all neighbours of vi . The difference
between the two equations is in the way how they
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calculate the final value as an average of the two
parts. asnI calculates this final score while using
the ratio of the total weight of the edges between
one element and its neighbours while asnII calculates this final score without regarding this ratio.
After the new matrix M is created, these altered
similarities can be used in a standard clustering
method. In this way existing standard clustering
methods can be enhanced as to include also relational information.

cation. This means that it is not suited for very
large data sets since then it will take too much
time to calculate M . On the brighter side will this
procedure in practice only be used on very sparse
graphs, which limits the effect of this problem.
Another problem of using this procedure on a very
large data set is the fact that the size of the matrices that need to be in the computers memory will
become fairly large. This will at some point limit
the size of the data set.

3

4

3.1

Expectations

While the first results are promising, still a lot of
research needs to be done. Concerning the accuracy of the performance of the procedure, it should
be tested on other data sets and for other clustering methods. Also the results need to be compared
with the solution of Neville et al. and there are several aspects of this procedure that can be analysed
better. These are, for example: ‘What ratio between c1 and c2 is best?’, ‘Which is better: asnI
or asnII?’, ‘Would it be wise to also include the
neighbours of the neighbours?’, etc.
Besides the accuracy, also subjects as efficiency
and scalability should be tested more extensively.
Finally, it can be very interesting to research if this
procedure can also be used to enhance data mining methods for classification. In principle any
distance-based method should be able to exploit
the proposed procedure.

First Results

For this method already some first experiments
have been performed. For this, subsets of the Cora
data set (McCallum et al., 2000) were used. This is
a big data set with scientific papers, including their
abstracts and the citation graph, which are divided
in several classifications based on their subject.
The abstracts were used to compare the content
of the papers. The citation graph, where an edge
between two papers is inserted when one cites the
other, is used for the relational information. First
experiments on this data set show a small but significant improvement when the relational information is inserted in the clustering method.
3.2

Future Work

Advantages and Disadvantages

The big advantage of course is the fact that it allows standard clustering methods to include previously unusable information. This extra information can improve the performance of the clustering
method. Another advantage is the fact that it can
be used on a variety of already existing standard
clustering methods.
Unfortunately this method also has its disadvantages. The first is the fact that the elements loose
their location. For instance, in K-means clustering
(Steinhaus, 1956) all elements are given a location in a highly dimensional vector-space, which
is very important for a proper working. With
the proposed procedure the location is lost, hence
makes it impossible to use K-means. This problem
may be solved by using multi-dimensional scaling.
Given the new distances, it relocates the elements
of the data set. These new locations could be used
by K-means. Whether this solution actually enables a accurate use of the K-means algorithm still
needs to be researched.
The second disadvantage is the fact that this procedure has the same complexity as matrix multipli-
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11-14 years old) mentions two important learning steps: a) the learning of a concept in relation
with others (e.g. learn about the public/private
role considering particular roles) and b) the understanding of a concept in different periods of
time. 3) The teacher asks the pupils to group
concepts according to their similarities. Students
could receive combinations of roles and be asked
to assign a meaning to these combinations.
Given the problem, I have to answer two questions: 1) How can machine learning techniques
be used to help the teacher in the selection of
examples? 2) What roles associations to suggest
to the student? I think that data mining is suitable
to do this for two reasons: first of all it selects
similarities between concepts representing roles;
second, I observed that it reflects the contexts
changes (conceptual changes over time).
In order to start answering the above questions, I looked for corpora that reflect semantic
relationships between the concepts of interest.
For this purpose I analyzed two collections of
text documents, using two data mining methods:
latent semantic indexing (LSI) - to consider similarities between concepts - and the APRIORI
algorithm - to detect the contexts for these concepts. I describe shortly the resources, the methods and some conclusions, then future plans.

Abstract
This paper presents the current stage of my
PhD research focused on the use of machine
learning in supporting the human learn from
examples. I present here an approach to answer how some concepts change their contexts
in time, using two techniques suitable for indexing and data mining: latent semantic indexing (LSI) and the APRIORI algorithm.

1

Credits

This work is sustained by the educational project
SILVER, which has as purpose to use images
and build technologies that will help pupils learn
from examples. The project provides access to a
large annotated collection of images, the
Bridgeman Art Library of London1, from which
can be selected the words representing the concepts of interest in the human learning process.

2

Introduction

In this paper I present how data mining techniques can be applied to help teachers select examples relevant for a given topic. The human
learning process considered here contains three
steps: 1) The teacher defines a topic and selects a
target concept (concept to be learned during the
lesson). For instance, in teaching about citizenship topic, teachers might need to underline the
concept of women's public/private roles in the
society. These roles represent changing concepts,
i.e. they have different roles associated to them,
roles like governess and mother. 2) Then the
teacher selects the concepts that reflect the target
concept (a descriptive vocabulary is introduced).
I am interested to use machine learning to suggest similarities among concepts, because the
learning curricula for the key-stage 3 (pupils of
1

3

Case study

I built a case study with the objective to investigate the changes of women roles, wrt. other
roles, between the Victorian period and present. I
used two datasets (see table 1) with texts extracted from two collections of online-accessible
documents. They are: 1) texts from the Victorian
Women Writers Project (contains transcriptions
of works of British women writers from the 19th
century, where roles begin to change; 2) a selection of articles from the Guardian, browsing for
texts that contain the concepts of interest.

http://www.bridgemaneducation.com
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Collection

Size

From pairs changes I can deduce the
changes of concepts. These examples of
changes will be brought to the students and
they will be asked to reason about these temporal conceptual changes.

Period

VWWP

184 files

19th century

Guardian

312 files

21th century

Table 1. Resources used
Both datasets were selected so that the texts
describe 15 roles women played in the Victorian
period. The 15 roles were selected by teachers
within the SILVER project. By thus, considered
roles don’t include modern roles, such as pilot.
With the built resources I made two experiments in order to understand how to associate
roles. For the experiments I used existing implementations of LSI and the ARIORI algorithm.
3.1

3.2. Building contexts using APRIORI
I created association rules to build contexts of the
changing concepts (a context is a rule for cooccurrences of terms) using the APRIORI algorithm (Bodon, 2003). Item-sets considered here
contain codifications of text documents; a document is codified by the indexes of concepts that
occur in it. The set of rules being too large, I
considered the minimization of rules which was
not very interesting for this case. I will have to
look for a strategy to compare the rules extracted
from the two sources in order to understand the
temporal changes.

Using LSI to differentiate among terms

Latent semantic indexing method (LSI) determines the concepts statistically using the singular
value decomposition (SVD) method for decomposing words across documents (Berry et al.
1995). I used the cosine values to compute the
conceptual indexes for the two datasets. I used
the R implementation of the LSI (Wild, 2009).
Out of the 15 concepts (roles), I created 105
pairs of concepts to characterize inter-concepts
relationships. Relationships were measured as
cosine similarities values of the pairs wrt. the
corpora of the two periods. Results are shown in
figure1. The X axis represents the pairs, while
the Y axis represents cosine values for each pair.

4

Future work

I will have to introduce the extracted information
in the learning scenario in two ways: 1) associating images to distinct periods, according to their
current annotations, 2) suggesting annotations to
images as associations of roles according to the
period of the images. I will also have to evaluate
the learning process by means of questionnaires.
I hope that my approach will support pupils learn
concepts from images.
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Figure 1: Terms similarities for the two datasets
I observed that that some roles associations
seem to vanish in time (disappear or loose importance in documents from a different time period,
such as combinations of nursemaid).
According to the cosine values in both periods, there are four possible situations: some
roles keep a significant low value (L), or on the
contrary a non-interesting high value (H), or they
modify their values from one source to the other
(examples of changes are shown in table 2).
Roles pairs
(doctor, officer)
(nursemaid,scholar)
(mayor, officer)
(officer, scholar)

S1
0.37
0.73
0.75
0.36

S2
0.92
0
0.76
0.46

Bodon, Ferenc. 2003. A fast APRIORI implementation. Proceedings of the ICDM 2003 Workshop on
Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations, 19
December 2003, Melbourne, Florida, USA
The Guardian (consulted in 2009). http://browse.
guardian.co.uk
Victorian Women Writers Project (consulted in 2009).
http://www.indiana.edu/~letrs/vwwp/

Change
LH
HL
HH
HL

Wild Fridolin. 2009. Latent Semantic Analysis. Package LSA. CRAN repository: http://cran.at.rproject.org/web/packages/LSI/index.html

Table 2: Example of roles changes
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good transliteration performance. HMMs, however, have restrictions associated with transition
and observation parameter independence assumptions that make it difficult to improve machine transliteration performance. More relatively complex DBN models have been exploited
before to explore large model spaces for estimating word similarity (Filali and Bilmes, 2005),
and have been found to produce better results,
although at the expense of computational complexity. DBN models such as those in (Filali and
Bilmes, 2005) are used to easily model context
and memory issues that are also very important
for machine transliteration (Oh and Choi, 2005).

Abstract
This paper proposes an evaluation of
DBN models so as to identify DBN configurations that can improve machine
transliteration accuracy.

1

Introduction

Machine transliteration is the automatic conversion of a word written in one writing system to
another writing system while ensuring that the
pronunciation is as close as possible to the original word. For example, using the Cyrillic Translit1 converter, the entity name “Groningen” in
English is converted to “Гронинген” in Russian. Machine Transliteration is important in various cross-language applications including Machine Translation (MT), Cross Language Information Extraction (CLIE) and Cross Language
Information Retrieval (CLIR). Based on the units
used for transliteration, four models have been
proposed for machine transliteration (Oh et al.,
2006): grapheme-based, phoneme-based, hybrid,
and correspondence-based transliteration models.
Different types of techniques have been developed by several researchers under these models
aimed at improving machine transliteration performance. One framework that has scarcely been
evaluated for machine transliteration is that of
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs). DBNs are
an extension of Bayesian Networks that are used
to model sequential or temporal information.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are considered
the simplest of DBNs and have been successfully
applied in various Natural Language Processing
(NLP) applications. Classic HMM-based models
have been used for machine transliteration with

Preliminary results from application of a specific
type of DBN models called pair Hidden Markov
Models (pair HMMs) (figure 1) on transliteration
discovery between English and Russian datasets
show promising precision values ranging from
0.80 to 0.86. Currently, we are investigating performance in a transliteration generation task that
uses the parameters that have been learned for a
pair HMM. The particular pair HMM being investigated has been adapted from previous work
on word similarity estimation (Mackay and Kondrak, 2005; Wieling et al., 2007). Pair HMMs,
however, retain most of the restrictions associated with the classic HMM based models making it difficult to improve performance in transliteration tasks. The next step is to investigate other DBN models such as those introduced in (Filali and Bilmes, 2005) and new DBN models from
this research with the aim of distinguishing
DBNs that can improve machine transliteration
accuracy while being computationally feasible.

2

Transliteration generation problem

There are two types of transliteration that can be
used when transliterating between two languages: Forward transliteration where a word in a

1

The Cyrillic Translit converter is a web-based transliteration utility that can be accessed online at http://translit.cc/
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source language is transformed into target language approximations; and backward transliteration, where target language approximations are
transformed back to the original source language.
In either direction, the transliteration generation
task is to take a character string in one language
as input and automatically generate a character
string in the other language as output. Most of
the approaches to automatic transliteration generation involve segmentation of the source string
into transliteration units; and associating the
source language transliteration units with units in
the target language by resolving different combinations of alignments and unit mappings (Haizhou et al., 2004). The transliteration units may
comprise of a phonetic representation, a Romanized representation, or can be symbols or a
combination of symbols in their original writing
system.
3

Application of DBN models for machine transliteration

DBNs have several advantages when applied to
the task of generating transliterations. One major
advantage is that, complex dependencies associated with different factors such as context,
memory and position in strings involved in a
transliteration process can be captured.
The challenge then, is to specify DBN models
that naturally represent the transliteration generation task while addressing some of the factors
above. One suitable approach for the transliteration generation problem that is adapted from
previous work is based on estimating string edit
distance through learned edit costs (Mackay and
Kondrak, 2005; Filali and Bilmes, 2005). The
edit costs are associated with string edit operations that are used in converting a source language string (S) to a target language string (T).
The edit operations specifically include: substitution (M) (replacing a symbol in S with a symbol
in T), insertion (I) (matching a symbol in T
against a gap in S), and deletion (D) (matching a
symbol in S against a gap in T). Figure 1, illustrates these concepts for the case of a pair HMM
for an alignment between the English name “Peter” (Roman alphabet) and its Russian counterpart “Пётр” (Cyrillic) through a sequence of edit
operations and symbol emissions. As is the case
in (Filali and Bilmes, 2005), it is quite natural to
construct DBN models representing additional
dependencies in the data which are aimed at incorporating more analytical information. Given a
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Figure 1: pair-HMM alignment for converting an
English string “Peter” to a Russian string “Пётр”

DBN model, inference and learning will involve
computing posterior distributions over hidden
variables (in the case of transliteration these can
be edit operations) given the observed sequences.
Fortunately, there exist efficient, generic exact or
approximate algorithms that can be adopted for
inference and learning a given DBN. By investigating various configurations of DBNs, we hope
to provide a more concrete evaluation of applying DBN models for machine transliteration
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1

Introduction

Probabilistic Logic Learning (PLL) is an emerging subfield of machine learning, which combines
probability and logic with learning. Efficient inference is crucial to the success of PLL and required
for developing fast parameter and structure learning algorithms in this setting (see, e.g., Meert et al.
(2008)). In this paper, we present an experimental
comparison of different inference algorithms for
Causal Probabilistic Logic (CP-logic), which is a
probabilistic logic that has been designed to model
causal processes (Vennekens et al., 2006).
A CP-logic model or CP-logic theory (CPtheory) is a set of events in which each event is
represented as a rule of the following form:
(h1 : α1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ (hn : αn ) ← b1 , . . . , bm .
with hi atoms, bi literals, and αi causal probabiliP
ties; αi ∈ [0, 1], αi ≤ 1. We call the set of all
(hi : αi ) the head of the event, and the conjunction of literals bi the body. If the body of a CPevent evaluates to true, then the event will happen
and cause at most one of the head atoms to become true; the probability that the event causes hi
is given by αi .
CP-logic is closely related to other probabilistic
logics such as Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs),
Programming in Statistical Modelling (PRISM),
Independent Choice Logic (ICL), and ProbLog
(Meert et al. (2008) present a comparison).

2

Inference Methods

Since CP-logic was introduced, several inference
methods have been proposed for (a subset of) CPlogic. In what follows, we describe these methods
on a high level.
Variable Elimination (VE) Meert et al. (2008)
define a transformation that can transform any
acyclic CP-theory with a finite Herbrand universe into an equivalent Bayesian network (EBN).

Based on this transformation, CP-theory inference can be performed by applying the transformation on the given CP-theory and then running a
Bayesian network (BN) inference algorithm, such
as VE, on the resulting EBN. This approach, however, often results in suboptimal inference because
the CPTs of the EBN contain redundant information (the CPTs may have many identical columns).
Contextual Variable Elimination (CVE) CVE
(Poole and Zhang, 2003) is a BN inference algorithm that exploits contextual independence to
speed up inference. CVE represents the joint probability distribution as a set of confactors (VE uses
traditional factors). This confactor representation
can be more compact if the CPTs of the BN contain redundant information. We have extended the
CVE algorithm, among others, with the possibility
to express disjunction in the contexts of the confactors.
A second approach to CP-theory inference is to
transform the theory to a confactor representation
and then run CVE on this representation. This may
result in faster inference than the VE approach because of the more compact representation. Our
transformation produces confactors with disjunctions in the contexts and includes several optimizations, among others, to efficiently represent sets of
CP-events with mutually exclusive bodies.
ProbLog ProbLog (Kimmig et al., 2008) is a
state-of-the-art probabilistic logic programming
language that can serve as a target language to
which other probabilistic logics can be compiled.
In particular, acyclic CP-theories without negation
can be translated into ProbLog.
ProbLog’s inference engine works as follows.
Given a query, it first computes all proofs of the
query and collects these in a DNF formula. Next,
it converts this formula into a binary decision diagram (BDD). Relying on this BDD representation,
ProbLog then computes the query’s probability in
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In experiment (a), ProbLog is the fastest method
for large theories. cplint is slower, possibly because it uses a different BDD encoding. VE
and CVE are slower partly because they perform
computations that are symmetrical with respect to
negation; during the computation they keep track
of the possibility that an atom is true and the possibility that it is false.
In experiment (b), ProbLog is excluded since it
does not support negation. VE and CVE are faster
than cplint in this case because of the complexity
of cplint’s method for handling negation. CVE is
also faster than VE. This is due to CVE’s more efficient representation and its optimization for handling theories with mutually exclusive bodies.
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(b) CP-Theories: Growing Body with Negation
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Figure 1: Experimental results.
one bottom-up pass through the BDD (using dynamic programming).
cplint Inspired by ProbLog, Riguzzi (2007) proposes cplint, which is a CP-theory inference system that makes use of BDDs in a similar way as
ProbLog. There are two main differences with
the transformation to ProbLog. First, cplint uses
a different encoding to represent which head atom
is caused by a CP-event. Second, cplint includes
support for negation. When it encounters a negative body literal ¬a in a proof, it computes all
proofs for a. Next, it searches all possible ways
that these proofs can fail and includes for each
possibility a disjunct in the DNF formula. As there
can be many such disjuncts, this can be computationally expensive.

3

Results

We evaluate the inference methods on the task
of inferring the marginal distribution of one designated variable in two artificially generated CPtheories (of varying complexity). We always select the variable with the highest inference cost
and do not include any evidence (i.e., we consider
the most difficult case). Fig. 1 presents the results.
The first experiment (a) focuses on the disjunct in
the head of a CP-event and the second one (b) on
negation in the body of a CP-event.
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First, we plan to incorporate (some of) the above
inference methods into CP-theory learning algorithms. Second, we would like to investigate lifted
inference for CP-theories, i.e., inference for firstorder CP-theories. Known lifted-inference methods employ VE; we will try to extend this to CVE.
A third item of interest is to investigate inference
and learning methods for cyclic CP-theories.
Acknowledgments: Institute for the Promotion
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Fund K.U.Leuven to JS. GOA/08/008 ‘Probabilistic Logic Learning’.
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2

Abstract
Constraint-based causal structure learning
algorithms rely on the faithfulness property. For faithfulness, all conditional independencies should come from the system’s causal structure. The problem is that
even for linear Gaussian models the property is not tenable. In this paper, we
identify 4 non-causal properties that generate conditional independencies and investigate whether they can be recognized by
patterns in the conditional independencies.

1

Introduction

Constraint-based algorithms for learning the
causal structure from data rely on quite heavy assumptions, such as faithfulness and the correctness
of independence tests. In contrast with the more
robust scoring-based algorithms which search for
the minimal model among all Bayesian networks,
the constraint-based algorithms rely on the conditional independencies that follow from the system’s causal structure, which is described by a
graph. They can be retrieved from it with the dseparation criterion. If all the conditional independencies found in the data can be retrieved from the
graph, the graph is called faithful to the data.
The faithfulness property is often criticized,
especially its validity. We will experimentally
show in the following section that, even for ‘nice’
linear Gaussian models, the assumption indeed
gets violated. Violation of faithfulness is regarded
as a measure zero event (Pearl, 2000). This is,
however, not true when working with real data.
Due to limited sample sizes, accidental correlations occur and dependencies get ‘weak’ such that
they are observed as independencies.

Violation of faithfulness

To illustrate how the faithfulness property gets
violated, simulations were performed on linear
Gaussian models. Experiments were performed
on 50 randomly selected graphs with 50 nodes and
50 edges. For each such graph, a random structural equation model was constructed by selecting edge coefficients uniformly from [0.5, 1.5] ∪
[−1.5, −0.5]. The standard deviation for the
Gaussian disturbance term of the equations was
selected uniformly from [0.01, 1]. The values of
input nodes are randomly chosen from [0, 1].
A random data set of 1000 cases was simulated for each of the models, to which the standard
constraint-based PC algorithm was applied with
depth 2 and significance level α = 0.05 for the independence test based on partial correlation. The
output graph was compared to the Markov equivalence pattern of the true DAG. The following table
shows the average number of errors.
Adjacency false negatives
6.36
Adjacency false positives
7.7
Arrowhead false negatives
1.9
Arrowhead false positives 16.34
(Ramsey et al., 2006) showed that the correctness of the PC algorithm relies on adjacency and
orientation faithfulness. We tested the validity
of both assumptions on the simulated data. The
following table shows that both assumptions do
not hold. Orientation faithfulness is tested for all
triples of nodes in which exactly 2 pairs are adjacent.
Violations of adjacency faithf.
6.36
50
Violations of orientation faithf. 43.86 92.9

3

Reasons of learning errors

In our attempt to find good explanations of the
non-causal conditional independencies, we investigated the errors of the PC algorithm and (a) tried
to identify a property of the model responsible for
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1. Undetectable weak edge: (a) is a direct
causal relation between 2 variables for which
the marginal dependency is not detected by
the independence test under the given sample size. (b) All influences through the causal
relation get undetected, as if the causal connection is not present. (c) It is undetectable
since the adjacent variables do not become
marginally dependent or when conditioned
on another variable. It is a strong violation of adjacency faithfulness which cannot
be solved.
2. Detectable weak edge: (a) the adjacent variables, say X and Y , are measured to be
marginally independent, but they become dependent when conditioned on another variable, say Z. Moreover, (b) we demand, for
consistency reasons, that all d-connected variables through X − Y become dependent
by conditioning on Z. It generates a violation of adjacency faithfulness and a violation
of orientation-faithfulness, see also (Ramsey
et al., 2006), (c) which is detectable, but
(d) independencies alone do not always provide enough information to identify the right
causal relations.
3. Accidental correlation: (a) a correlation between two variables is accidental, the variables are not causally connected in the model,
but (b) are qualified as being dependent, even
when conditioned on other variables. (c) An
accidental correlation cannot be detected by a
conditional independence test unless the significance level is increased.
4. Information equivalent variables: (a) two
variables X and Y contain the same information about another variable Z (Lemeire,
2007). This happens with deterministic variables, but also with quasi-deterministic variables. (b) D-separation tells us which conditional independencies follow from a deterministic relation (Geiger, 1990). (c) It is
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easily detected by a violation of the intersection condition: X Z , X⊥
⊥Z | Y and
Y⊥
⊥Z | X and (d) can be solved by comparing the complexity between the relations
X − Z and Y − Z (Lemeire, 2007).
2

the error. Then we looked for (b) a rule, like the
d-separation criterion, to infer the conditional independencies that are generated by the property.
Next, we investigated if (c) the property can be
detected in the data and if so, (d) whether the right
causal relations can be identified.
The following properties were identified:

With this, the following errors could be related
to one of the 4 above properties. The same simulations were made as in the previous section. The
first column gives the number of errors, the other
columns give the number of errors that can be explained by one of the 4 properties. The properties
are identified based on the true graph.
#
1
2
3
4
Adj. false neg. 6.4 0.28 0.5 0 2.9
Adj. false pos. 7.8
0
0 7.3 0
Arr. false neg. 2.1 0.06 0.1 0 0.9
Arr. false pos. 15
0
0 8.9 1.0
As shown in the table, accidental correlations and information equivalences are responsible for almost all false positive arrowheads. The
(in)dependencies they generate lead to false vstructures.

4

Conclusions

Faithfulness is violated by other than causal properties of the system under limited sample size.
We identified 4 properties that generate non-causal
conditional independencies. The goal is now to
detect these properties by patterns in the independencies and integrate them with Bayesian networks so that together they can explain the observed conditional independencies.
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Being able to understand complex dynamic
scenes of real-world activities from low-level sensor data is of central importance for truly intelligent systems. The main difficulty lies in the fact
that complex scenes are best described in highlevel, logical formalisms, whereas sensor data –
for example images derived from a video camera –
usually consists of many low-level, numerical and
presumably noisy feature values. In this work, we
consider the problem of learning high-level, logical descriptions of dynamic scenes based on only
the input video stream.
As an example, consider a surveillance camera in a metro station. Whereas the video data
will consist of many noisy images, a high-level
description of what is happening in a scene
could be representing that two persons have
been recognized, e.g. person1 and person2,
and that the first is walking towards the gate
(e.g.
walking(person1, direction : gate))
and that the second is sitting on the ground (e.g.
sitting(person2, floor)). Based on experience, and intelligent system could learn properties
of general scenes such as a situation is suspicious
if a person’s pattern of movement is substantially
different from average, goal-directed behavior.
In order to learn such general patterns, two important problems must be tackled, and their solutions combined. The first is obtaining high-level,
logical representations from video data. While this
problem has been approached in other work, e.g.
(Tran and Davis, 2008; Needham et al., 2005), it
is a difficult problem, and there is no single best
way towards the solution. The second problem is
to learn logical models of dynamic scenes. Due
to the severe uncertainty that is present in video
streams, purely logical rules will often be insufficient for this task. Consequently, we will use
probabilistic logic learning techniques that combine logical representations, probability and learning (De Raedt, 2008). Learning about dynamic ac-

tivities and events opens new research directions,
given that most (probabilistic) logical machine
learning techniques only work for static problems.
The dynamics of an activity can be described in a
natural way using sequences. Some work on relational sequence learning, where simple sequences
of relational atoms are employed (Kersting et al.,
2008), and only a few algorithms for more complex sequences of relational interpretations (i.e.
sets of relational atoms) currently exist (Thon et
al., 2008).

Learning about table-top and card games
An interesting application of this new setting
is that of social-interaction scenarios, such as
card and board games. Games are governed by
rich protocols and contain many complex spatiotemporal properties, yet they contain relatively
small numbers of a priori known objects which
makes the recognition task easier. Their complexity can be easily increased by adding new
actions and objects or by varying stochastic aspects. These properties render such games very
suitable for controlled experiments. For example, in a simple logical machine learning setting
(Needham et al., 2005) induce simple deterministic game protocols using relational sequences obtained through video and audio in an unsupervised
manner. (Needham et al., 2008) investigate the
inductive learning of spatial attention from visual
observation sequences in a relational form. However, representing video data using probabilistic
relational sequences seems a more natural way to
incorporate sensor information in real-world tasks.
It allows to work with structured terms, but in addition it captures the inherent uncertainty of object
detection.
In a first phase, side-stepping the difficult tasks
of applying attention mechanisms, feature extraction and analysis, we use markers for object recognition. Each object can be marked using different
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tags that are provided a priori. Thus, instead of
doing complex object recognition, we can analyze
scenes by looking for known tags. This enables us
to focus on the task of learning dynamic models
first. The need for tags will be removed in a subsequent step, when we recognize objects through
lower-level features such as shape, color and orientation. We use the ART OOL K IT framework
(Kato et al., ) to generate and recognize markers.
Cards have two tags; one for color, and one for
their number (or some special symbol).
In addition to the probabilistic aspects of the
card games themselves (e.g. uncertainty about
possible outcomes of play), our setup preserves
the uncertainty over observations, introduced by
tag recognition. Even though we have simplified the recognition task, tags are only recognized
with limited confidence, due to noisy recognition, lighting conditions, etc. Thus, learning examples in our setting have probabilistic aspects.
For example, an UNO card may be recognized
as (green(0.78), nine(0.55)) where the attached
numbers express that confidence that these tags
were recognized. Such probabilistic examples
have, until now, only been considered in a biological setting (Chen et al., 2008), but in general, it
defines a new probabilistic logic learning setting,
and may open up new possibilities.
There are several learning tasks that can be
identified when learning from sequences. One obvious task in games domain is to learn strategies
for actually playing the game. While there are
many techniques available to do so (van Otterlo,
2009), in this work we aim for a more general setting in which we may learn various aspects about
the dynamics of the domains (which naturally includes how to control it). In a first step, we focus
on sequence classification and sequence prediction
as learning tasks. We consider well-known card
games such as UNO, and related games such as
sevens and canasta.

Approach
Firstly, we approach simple models of relational
sequences such as relational n-grams, the so-called
r-grams (Landwehr and De Raedt, 2007). They
are based on sequences of ground atoms (e.g.
skip(0.78)) and seem the most suitable method
for learning about games in which only one card
is important at each step in the play sequence (e.g.
UNO). Except sequence classification and predic106

tion, as already mentioned, we consider in this setting the task of deducing the game protocols from
the model obtained.
In subsequent work we aim to focus on i) settings in which the video recognition problem is
based on techniques that lie beyond simple tagbased recognition, and ii) settings in which the
modeled states are more complex and can consist
of sets of relational atoms, or interpretations. For
all these problems, we can sometimes utilize existing techniques, but much of the envisioned path
contains new challenges for both the (logical) machine learning and computer vision communities.
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Abstract
Fusarium head blight is a fungal disease
of small grain cereals caused by a complex of Fusarium species, affecting the
yield of the crop and producing mycotoxins. Testing wheat samples for mycotoxins is time- and cost-consuming. Instead of examining a number of batches
randomly, high risk wheat batches can be
identified more acurately using machine
learning techniques. In this research, such
an approach is made by including both disease incidence and severity as well as the
composition of the species complex into
the prediction model as output variables,
resulting in a complex multi-task learning
problem consisting of multilabel classification, ordinal partial membership models and standard nonlinear regression techniques.

1

Problem description

Fusarium head blight, caused by a complex of
Fusarium species and Microdochium nivale, is
a fungal disease of small grain cereals. The
predominant species in the complex are Fusarium graminearum, Fusarium culmorum, Fusarium avenaceum, Fusarium poae or Microdochium
nivale (Waalwijk et al., 2003). The first three
are able to produce the mycotoxin deoxynivalenol
(DON), known also as vomitoxin. Acute exposure
to DON causes emesis, anorexia and diarrhea in
most domestic animals and man (Pestka, 2007).
European Commission regulation No 1126/2007
states that for unprocessed cereals other than durum wheat, oats and maize, the maximum level
for deoxynivalenol in foodstuffs is 1.250 parts per

million. In reality however, only a small number
of randomly selected wheat batches are tested, due
to the time-consuming and cost-intensive nature
of the analytical proces. A more efficient testing
strategy would be to identify the batches with elevated risk for high DON content first, using a DON
prediction model.
The University College Ghent has started DON
measurements and Fusarium species determination in winter wheat varieties since growing season 2001-2002 up until present. Data have been
extended with combined disease incidence and
severity observations since 2007. Variables in the
dataset include cultivar, location, repetition, soil
type, sowing date, date of flowering, soil management technique, precrop and estimated fungicide activity. According to Champeil et al. (2004),
these variabels have influence on the presence of
the disease. Climate is another factor of major importance (Hooker et al., 2002). The above variables have for this reason been extended recently
with time series of local weather observations for
all years since 2001, including trends of rainfall,
minimal and maximal temperature, leaf wetness
and relative humidity during the growing season.

2

Machine learning algorithms

The use of advanced machine learning techniques
is a revitalizing injection in the ancient field of disease prediction. Data obtained for these purposes
is inevitably complex and full of shortcomings.
Missing values are common due to conditions beyond the researcher’s control, independence is virtually non-existing and the input data can be considered as high-dimensional and challenging since
several time series are combined. Advanced machine learning techniques provide ways to handle these imperfections elegantly in comparison to
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conventional statistical regression approaches.
Moreover, the data can be considered complex
too on the output level, as several variables are
of potential interest for prediction. One of these
variables is the disease incidence, a 5-point ordinal variable that measures the degree of Fusarium
infection. For every entry, 100 ears were visually evaluated by agricultural experts and given
a score ranging from one, for symptom-free, to
5, for totally diseased. The number of ears per
score were summed, resulting in a distribution
both for disease incidence and severity. These
scores can be viewed as classes, so that every entry of the dataset exhibits partial membership of
these classes. Learning these partial memberships
directly instead of including all 100 ears as individual entries in the dataset has the main advantage that the size of the dataset can be reduced
by a factor 100, resulting in an enormous gain
in time complexity. Since a linear order relation
is defined over the set of classes, existing partial
memberhsip models cannot be used. Currently, we
are extending kernel-based multinomial and ordinal regression models for learning partial memberships. In this probabilistic approach, the objective
function in maximum likelihood estimation is adjusted such that partial memberships can be given
directly as input.
Secondly, the level of mycotoxin present at a
given location can also be considered as an output variable of interest. It can be expected that
this variable is correlated with disease incidence,
though up until present, no clear relationship has
been discovered. Here a regression approach
seems in place and several techniques such as support vector regression, neural networks, boosting
and bagging and linear regression will be compared to this end.
Thirdly, by means of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR), the presence of the five most dominant
Fusarium species mentioned above were screened
for every entry, leading to a set of output variables. Since several different species can be found
in a single Fusarium infection site, we are dealing with a multi-label classification problem rather
than a multi-class classification problem (Elisseeff and Weston, 2002). Several recently developed
multi-label classification algorithms are compared
for this task.
Finally, the three different learning techniques
will be combined in one model using regularized
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multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997), because from
a biological point of view it might be assumed that
all output variables are partially correlated. By
splitting the problem into the different subproblems described above, some information might
get lost. Hence, it is worth investigating whether
combining all outputs in one model can improve
the prediction. In the poster presentation we will
give an overview of the results we obtained so far
concerning all four machine learning aspects discussed in this extended abstract: mixed membership models, regression, multilabel classification
and multi-task learning.
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Abstract

the dataset for evaluation. This is illustrated in
Figure 1. During each iteration, a model or a set of
models is trained on the available (evaluated) data
points, and a decision is made whether or not the
algorithm should select new data points to achieve
the desired accuracy. This makes it possible to
use information from previous iterations (model
accuracy, model uncertainty, previously acquired
outputs) to select new data points as optimally as
possible. For example, Farhang-Mehr and Azarm
(2005) propose an algorithm that uses previously
built models to find regions in which many local
optima of the surrogate model are close to each
other, and selects new samples in these regions.

In many supervised machine learning
problems, the labeling of data points is a
very expensive operation, often requiring
the intervention of a human agent to accomplish the task. Therefore, many methods have been developped to minimize the
number of labeled data points required to
achieve a certain accuracy. In active learning, information gathered from previously
labeled data is used to determine which
data points need to be labeled next. This
guarantees more efficient resource usage
by focusing data points on areas which are
estimated to be interesting or which have a
high uncertainty. In this paper, we propose
a novel hybrid exploration-exploitation active learning strategy.

1

Tom Dhaene
Ghent University
Ghent, Belgium

Introduction

In regression learning, the goal is to find an accurate approximation of a continuous output as a
function of a set of (potentially) continuous features. In traditional supervised learning, the output value for each data point is known in advance,
and the model is trained using all the data that
is available. However, this may be infeasible for
several reasons. Firstly, the dataset might be so
large that training the model on the entire dataset
is too expensive. Secondly, it may be too expensive to acquire the output value for each data point.
For example, the output value may be generated
from a high fidelity computer simulation, which
can take hours or even days for one single evaluation (Gorissen et al., 2008). Finding the output value may also imply a physical experiment,
which requires interaction with a human agent to
set up.
Active learning attempts to address these problems by iteratively selecting new data points from

Figure 1: A flow chart of a typical active learning
strategy.

2

Hybrid active learning

An essential consideration in active learning is the
trade-off between exploration (input-based sampling) and exploitation (output-based sampling).
Exploration is the act of filling up the design space
as evenly as possible in order to identify key regions of the design space, such as discontinuities,
steep slopes, optima, stable regions and so on, depending on the objective. Exploration does not
involve the responses of the system, because the
goal is to fill up the input domain evenly.
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Exploitation is the alternative. Instead of exploring the domain, data points are selected in regions which have already been identified as (potentially) interesting. For example, one might
want to zoom in on optima, in order to make sure
the regression model does not overshoot the optimum. Or one might also want to investigate near
possible discontinuities to verify that they are, in
fact, discontinuous, and not just very steep slopes.
Finally, one might want to sample in regions in
which the current best model is very uncertain.
Exploitation involves using the outputs of the previous data points and previously trained regression
models to guide the sampling process.
In every active learning strategy, a trade-off
must be made between these two conflicting options. If an active learning strategy only focuses
on exploitation, large regions of the design space
may remain unsampled, and interesting regions
may be overlooked completely. On the other hand,
if a strategy only focuses on exploration, the advantage provided by evaluating and selecting the
samples iteratively is ignored, because the outputs
are not used. This means that any competitive sequential design strategy must somehow accomodate these two options.
We propose a new hybrid active learning
method which performs a trade-off between exploration and exploitation. New samples will
be selected in regions which are either highly
non-linear (exploitation) or undersampled (exploration). Exploration is achieved by approximating a Voronoi diagram of the previously evaluated
data points. The Voronoi cell size for each point
is then used as an estimation of the sampling density in that region. New samples are selected in
the largest Voronoi cells. Exploitation is achieved
by estimating the gradient of the function at each
data point, because the gradient is the best local
linear approximation (LOLA) of the model. Next,
the deviation is calculated between the local linear
approximation and the neighbouring data points.
If there is a high deviation, the region around the
data point must be non-linear, and thus new samples will be chosen nearby.

3

Example

We consider the following simple
dimensional academic test function:

one-

f (x) = 3(x + 1) + e3.5x sin(8πx)

(1)
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This function is shown in 2, along with the
samples that were adaptively chosen by the active learning strategy outlined above. On the left
side, the function behaves almost linearly, while
on the right side the function oscillates wildly. The
plot clearly shows that the hybrid active learning
strategy selected samples more densely in highly
nonlinear regions of the design space, demonstrating that the method is capable of quickly identifying nonlinear regions without neglecting linear
regions completely.

Figure 2: The function described in Equation 1.
The data points that were adaptively selected are
displayed as dots.

4

Conclusion

The new hybrid active learning strategy proposed
in this paper performs an effective trade-off between exploration and exploitation, combining the
advantages of each method to produce a robust,
scalable and flexible active learning strategy. For
now, this method can only be applied to continuous (real or complex) outputs. Future work will
include investigating the trade-off between exploration and exploitation and using dynamic weighting systems to balance them more efficiently. The
method will also be adapted to work with discrete
outputs, so that it can be used to select data points
in classification tasks.
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Abstract

The second shortcoming can be solved by incorporating the idle state as an additional class. These
last two problems are the subject of the first challenge of the fourth BCI Competition. The challenge is to discriminate between two motor conditions and an idle condition in an asynchronous
way. Here, we investigate the use of ordinal regression in this 3-class BCI setup. We compare
this method with the results of a standard support
vector machine (SVM) classifier.

Brain-Computer Interfaces form a link between the brain and a machine, by measuring brain signals and translating them directly into control commands. In this contribution we investigate the extension of
BCI systems to the 3-class case, in which
a third idle state is considered virtually lying between two motor classes. Such a setting has been recently put forward in the
fourth BCI competition. We particularly
focus on the use of kernel-based ordinal
regression in this setup. The experimental results illustrate that ordinal regression
performs better when a performance measure like the mean-squared error (MSE) is
considered.

1

2

Introduction

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) present an alternative way of communication for people with severe disabilities. In the beginning, BCI systems
were mostly designed as synchronous (cue-based)
classification systems. This has two major flaws.
Firstly, cue-based predictions cannot be used in
some real-life applications where direct control is
needed. And secondly, the absence of an idle class
demands the users to be involved in a certain task
at every single moment in time, which is impractical. The most straightforward way to solve the
first problem is to apply the cue-based methods on
sliding windows in order to get sample-per-sample
based predictions. Such asynchronous (also called
self-paced) BCI systems are useful for the implementation of certain applications such as cursor
control, driving a wheelchair or a mobile robot.

Experiment and preprocessing

Periodically, there is a competition on classifying
electrical brain signals in the context of BCI systems. We use one of these publicly accessible data
sets (specifically the first set of the fourth BCI
competition containing electroencephalographic
(EEG) signals) to test the method. Four subjects
(A, B, F and G) perform two motor imagery tasks
(with labels -1 and 1) that are selected from three
classes: right hand, left hand and foot. Each calibration trial consists of four seconds of motor imagery (denoted by a cue) followed by two seconds
of rest (with label 0). The challenge of the competition is to make predictions on a sample-persample basis as in an asynchronous BCI setup.
Before extracting features and training the classifier we both apply a temporal and spatial filter. The
common spatial pattern (CSP) algorithm is a commonly used spatial filter optimized for discrimination between motor tasks [3]. After spatial filtering, the variance of the training trials is computed
and fed as training samples to the classifier.

3

Classification and post-processing

The obtained feature vectors now need to be
mapped between -1 and 1, indicating to which
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class the sample belongs. To this end we employ
ordinal regression and a standard one-versus-one
multi-class SVM classifier [1]. Ordinal regression can be seen as a special case of cost-sensitive
learning, imposing different penalties to different
types of error. However, ordinal regression assumes there is an order on the classes. In this
algorithm large errors (i.e. predicting -1 as 1 or
opposite) are more penalized than smaller errors
(e.g. predicting -1 as 0). It is the underlying ranking function of ordinal regression that guarantees
this type of cost-sensitivity, leading to a single machine approach. Based on the MSE, used in the
BCI challenge as performance measure, we can
conclude there is an order on the classes. Hence,
by applying ordinal regression we hope to reduce
the number of these large errors and thus to further minimize the MSE. In this work we will make
use of a particular ordinal regression algorithm,
namely the support vector ordinal regression algorithm (see [2]). After training these classifiers, we
apply splines to smoothen the predictions.
We divide the training set in ten folds from which
90% is used as training data and 10% as test data.
This 90% of training data is then again subdivided
in folds for selecting the parameters of the classifiers. This way, we obtain ten different predictions which we average in the final result. We
use the default radial basis function of LibSVM as
kernel. The complexity parameter C ranges from
2−5 to 215 and the gamma parameter from 2−15 to
23 . There are 1200 training objects (400 for each
class) and 36 features per object.

4

Results

In Table 1 the MSE of ordinal regression and
SVM is given for each subject1 . The MSE for almost all subjects and methods is well below the
MSE (0.49-0.54) of classifying all samples as 0.
However, the MSE for subject A and SVM remains above this level, because the SVM outputs
are heavily biased towards label 1. As observed
by other researchers this is very likely caused by
a change in distribution of the data between the
training session and test session. Ordinal regression does not seem to be affected by this, probably due to its single machine nature where only
one model is learned. We also want to focus the
1

We exclude subject B from the analysis because the results show that the subject is not able to achieve proper control, when looking at the performance of all competition submissions.
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Table 1: Comparison of MSE
Method\Subject
A
F
G
SVM
0.616 0.403 0.339
Ordinal
0.307 0.414 0.310
reader’s attention on an observation we made during the analysis of subject G as displayed in Figure 1. During a few time frames the SVM predictions do not seem to achieve any control while
ordinal regression performs quite well. For a comparison with other methods we like to refer the
reader to the website of the BCI competition2 .

Figure 1: Smoothened predictions of SVM and ordinal regression for subject G on the test set.

5

Conclusion

In this work we tried to improve 3-class BCI systems by using ordinal regression. Based on the experimental results we showed that ordinal regression performs slightly better compared to SVM
(especially for subject A).
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Abstract
The major challenge in the growing number
of genome-wide association (GWA) studies
is to find important loci, e.g. single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), to unravel
the genetic etiology of complex traits. Most
of the currently applied methods estimate the
contribution of single loci. However,
increasing empirical evidence suggests that
interactions among loci are important to
explain phenotypic variation. Therefore, we
want to compare the performance and
stability of the classifiers generated by a
number of machine learning methods on
large sets of SNPs. Additionally, we will
explore two-stage approaches that combine
the attractive features of the individual
algorithms. The proposed approaches will be
evaluated using GWA data of three traits
available from a large cohort study.

1

Introduction

Since the completion of the human genome
project and the development of catalogs of
human
genetic
variation,
genome-wide
association (GWA) studies are considered an
important tool for unraveling the genetic etiology
of complex traits (Couzin, J. and Kaiser, J.,
2007). In these studies, genetic markers, such as
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), are
searched that increase the risk of obtaining a
certain disease or yield knowledge about the
biological pathways involved in the disease. The
major challenge is to find the important SNPs
among the large number of available SNPs.
Currently, for most traits only a small percentage
of the heritability can be explained by genetic
factors.

In many of the current GWA studies the
contribution of individual SNPs to the trait is
evaluated using a Pearson’s χ2-statistic.
However, increasing empirical evidence from
model organisms and human studies suggests
that interactions among loci contribute strongly
to complex traits. For example, in a recent study
of predictive models for breast cancer
susceptibility it was shown that interaction of
SNPs has a high impact on the risk of developing
the disease (Listgarten, J. et al., 2004). These
studies were done on small data sets of SNPs and
cases, but suggest that techniques that model
SNP interactions on a genome-wide scale in
large populations are important.
Classical statistical and analytical approaches,
e.g. linear regression models, are not well suited
to evaluate interactions mainly because their lack
of power on the large GWA data sets. Other
methods are needed to be able to translate
individual genetic markers into a genetic risk
profile useful for targeted disease prevention,
diagnosis and therapy.

2

Machine learning algorithms

Recently, machine learning algorithms have been
applied on gene expression data sets (DiazUriarte, R. and Alvarez de Andres, S., 2006) and
small sets of SNPs (Listgarten, J. et al., 2004).
However, there is no consensus which approach
is to be preferred for modeling interactions in the
large number of SNPs available in the current
GWA studies.
Therefore, we will compare Support Vector
Machines (SVMs), Random Forests (RF), and
rule-based approaches to model interactions in
GWA data of a large population. In comparison
to SVM and RF the main advantage of rulebased approaches is the comprehensibility of the
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classifier that is induced. We want to focus on
three rule-based algorithms: (1) RIPPER, a setcovering algorithm that has shown excellent
performance in many studies in other domains
(Cohen, WW, 1995); (2) EXPLORE, a ruleinduction algorithm developed by our group,
which performs an exhaustive search of the
feature space (Kors, J.A. and Hoffmann, A.L.,
1997); and (3) logic regression, an adaptive
regression
methodology
that
constructs
prediction rules consisting of Boolean
combinations of binary covariates (Kooperberg,
C. et al., 2001).
2.1

Two-stage approaches

Additionally, combinations will be made of the
machine learning algorithms in two-stage
approaches. We will study approaches in which a
SVM or RF is used in a first stage to select a
subset of SNPs. In a second stage the rule-based
approaches will be applied to induce more
comprehensible models. Based on simulated data
and data from existing GWA studies, it was
recently shown that two-stage analysis can
dramatically increase the power to identify
interactions when compared to single-stage
analysis (Kooperberg, C. and Leblanc, M.,
2008).

3

Performance evaluation

The individual algorithms and two-stage
approaches will be evaluated using GWA data
from the Rotterdam Study. This cohort study is a
prospective, population based cohort study of
determinants of several chronic diseases in
individuals older than 55 years (Hofman, A. et
al., 2007). Participants were continuously
monitored for major events through automated
linkage with files from general practitioners and
pharmacies in the district of Ommoord. Recently,
the participants in the Rotterdam study were
genotyped (Illumina 550k) and GWA studies are
being performed. We will evaluate the
algorithms on three traits available in the
Rotterdam
study:
iris
color,
macular
degeneration, and prolongation of the QT
interval in the electrocardiogram (n = 4606).
The performance of the different algorithms
will be assessed by 10-fold cross-validation. The
stability of the approaches will be studied by
evaluating the model variation in the different
folds of the cross-validation approach.
Furthermore, the scalability of the algorithms
will be assessed.
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4

Conclusion

We think that machine learning approaches
should be studied for genome-wide analysis of
SNP interactions in a large population.
Furthermore, combinations of the more
comprehensible rule-based models with SVM
and RF should be considered as a two-stage
approach. Our future research will focus on these
important issues.
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1

Introduction

Within the data mining community there has been
a lot of interest in mining and learning from
graphs (see (Cook and Holder, 2006) for a recent
overview). Most work in this area has has focussed on finding algorithms that help solve realworld problems. Although useful and interesting
results have been obtained, more fundamental issues like learnability properties have hardly been
adressed yet. This kind of work also tends not
to be grounded in graph grammar theory, even
though some approaches aim at inducing grammars from collections of graphs.
This paper is intended as a step towards an
approach that is more theoretically sound. We
present results concerning learnable classes of
graph grammars.

2

Graph Grammars

Many approaches to representing graph languages
exist, the present paper is restricted to the popular
node label controlled (NLC ) grammars (see (Engelfriet and Rozenberg, 1997) for a survey). These
consist of production rules with a non-terminal label at the left-hand side (lhs) of a rule, and on the
right-hand side (rhs) a graph called the daughter
graph, and an embedding relation. The nodes of
the daughter graph are labeled with both terminal
and non-terminal labels.
Generation of a graph starts with the axiom, a
node labeled with the start non-terminal symbol.
Rules from the grammar are applied such that nonterminal nodes are replaced by daughter graphs,
which are connected to the host graph according
to the embedding relations. The graph language
generated by a grammar consists of all graphs thus
obtained that have terminal labels exclusively.
The embedding relation specifies how the
daughter graph is connected by considering just
∗
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the neighbourhood of the replaced node. For each
vertex in the daughter graph, the embedding relation specifies either ‘empty’ or a node label. All
nodes in the neighbourhood with the label will be
connected to that vertex.
We assume that all rules in all grammars are
productive, i.e., do not contain useless symbols,
and that unit- and -productions are absent. We
also assume that every rule contains at least one
terminal (similar to lexicalization in NLP).
Note that for many classes of graph grammar
the generating grammar does not necessarily function as a parser as well. The reason is that, as
part of a derivation step, the edges incident on the
node to be replaced are removed, and the daughter graph that is inserted is connected in a predetermined way. In this setting, there is no way to
recover the removed edges, which may be required
for deciding membership of some given graph.
A number of restricted subclasses of NLC
grammars can be found in the literature, we will
focus on Boundary NLC (B -NLC ), which disallows edges between non-terminal vertices in the
rhs.
The graph language generated by grammar G
will be denoted GL(G), the derivation language
generated by grammar G will be denoted DL(G).
Informally speaking, a derivation tree for a
graph and graph grammar is a tree that reflects
the generation process from grammar to derived
graph, i.e., the nodes correspond to the applications of rewrite rules. We define them so that the
nodes are labeled with the daughter graphs of their
corresponding rules. The daughters of any node in
the tree correspond to the rewriting steps applied
to the non-terminals in the rhs. The number of
daughters is exactly the number of non-terminals,
that is, these rules are considered to all be applied
in one step.
In the case of a rule that has no non-terminals in
the rhs (a terminal rule), the corresponding node
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is a leaf. In the present context, the embedding
relations can be safely ignored, we thus leave these
out of the derivation tree representation.

3

Learnability

We are interested in learnability in the technical
sense of identification in the limit (Gold, 1967).
In this paradigm a class of languages is considered
learnable just if there exists an algorithm over sequences of input data that converges on a correct
hypothesis after a finite number of presentations.
It is assumed that all data is presented eventually.
A sufficient condition for a class to be identifiable
in the limit (Wright, 1989) is being r.e., consisting
of just recursive languages and having the property of infinite elasticity (Wright, 1989; Motoki
et al., 1991): A class L of languages is said to
have infinite elasticity if there exists an infinite sequence hsn in∈N of sentences and an infinite sequence hLn in∈N of languages in L such that for
all n ∈ N, sn 6∈ Ln , and {s0 , . . . , sn } ⊆ Ln+1 .
A class L of languages is said to have finite elasticity if it does not have infinite elasticity.
So, one way of proving learnability of a class
is demonstrating it has finite elasticity and to extend the class by exploiting an invariance result.
The following theorem, from (Kanazawa, 1994),
is useful when the relation between language element and possible derivation is finite-valued. It is
generally easier to prove finite elasticity of a class
of derivation languages than of a class of string
languages.
Let Σ and Υ be two alphabets, a relation R ⊆
∗
Σ × Υ∗ is said to be finite-valued just if for every
s ∈ Σ∗ , there are at most finitely many u ∈ Υ∗
such that Rsu. If M is a language over Υ, define a language R−1 [M ] over Σ by R−1 [M ] =
{s | ∃u(Rsu ∧ u ∈ M )}.
Let M be a class of languages over Υ that has
finite elasticity, and let R ⊆ Σ∗ × Υ∗ be a finitevalued relation. Then L = {R−1 [M ] | M ∈ M}
also has finite elasticity.
In order to obtain a subclass of B -NLC that has
finite elasticity, additional restrictions need to be
imposed. Let k be an upper bound on the number
of occurences of any terminal, and let k-B -NLC
denote the class of all B -NLC grammars with k as
such a bound. This bound implies a bound on the
number of occurences of distinct terminal parts of
daughter graphs. Since we assume a fixed alphabet
and terminals in all rules, a bound on the number
116

of rules in the grammar is implied, which implies
a bound on the number of non-terminals.
We therefore have that, for k = 1,
DL(Gk-B -NLC ) has finite elasticity.
Proof (sketch): Assume that this class has
infinite elasticity with trees t1 , . . . and derivation
languages D1 , . . ., with corresponding grammars
G1 , . . .. For any i, the set Gi of grammars in the
class that generate a minimal derivation language
and are consistent with t1 . . . ti−1 is of finite
cardinality. The grammar Gi must be such that
it is a superset of some such grammar, with a
substitution applied to it. Only a finite number of
such substitutions exist for each G ∈ Gi , so at
any point i in the sequence, just a finite number of
different grammars can occur. Since ti 6∈ DL(Gi )
and {t1 , . . . ti−1 } ⊆ DL(Gi ), each of these grammars can only occur a finite number of times in
the sequence. Thus, the whole sequence G1 , . . .,
and thus the whole sequence D1 , . . ., must be of
finite length.

Applying the invariance theorem for finite elasticity twice, this result can be generalized to k >
1, and then from derivation- to graph language.
It then follows that for any k, GL(Gk-B -NLC ) is
learnable from positive data (graphs) by a consistent and conservative learner.
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